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adds so much to your family's
Npleasure, appliance
convenience, and healthfulness . . . as
O OTHER

a modern, automatic electric water heater!
simply wonThe reason is wonderfully simple-and
derful ! An efficiently insulated storage tank and
automatic, thermostatic controls permit this appliance
at the low,
to do its job while others are idle ...
"off-peak" rate ... yet the water is always hot and
ready at the turn of a tap!
An approved type automatic electric water heater
which operates at this low rate actually gives you
four gallons of hot water for a mere penny!
More than 10,000 new users in VEPCOland during
course it's electric!
'48 know that for economy-of
See your appliance dealer or your plumber ... now!
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FRANCISPENDLETONGAINES

THE ALUMNI

Although institutions of higher learning throughout the land rejoiced
with Wa shington and Lee University in this great school 's celebration of 200
years of magnificent service, the bicentennial celebration at Lexington April
12 had special significan ce for the University of Richmond.
Alma Mater could say with pride of the man who has headed Wa shington
and Lee for the past 19 years: "This is my son."
Francis Pendleton Gaines, wh o since 1930 has
been president of the institution which was named
for \Va shington and dedicated by Lee to the ideal
of Christian education, has added new lustre to
the name of an already great University.
Dr. Gaines' presence is an ornament to any
assembly of scholars, as a lecturer he has few
peer s, as an author he writes with precision and
force.
As an undergraduate in the class of 1912 he
gave promise of the career which lay before him.
He prepared for this career with further study at
the University of Chicago and at Columbia. There
followed teaching posts at Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College
and the professorship of English at Furman University in his native South
Carolina. Then in 1927 he became president of Wake Forest College where
he remained until 1930 when he accepted the call to lead Washington and
Lee University further along the path to this school's destiny.
His ability and his integrity have been recognized by his Alma Mater, by
Duke University , by Columbia, Furman, Mercer, Wake Forest, and Sewanee ,
all of which have conferred upon him honorary degrees.
As Washington and Lee girds itself for its third century of useful service
to Virginia, the Southland and the nation, the institution is fortunate to
have at the president's desk one of America's most distinguished educators.
1'
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COMBS
MORGAN LAFAYETTE
It was as "leader," "counselor ," and " friend" that members of the facult y
and staff of Mary \Vashington College hailed Morgan Lafayette Combs at a
,dinner they gave in his honor to celebrate the twentieth year of his service
as president.
They pointed with understandable pride to Mary Washington 's growth
in physical properties, in students, and in prestige
under his leadership. They spoke too of his human
qualities which have made him the friend and coworker as well as the chief of the staff of an institution which is giving outstanding service to its
,constituency as an integral part of the University
of Virginia.
The University of Richmond rejoices with
Mary Washington College. Alma Mater is
pleased but not surprised that her son, Morgan
Lafayette Combs of the class of 1917, has won
both the esteem of his fellow educators and the
affection of those who work with him at Fredericksburg.
Alma Mater wishes for him many more years of distinguished service.
[ I]
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RecordClassTo Graduate
Harold W. Tribble, '19, Commencement Speaker

wo COLLEGE PRESIDENTS and two pastors of Baptist
churches will receive honorary degrees at Commencement
exercises, June 6.
Dr. Edward M. Gwathmey, '12, president of Converse
College at Spartanburg, S. C., and Dr. Harold W . Tribble,
' 19, president of Andover Newton Theological School at
Newton Center, Mass., will receive the degree of Doctor of
Laws.
Honorary degrees of Doctor of Divinity will be conferred
on the Rev. James H. Ivey (Wake Forest, '24), and the Rev.
Vernon B. Richardson, '35, pastor of the University Baptist
Church in Baltimore.
Dr . Tribble will deliver the commencement address to the
largest graduating ·class in the University's history at the exercises in the Luther H. Jenkins Greek Theater. Approximately
350 men and women-more than 100 in excess of last year's
total of 246 will receive degrees from President Modlin at the
close of the commencement address.
The total will be swelled by the record class in Richmond
College where 241 seniors have filed applications for degrees.
Although academic barriers will trip some of the candidates,
the total will be well above last year 's peak of 143.
(The June, 1949, graduating class may set a record which
will not be equalled for many years since the World War II
veterans are now a minority of the student body and are fast
fading from the college rolls. It was their matriculation in
record numbers immediately following the war that swelled
college enrollments throughout the land. The crest of the
GI wave will break on the shore of graduation this June. The
enrqllment in the University of Richmond and enrollments
in colleges throughout the nation are expected to drop for the
1949-50 session.)
Commencement exercises will begin on June 4 with Alumni
and Alumnae Day activities, which will be climaxed by dinners on both sides of the lake . The baccalaureate sermon will
be preached by Vernon Richardson at exercises which will be
conducted in Cannon Memorial Chapel at 7:30 p.m., Sunday,
June 5.
A round of social activities will give the seniors a merry
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COMMENCEMENT CALENDAR
Day .
Saturday, June 4-Alumni-ae
Sunday,
June 5-Baccalaureate
Sermon, the Rev.
7:30 p.m.
Vernon B. Richardson, '35, Pastor, University Baptist Church,
Baltimore.
Monday, June 6-Commencement
Exercises,
7:30 p.m.
Luther H. Jenkins Greek Theater. Speaker: Dr. Harold W.
Tribble, '19, president, Andover
Newton Theological School.

HONORARY DEGREEWINNERS. The Doctor of Divinity Degree will
be conferred upon the Rev. Vernon B. Richardson, '35 (upper left), and,
the Rev. James H. Ivey, Wake Forest, '24 (upper right). Dr. Harold W.
Tribble, '19 (lower left), the Commencement speaker, will receive the
Doctor of Laws Degree, as will Dr. Edward M. Gwathmey, '12 (lower
right).

interlude between examinations and the final exercises which
will be conducted at 7:30 o'clock Monday night in the Luther
H. Jenkins Greek Theater which is expected to be packed to
its capacity of 2 500 by families and friends of the record class.
All of the four candidates for the honorary degrees have
had active careers since they left college halls. Dr. Gwathmey, president of the Philologian Literary Society and a
pitcher on the baseball team during his career in Richmond
College, received his M .A. and Ph.D. at the University of
Virginia where he also was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
His teaching career began at the College of William and
Mary where he served as instructor, associate professor and
professor of English over a period which extended from 1921
to 1933 when he accepted the presidency of Converse College.
In addition to his duties at William and Mary he taught in the
summer schools of the University of Toulouse, France, the
University of Utah, and the University of Virginia.
Dr. Gwathmey's LL.D. will be the second such honor which
has been accorded him. He received the Doctor of Laws from
the University of South Carolina in 1943.
Dr. Tribble was editor of the Collegian and was a member
(Continue d on page 12)
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All AroundThe Lake
By BARBARA BEATTIE, '50 and PETE SINGLETON, '49
s
you on your last journey (for this year) around Ye
AShock
Lake, please fasten your safety belts.
No. 1.-Look out, don't fall over that old dead pyramid.
WE TAKE

A lot of them are still around, although the clubs that once supported
them on the campus have long since dissolved. The aura of Egypt
that hung over Spiderland for a few hectic weeks has gone, and now,
in its place, the campus theme is straight from Poe-"the Glory that
was Greece and the Grandeur that was Rome."
In the Greecy department-we have GREEK WEEK. At the time
of this writing, the local Greeks and some select Greek-minded girls
from Westhampton have ganged up to present an extravaganza based
upon the pastimes of our not-so-honorable ancestors from the days of
Aristotle and Jupiter. The pseudo-Grecians came forth upon the
hard environs of Millhiser Field and erupted a few volcanoes, engaged in a couple of track events, wore togas that looked surprisingly
like bedsheets, stared at the eternal Olympic flame burning from a
torch that reputedly came straight from Olympus by way of the
Luther Jenkins Greek Theater, bestowed laurel wreaths upon the
winning athletes, drank cokes, cheered and yelled, and had a darn
good time.
The following night the same ancient crowd gathered in Cannon
Memorial Chapel and listened
attentively to a talk by Thomas
C. Boushall, president of the
Bank of Virginia, and a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity.
After the talk, each of the
eleven social fraternities vied
in a song contest. The least
QUIXOTE vs. WINDMILL.
Puppet Theater presents Cervantes' Don Quixote.

that can be said for this event is that it created enough volume to move
the Chapel several feet closer to the creek.
Wednesday brought on a stunt night, in which the eleven Greek
groups trotted out their prized clowns and fools, and entertained a
wildly cheering audience for some two hours. The next day the
weary but indomitable Platos gathered by sections in the not-so-grand
stands at Millhiser and watched the varsity play a ball game. Friday
night was something of a climax to Greek Week activities. A costume
ball in the gym caused some whistles when a chorus line from W.C.
waltzed across the hardwood. No basketball team ever received a
similar ovation. Soon after a good-looking Greek Week Cup was
presented to about 5000 Phi Garns, the assemblage slowly moved in
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twos, and multiples of twos, across the campus to face Dean Hamilton's curfew.
The Romans had their innings at a three-day convention here of
the Classical Association of the Middle West and South. Some three
hundred Latin and Greek scholars met on Ye Campus for-guess
what they were doing? Learning to swear in Latin! Y essir, by Jove,
they were. (Bet none of you former students learned Latin for that
purpose.) After the learned gentlemen had mastered cussin' as
Caesar probably did, they packed up their culture and took off for

FIESTA. Westhampton College students of Spanish, under the direction of Professor Margaret Rudd
(center), lead in the University's
celebration
of Pan-American
Week . At right, the torch bearer
leads the procession to the mock
Olympics which featured the observance of Greek Week.

Williamsburg, a town restored by John D . Rockefeller, Jr.
Overshadowed by a flurry of togas and Latin cuss words, a small
group of campus characters struggled valiantly to bring order out of
the chaos and carry on a sober Pan-American Week. Highlighted by
an adaptation of Don Quixote by the Puppet Theater and a lecture
by Dr. Lincoln Canfield of Florida State University, Pan-American
Week drew to a colorful close with a mucho gay South-of-the-Border
fiesta.
Shock No. 2.-Finals may not be held this year, period. Because of
financial difficulties which the lnterfraternity Dance Committee is
afraid will prove insurmountable, the number three dance of the social
season is currently a question mark. Student support of the dances
has been wavering for some time now, and the Richmond College
men vow they will not trip the light fantastic on the floor of Ye Gym.
And, since the executive committee of the Board of Trustees has
refused to permit the lnterfrat dances to be held off campus, the
situation is deadlocked. Now, Grads, what would you do? You may
be sure that any help will be received with open arms.
Shock No. 3.-Thirty students from around Ye Lake found time
enough to study enough to make grades good enough to be tapped by
Phi Beta Kappa. During the first University Honor's Week, which
was set aside for the honoring of honor societies, ODK heaped
laurels on eleven men, Mortar Board tapped six women, and PDE
and TKA selected eleven and five, respectively.
(Continued on page 13)

THEYFOLLOWTHEIRLINES
By ETHEL L. SMITHER, '15*
cards that are being
S received in thecareer
office of the WesthampCANNIN G THE

ton Alumnae Association recalls in vivid fashion a children's story about a boy whose nickname was Wiff. He had recently moved to
his grandfather's farm and was uncertain in
his relations with rural boys. He wanted his
grandfather to give him excuses for doing the
things he most enjoyed so that he could do
them and yet avoid the laughter of the
strange boys. His grandfather, who refus ed
to furnish his alibi, said, "Fo llow your own
line. The boys will like you all the better for
that." Reading these career cards one gets the
feeling that whether or not they received
similar wise advice, the Westhampton alumnae have done just this ; they have followed
their own line s. And in doing so, these women have been led into strange and interesting
work and places. They seem in the bargain
to have achieved a fine sense of reality where
work is concerned. An over-all view of the
cards creat es an impression of alert, well selfdisciplined women who make their contributions freely and efficiently to whatever of the
world's work has come to hand . Even though
the information is brief, the cards carry this
impression in their total effect.
A few of the cards have been selected to
show some of the interesting and, in some
cases, unusual tasks at which Westhampton 's
alumnae are engaged. Many others might
have been chosen which would have told of
just as worth-while and valuable responsibiHties. The cards that were selected indicate
varied choices of activity and a wide spread
in the abilities that Westhampton alumnae
have had to offer.
Virginia Karn es Wright, ' 19, is busily engaged in the duties and activities attendant
upon her position as postmast er at Roanoke ,
Virginia. She reports that the post office at
Roanoke has 230 employees and that, for
1948, the receipts were slightly over a million
dollars, the highest amount in the history of
the post office. Virginia has held this position for the past eight years. She succeeded her husband who was postmaster at
the time of his death.
Virginia also takes an active part in civic
affairs and in club life . She assisted in the
recent Red Cross Campaign as head of the
Public Employee Division. She serves as a
member of the Board of Trustees of the
Community Fund; she is a member of the
Altrusa Club. Virginia is the immediate past
president of the Virginia Chapter, National
Association of Postmasters. Virginia Wri ght's
*Mi ss Smither, well kno wn both as a writer and
editor, is forme r associate editor of Methodist Children 's Publications. She is currently engaged in ,l
special wo rk in remedial reading in the Richm ond
Public Schools. Summers she is a teacher in the
Graduate School in Education at the University of
Pittsburgh.

line has led her into public service of a kind
that touches the lives of thousands of the citizens of her community. Other Westhampton
alumnae have entered the same field, notably
Frances Glassell Beale who is postmaster at
Bowling Gr een, Virginia, and Ruth Hoover
Lide who is at Carloover, Virginia.
Virginia Gregory, '24, also is in public
service though she is connected with a different kind of work from that of Virginia
Karnes Wright. After seven years with Adult
Education and the Recreation Department
for Virginia and the Federal Government and
three additional years with A.R .C. in the
army, Virginia served as Director of Recreation for Winchester, Virginia, for three years.
In 1947 she joined the staff of the North
Carolina Recreation Commission to serve as
a field representative. She was ably prepared
for her position by graduate studies at th e
University of Virginia and at the University
of North Carolina.
Virginia 's duties with the commission include special work with rural forces of the
state of North Carolina, relations and cooperation with women's clubs and organizations,
with recreation services at institutions, and
with public welfare agencies. Virginia assists
also with training programs and renders
general advisory services for communities. A
number of Westhampton alumnae have entered similar fields.
Other alumnae have entered the field of
research and are found at work in widely different phases of this type of work. Buckner
Fitzhugh Pannill , '28, is an example of
women whose abilities and interests have
led them into research.
Buckner
works as a mathematician for the Ballisti c
-Research Laboratohes, ,'.\.berdeen Prov.ing G"round, Aber1deen, Maryland. This
'is the army's impor1tant resi::arch center.
Buckner, works in the
computing laboratory which uses .the largest
number of computing rpachin_es of any place
in the country._ She :i:tses th~ ~ifferential
analyzer which 1s the oldest machme at the
Proving Center. It was developed by Doctor
Vannevar Bush. This machine is a mechanical
integrator with electronic equipment whi ch
has been added in recent years. This analyzer
solves differential equations and is used constantly in research problems. The workers in
Buckner 's group establish the program of
jobs to be put on the analyzer, make all necessary diagrams, run tests, and see any problem through to its solution. Buckner writes
that the programming and the tests constitute
the most interesting part of the work. For
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examp le, one job surprised the research
workers by having complementary functions
and giving a different answer each time.
Buckner's husband also works for the Ballistic Research Laboratories. He is employed
in the Supersonic Wind Tunnel which has
been featured so often in the news.
Alma Rosenba um, '45, is engaged in research work in a different field . After
leaving Westhampton, Alma received a
teaching fellowship
at Mount Holyoke
College and took an
M.A. in physics there.
After that she was
Laboratory and Engineering Assistant at
General Electric Company where she had
courses in Nuclear Engineering . At present
Alma is Research Assistant, Experimental
Physics Section the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory of the Research Laboratory of the
General Electric Company at Schenectady,
New York. This alumna seems to have followed her line to the frontier of presentday physics research.
Anne Gordon , '44, is engaged in still another form of research. She is employed as
Research Reviewer for the Federal Bureau of
Investigation at Washington, D. C. Anyone
trying to follow these alumnae along their
lines sees open up before her a variety of unusual enter'prises which indicate the ~any opportunities available today to the woman with
college training.
Camilla Jeffries, '33, has found her place
as proprietor of a pharmacy in Richmond,
Virginia. After graduating with a major in
Chemistry, Camilla took a B.S. in Pharmacy
at the Medical College of Virginia. She has
worked as pharmacist, manager, and partner
in a drugstore in Warrenton, Virginia, and
is now conducting her own store.
Saddye Sykes Williams, '4 0, has a "line "
that opens to us another field of endeavor engaged in by Westhampton Alumnae . .After
working in cost accounting for the United
States Tobacco Company, Saddye became director of Merchandising in the National Advertising Department at Richmond Newspapers , Inc. She does surveys and contact and
promotion work for nationally advertised
products.
Rosalie Vaden Oakes, '39, entered Crozer
Theological Seminary on grad uation from
Westhampton and received a B.D. degree
from that institution . She became at first
Executive Director of the Y.W.C.A. at the
University of Kentucky, then U.S .O. Regiona l Supervisor in the Southern Region .
Her next work was in student services. She
(Continued on page 13)
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TrainingGround For The Ranks Of Business*
By JOSEPH E. NETTLES, '30

University of Richmond means BusiTAlthough
ness.
its roots are buried deep in the
HE

liberal arts tradition of "education for living
as well as making a living ," the University,
under the leadership o.f its progressive and
aggressive young president, is placing new
emphasis on business training.
That young president, Georg e Matthews
Modlin, believes that for too long a time too
many of the best young business brains of the
South have gone North for training and in
many cases have remained in the North, to
the detriment of Southern and Virginia industry.
That's what he said when he announced
that Richmond -w hich for more than a century has counted the University of Richmond
and its predecessor, Richmond College,
among its cultural assets-would
get (1rst
claim on the graduates of the newly organized
School of Business Administration. This
school will embrace both the present department of economics and applied economics in
Richmond College and the Evening School of
Business Administration . It will begin operation in September with an initial undergraduate enrollment of between 200 and 300 fulltime students.
The school will be of full professional caliber and will give the degree of bachelor of
science in business administration to students
who successfully complete the course of study.
The faculty will be enlarged and strengthened
at the start of the 1949-S0 term.
For the first session the school will be located in a temporary building now on the
University campus; but a handsome new
structure, with adequate classrooms, seminar
rooms, auditorium, and laboratories, ultimately will house the sixth and youngest of the
University 's units.
·
Pr erequisites for admission to the school
will be two years of satisfactory work in liberal arts at Richmond College, men 's undergraduate unit of the University, or another
accredited college. Junior and senior years
will be spent in the business school.
Wh en the new school begins operation this
fall Richmond business will support it, just as
it has supported President Modlin and the
energetic dean of the University's Evening
School of Business Administration . This
man is F. Byers Miller, a graduate of Ohio
State University. He knows business in theory
and practice and has work~d shoul~er-toshoulder with Richmond busmessmen m the
solution of their common problems.
These Richmond businessmen believe in
the University, in its president and its business dean. When Dr. Modlin (the majority
of Richmond 's business leaders call him
*Reprinted from The Commonwealth.

Presiden t George Mat thews Mod lin of the University of Richmond (right)
reviews with his successor as dean of the University's Even ing Schoo l of
Business Administra tion, F. Byers Miller, plans for the new schoo l, which
will be inau gurated this fa ll.

"George") was chosen president of the University to succeed Dr . F. W. Boatwright in
1946, his selection was applauded by the
city's captains of industry . They knew he had
worked with them and for them, faithfully
and intelligently, ever since joining the University staff in 1938. As dean o.f the Evening
School of Business Administration he had so
strengthened the faculty and the offerings in
business subjects that hundreds of business
employees flocked into the classrooms at night
to gain knowledge which would enable them
to do their jobs better.
That meant promotion and pay for the students who gave up their evenings for this
instruction. It also meant better-trained,
more efficient personnel. That's what Richmond business leaders wanted and they
showed their appreciation by offering inducements to students who enrolled in the evening
school courses. Furthermore, when these
executives were drafted for teaching jobs, in
order that their knowledge might be imparted
to eager young men and women just ernbarki9g upon business careers, they responded
g ladly.
It was not surprising that the evening
school enrollment passed the 1,000-mark and
continued to grow. Not only from Richmond
but from communities several hours' driving
time away from the city came students who
were sold on the proposition that the only
way to get ahead in their jobs was to increase
their knowledge . One ambitious young man
commuted for several years from Chase City,
while another, who had access to an airplane,
regularly flew to Richmond from a Lower
Peninsula community. First prize goes,
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however , to a young woman who commutes
from her home in Portsmouth .
In the current session, evening school enrollment exceeds 1,400. The youngest member of the University family is now the second in size-barely smaller than the parent
Richmond College which was chartered in
1840. The evening school began operation in
1924 with an enrollment of fifty-one students .
Like his predecessor, President Modlin,
Dean Miller works morning , noon and night
for the evening school. He constantly seeks
new fields of service and is constantly adding
to the curriculum new courses designed to
meet the specific needs of Richmond 's young
men and women in business. He never loses
an opportunity to cement the relationship between Richmond business and the Univer sity.
When ever he is invited to make a speech-as
he frequently is, because h e is an accomplished speaker-he tells a story which goes
somethin ,g like this:
Richmond has a total of 5,000 retail establishments , wholesale establishments, manufacturing plants, service establishments,
banks, and home offices of insurance companies. Their combined sales are in excess of
a billion dollars and almost 157,000 men and
women are on their payrolls .
The knowledge and vision of men in the
top executive positions and the cooperatio n of
key men in the lower echelons of command
are responsible , Dean Mi!ler says, for the
healthy condition of Richmond busin ess and
industry today. It is essential that this brainpower be maintained . Therefore-and
this
(Continue'd on page 14)

Clans To Gather June 4th
Elma Ashton, '25, Alumnae Speaker

Booker To Address Men

When Westhampton alumnae return to the campus for
commencement this June, they will find much to interest them .
For many of them, this will be their first glimpse of the completely furnished new dormitory, South Court, and of the new
dining room. They will find the court gaily bedecked with
new flowers and shrubs which have been planted during the
past year. They will find an enlarged faculty, with a number
of new members recently added.
But they will find the old, familiar scenes and many beloved
faces also. As they chatter in the Blue Room and stroll around
the lake, they will succumb once more to the spell of Westhampton. Miss Keller, Miss Crenshaw, Miss Turnbull, Miss
Harris, Miss Lutz and others who once struck terror into their
hearts, but who are now old friends, will be on hand to greet
them, and classmates who have been only memories for years
will suddenly materialize before their eyes.
Reunions are being planned by the classes of '19, '24, '34,
'39, '44, and '47. From reports that have already come in
the "girls" are planning to converge on Westhampton from
the four corners of the United States and even from as far
away as Venezuela and Turkey for these reunions. For most
classes, reunion events begin on Friday, June 3 and continue
through Sunday, June 5.
Alumnae Day, Saturday, June 4, will be highlighted by an
address at 11:00 a.m. on the United Nations Social Welfare
Program by Elma (Buck) Ashton, '25, Social Affairs Officer
in Charge of Fellowships for the United Nations. Since her
graduation from Westhampton, Elma has gone far in her
chosen field of social work. She followed her B.A. from West hampton with graduate work at Harvard, the University of
Georgia, and the University of North Carolina, receiving an
M.A. from Georgia and completing all the work except the
dissertation for a Ph.D. from North Carolina, majoring in
Sociology and minoring in Psychology and Social Work.
The field of teaching has occupied a part of Elma's time.
First she taught in the public schools of Virginia, then taught
and was Dean of Girls at Lucy Cobb Junior College in Georgia. Later on she taught a course, Introduction to Social Work,
at the University of North Carolina and taught courses in the
summer at the William and Mary Extension School of Social
Work in Richmond. In 1945 she taught a course, Democratic
Basis of Social Security, in the Pennsylvania School of Social
Work of the University of Pennsylvania.
While Elma has found time to do the educational work
just mentioned, the major part of her time and energy has
been given to actual work in the field of welfare and social
service. In 1932-33 she was Research Assistant with the
Institute for Research in Social Science, and assisted with
Southern regional studies. Next she became Assistant Administrator of the Emergency Relief Administration in Wilmington, N. C., where she was responsible for the total relief
program with a large staff of white and Negro investigators

R. E. Booker, Secretary-Treasurer of the Virginia State
Bar, will address the annual dinner in Millhiser Gymnasium
June 4th which will climax what Chairman L. Dudley George,
'23, and his co-workers expect to be the most successful
Alumni Day in the University's history.
Mr. Booker, a former president of Student Government, is
a member of the class of 1924 which for the past year has been
planning its 25th reunion which will bring back to the campus
a large number of the graduates who received their degrees
a quarter of a century ago.
Reunions also have been planned by the classes of 1919,
1929, 1934, and 1939.
Several of the reunion classes will hold buffet suppers on
Friday evening preceding Alumni Day and then will gather
at 10 o'clock on the campus the following day to register and
to hold their you-remember-when meetings.
Other alumni will register at 12 o'clock and at 1 o'clock
all hands will gather for the annual luncheon at which the
University will be host to the old grads and to the members
of the senior class. At this luncheon seniors will be inducted
into the Alumni Society and one of their number will receive
the Alumni Medal which is awarded annually to the outstanding graduate. The recipient of this medal will represent
his class on the Alumni Council.
The luncheon will be followed by a baseball game in which
Mac Pitt's fast-stepping Spiders ( as this is written they are
still undefeated in the Old Dominion and have lost only one
game in the Southern Con£erence) will meet a team yet to be
announced.
The final event will be the banquet which will be enlivened
by an address in humorous vein by H. M. (Joy) Sutherland,
·17, editor of The Dickensonian, at Clintwood, Va. and the
celebrated author of the imperishable "Hip Pocket Essays"
which were published in the Collegian.
Mr. Booker, who has given many hours of his time to his
duties as a member of the Loyalty Board of the Fourth Civil
Service Region, will tell something of the activities of this
board.
Key members of the committee working with Mr. George
in plans for A1umni Day are W. Roland Galvin, '26, and
J. Stuart Graham, '38, registration; Clyde H. Ratcliffe, Jr., '34,
and Robert M. Stone, '30, luncheon; Malcolm U. Pitt, '18, and
E. Douglas Gunter, '30, baseball game, and S. Frank Straus,
'35; Richard T. McCrone, '35, and Howard P. Falls, '33, .
dinner.
William B. Graham, '43, is cooperating with reunion
classes by arranging for their meeting halls and for accommodations in the dormitories.
Chairman George has promised to keep the program brisk,
informative and entertaining. Alumni are asked to mail back
their reservations for the dinner as soon as possible after the
receipt of their invitations. Alumni who wish a room reserved
for them in the dormitories may so indicate on their card.

(Co ntinue d on page 12)
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By RAMSEY FITZPATRICK, '00

ALUMNI

WHO

hark back to the good-old-days when the

.l"l. Richmond College student body was divided into two
rival camps around the Mu Sigma Rho and the Philologian
Literary Society banners will be happy to learn that oratory is
again in full blossom on the University of Richmond campus.
In fact, the only U . of R. team to win a State championship
during the past year was the debate team and the only AllAmerica performers were two silver-tongued word-polishers ,
one from the mountains of Tennessee and the other from far away Utah.
(Debate Coach Lloyd Pierce indignantly denies that he
went out and "recruited " the members of the debate team.
Subsidization , he says, does not sully the fair name of oratory.)
Although the Spiders have fielded outstanding teams in HANDY WITH THE WORDS. Jerry Roberts (right) shows Debate Coach
Pierce the silver watch-charm gavel he won in the Georgetown
several types of public speaking, the debaters-and particu- Lloyd
Invitational Tournament as running mate to Charles Harvey (left) who
larly the affirmative debate team-have brought home ,the was adjudged the outstanding debater in the tournament . Roberts was
laurel wreaths . For the fourth time in five tries the debate team
judged fourth among the 65 entries.
won the State championship . In national tournaments they
barely failed to scale the very pinnacle although the members year and ultimately will enter the teaching profession . Robof the affirmative team were always among the top flight erts, a junior, will enroll in the T. C. Williams Law School
competitors.
next fall.
The greatest triumphs of these two debaters came in the
Together they won 24 debates while losing only 6- a chamGeorgetown Invitational tournament in which the nation 's pionship "batting " average of .800 . Among their victims
top flight teams were invited to participate. The entrants in- were debaters from Wake Forest , the Naval Academy, Army,
cluded the University of Florida, the University of North Columbia, Georgetown, George Washington, Florida, DenCarolina, Boston University , the United States Naval Acad- ver, Vermont , Virginia, Tufts, North Carolina, and American
emy, the United States Military Academy, Columbia Univer- University.
sity, the University of Denver, Western Reserve University ,
The d~bate subject-selected by Tau Kappa Alpha-was
and others of the schools which customarily produce outstand- "Resolved: That the Federal Government should adopt a
ing debate teams.
policy of equalizing educational opportunity in tax-suppor.ted
After going uncle£eated through seven preliminary rounds schools by means of annual grants. "
the Spider orators were defeated (2 to 1) in the finals by
In general, affirmative teams throughout the country had
Florida's championship team.
better success than their colleagues who stood up and argued
However, both members of the University of Richmond against federal support of education. Richmond's negati ve
affirmative team were selected to the all-tournament team and team was anchored by Neil Cline of Norfolk , an outstanding
Charles Harvey, a fireball from Erwin, Tenn ., was adjudged performer. Despite season-long experimentation, Coach Pierce
the outstanding debater in the tournament! His teammate , was unable to find for Cline a running mate of equal talent.
Jerry Roberts, from Price, Utah, was judged fourth among the This fact, plus the inherent difficulty of def ending the nega65 debaters entered in the tournament.
tive of bhe federal aid proposition, accounted for the spotty
The Spiders had reached the finals with the University of record of the negative team.
Florida by defeating, in order, American University, Denver,
The rise in interest in debating and other forensics has not
Tufts, Georgetown , Columbia, North Carolina, and the been confined to the University of Richmond campu s but has ,
Naval Academy. The Middies had been undefeated until in fact, been nation-wide. Coach Pierce attributes this retheir encounter with Richmond.
newed interest both to "the greater maturity of postwar stuEarlier the Richmond team had won second honors in the dents" and to the growth of the tournament which he says
national Tau Kappa Alpha tournament which was won by came into being with the depression of the thirties when debate
Purdue's strong team. Roberts was ranked :fifth and Harvey budgets were limited. "Debate directors , even in the largest
seventh among the scores of contestants entered in bhis dis- schools, were no 'longer able to launch several squads on variplay of forensic fireworks .
ous sectional loops hitherto traversed," he poirnts out. "The
The team of Harvey and Roberts will break up this year, tournament idea afforded a financial solution . Many schools
much to Coach Pierce's dismay. Harvey, a senior, probably could meet at a relatively near center and much debating
will do graduate work in the University of Richmond next
(Continued on page 13)
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~~FANNY
G's"GIRLSWIN
By VIRGINIA BRINSON, '50
Jane Sanford High Scorer
THE spring weather has brought a change in the
gym schedule at Wesbhampton, and warm weather athletics have replaced winter ones, this past year's sports record
has not been entirely forgotten.
Most recent in the minds of Westhampton girls is the very
successful basketball season just completed. The team scored
eight victories against a lone def eat, the def eat coming from
the liands of Madison girls who were viotorious by only two
points . The high-scoring of Jane Sanford (yes, she's one of
the Sanford clan), who averaged 15.9 points per game,
coupled with the steady, winning play of other forwards
Gwendolyn Priddy, Henrietta Dow, Martha Carpenter, and
Virginia Grabeel, accounted for the offensive plays, while the
brilliant defense of guards Lea Hunter, Lorraine Chapman,
and Captain Jane Dens held Westhampton's opponents to low
scores. Three of the first team players will graduate this June,
leaving quite a gap in next year's squad, but Coach Fanny G.
Crenshaw has a bevy of hopefuls to choose from to fill the
gap.
In class basketball competition, the Sophomores walked
away with the championship and an undefeated record. They
ALTHOUGH

fl

Jane Sanford, Westhampton's star forward, shoots for the basket. In
the foreground is Martha Carpenter in dark uniform . Arms and legs
are about all that is visible of Henrietta Dow in the background.
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defeated each of the other three classes twice to wind up with
six wins and the undisputed possession of the basketball cup.
Another attraction of this year's basketball season was the
Faculty-Senior game. The proceeds from this game, sponsored
by the Athletic Association, went to the Hockey Camp fund.
The gym was packed as the faculty team limped and hobbled
( with the aid of crutches), into the gym, followed by Coker' s
Croakers, the faculty band led by Miss Hannah Coker. As the
band struck up a tune ( ?) , a bandaged and crippled group
of teachers occupied the floor ( they stretched out on it) .
However the faculty cheering section was not satisfied with
this representation, and amid the ray-rahs a new and vigorous
team dashed on the floor and play began. To the spectators'
surprise the faculty took an early lead which they never
relinquished and the final score stood 19-14. Miss Eva Ruth
Parrish, a new member of the Physical Education Department,
was high scorer with fourteen points to her credit. Other
stars of the game were Miss Marion H. Hamilton, who
swished in a beautiful side shot, and guards Fanny G. Crenshaw, Betsy Crothers, and Helen Stafford. Jane Sanford,
referee, and Dean Marguerite Roberts added to the festivities
with their colorful officiating. The faculty were not the only
injured participants for several times the Seniors' Red Cross
Unit rushed on to the floor to take off wounded players and
corpses. The sophomore stunt, which provided half-time
entertainment further pleased the crowd, as the girls, mostly
gym majors, demonstrated the skills they had acquired in apparatus through two years at Westhampton. This stunt had
also been demonstrated at the gym finale the preceding Thursday when the freshmen and others taking apparatus classes
participated in events on the horse, boone, parallel bars,
horizontal bars and the ropes and rings.
The faculty game was a delight to all those who attended,
but it did not only provide pleasure, it provided $63.40 to go
into the Hockey Camp fund.
As long as we're talking about hockey, let's look at the past
Hockey season record. Although it was not quite as impressive as the basketball season, the Hockey team ended up with
a record of five wins, two losses and one tie. Those members
of the team who attended Hockey Camp before college began
in the fall, seemed so well trained and enthusiastic, that the
A.A. is endeavoring to raise enough money to send a full team
for a week this summer. The camp our girls attend is located
in the Pocono Mountains in Pennsylvania. Coaches from various colleges, and Miss Constance Applebee, the Englishwoman who brought Hockey to America, train these girls to
play better hockey. Miss Applebee herself will pay the expenses of one Westhampton girl, if we are able to send a
team. Through projects such as bridge parties, selling class
colors at various class and odd-even games, and the faculty
game (You should really see this.) we have already raised
(Contin11ed011 page 12)

BaseballTearnSets Hot Pace
By WARREN E. ROWE, '49
Heavy Hitting Pittmen in State ar.d Southern Conference Title Race
deep in the 1949 baseball season, the University of Richmond Spiders
T
have an unblemished record against State opEN GAMES

ponents and have wrapped up four out of five
decisions against Southern Conference opposition .
The big problem of finding a catcher to fill
Angelo Setien's shoes, was erased when
Coach Mac Pitt moved Thomas (Cotton)
Billingsley in from center field. Billingsley
has come along fast behind the plate and now
pe11formslike a veteran .
The pitching problem, which became serious when All-Stater Billy Mitchell failed to
make the scholastic huridle, was eased when
big Dan Ramer, who nursed a sore arm all
last year, regained his old-time form. Other
hurlers who share the starting assignments
with Ramer are Sophomore southpaw Jerry
Frampton, right-handers Ralph Graves and
Roy Paulette .
The Spiders have ample power at the plate.
In their first ten contests they collected 99
hits an4 68 runs . Six of the regulars are batting .300 or better. The parade is led by
Outfielder Charlie Suttenfield, who is hitting
an even .400. He is closely followed by first
baseman Bobby Stephens with .393. Charlie
Mattox, who led the Big Six in batting last
season with an average of .456 is hitting at a
.357 clip. Others in the .300 circle are Walter Bolen, .311; Dan Ramer, .307 , and Cotton
Billingsley, .300 . The team batting average
is .263:
Irr.the won and lost department Frampton
has posted two victories; Carlyle Williams, a
southpaw relief hurler, two, and Ramer one.
They have not been defeated. Ralph Graves
has won one and lost one, while Paulette has
suffered two defeats and Frank Williams one.
Frampton, who cun;ently tops the pitching
staff, has pitched 26 innings , yielded 16 hits ,
walked 12, and struck out 18.
The Spiders opened the season with a 4-2
victory over the Quantico Marines . The usually hard-hitting .Leathernecks were held to
two hits by Paulette, Williams and Frampton, .
who took three-inning turns on the mound.
The following day, the Marines made the
most of nine hits as they scored six times in
the fourth frame to turn back the Pittmen
8-5. The Spiders outhit the servicemen 13 to
9 but they left nine men stranded.
In their first Southern Conference engagement the Richmonders, behind the four-hit
pitching of Frampton, turned back the Generals of Washington and Lee 8-1. Frampton
was in trouble only twice and his control was
perfect. He didn 't issue a pass although he
struck out but two batters. He set the last 13
batters down in order.
In an intersectional contest with the Uni-

versity of Michigan, five Spider hurlers
couldn't find the strike zone and gave up a
total 17 bases on balls as the Wolverines
walked to a 15-3 win . For four innings the
game was a great pitchers' battle between
Michigan 's Walter Rankin and Roy Paul ette.
The latter developed a streak of wildness in
the fifth and was yanked after giving up his
second free ticket of inning and his fourth
of the game. Carlyle Williams came in and
retired the side. The following inning he
walked four men in a row before leaving in
favor of Bobby Johnson, another left-hander ,
who retired the side. The real trouble came
in the seventh when the visitors were treated
to five passes by Johnson and Bill Weston .
These were coupled with four hits, two of
them bunts which went for singles . The
Tigers picked up three more in the eighth
when Henry Dwyer , the last of the Spider
pitching quintet, gave up three bases on balls.
Three days later the Spiders went on a hitting spree as they collected 13 hits off three
Hampden-Sydney pit chers- among them the
Tigers ' ace southpaw , Gladstone Smith . The
game was called on account of darkness at
the end of 7½ innings. Richmond won 16-8.
Ralph Graves , who went the route for the

Pittmen, was touched for a total of 6 safeties.
In downing George Washington, 10-9, th e
Spiders had to do it the hard way. They came
from behind in the last of the ninth with
three runs . Shortstop Bo Nelson open ed th e
inning with a hom e run into left field. Cotton Billingsley singl ed, but Charli e Matto x
forced him at second. Bob Steph ens walk ed
and Walter Bolen doubl ed to score Mattox
and send Stephen s to th ird. Ralph Grave s
walked , Charli e Suttenfield popp ed out to
third for the second out, and then with thre e
balls and two strikes on Dan Ramer , th e
Colonials' Pete Cordelli hit him with a pitch,
forcing in the winning run .
Displaying the form which caused big
league scouts to beat a path to his door several
seasons ago, Dan Ramer set down th e Te chmen of VPI with two hits as the Spiders won
6-2. Whenever he was in the slighte st trou ble, the Spider "infield, which made four double plays, pulled him out of the hole. Mattox and Stephens paced the Spider batting attack. Mattox had a double and two singles in
three trips to the plate, and Stephens a pair of
singles in three attempts. Five of the 10 Richmond blows went for extra bases.
( Continu ed on page 14)

ALL-STAR INFIELD. One of the reasons for the Spiders ' success in State and Southern Confer e nce baseball has been a tight inner defense . These veleran performers, left to right, are
Graham Morris, third base; Walter (Bo) Nelson, shortstop; Char lie Mattox, second base, and
Bob Stephens, first base. Stephens is currently hitting .393 and Mattox .357.
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IF YOU LIKEIT, IT'SGOOD
That 's the Standa rd For Reviewing Books, says * LOUIS D. RUBIN, JR., '46
I was an undergraduate student
W
at the University of Richmond a few
years ago, I recall getting into
HEN

an argument
with my English professor about critics. He
said critics had to try to criticize objectively,
and I said they couldn't do it if they wanted
to.
I don't suppose the question will ever be
settled. People have been seeking the right
answer for several thousand years, and neither
side has yet convinced the other.
I've been worrying about it for considerably less time. I· have been doing book reviews for perhaps nine years, if college newspaper criticism can be counted, and I still
don't know for certain ,which view is correct.
However, I can say that I still think that book
reviewing, and any other form of criticism of
the arts, is a personal thing, and in the final
showdown, the book reviewer is really judging a book's merit by the criterion of whether
or not he liked it.
This doctrine is rather old-fashioned; the
Greeks knew about it, and they knew about
the other viewpoint, too. When Plato barred
poets from his ideal republic, he was saying
in effect that even if the poets were pleasant
to hear, they were without sufficient merit to
be allowed existence. On the other hand,
when Aristotle laid down his patterns for
tragedy, he observed that he was not prescri?ing rules, but only citing the c~stoms then ~n
practice. Presumably a tragedian could st.ill
attain honor in Aristotle's eyes if he violated
all the rules.
The question is still up for discussion. In
recent years, the world of poetry has been
presented with a critical approach entitled the
"new criticism," which attempts to set up certain standards by which a poem can be evaluated. The poem is not good if it d.~esn't c~~form to the requirements of the new criticism." These "new critics," led principally
by John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, Cleanth
Brooks, F. R. Leavis, and one or two others,
have set about examining past poetry, with
some rather startling results. Milton and
Shelley have come in for castigation, and
Dryden and Pope have been elevated to
heights of esteem which neither had enjoyed
for many years.
..
The views of these poetry cnt1cs have not
gone unchallenged. Karl Shapiro, for instance, concluded a recent article in Poetry
magazine as follows :
.
.
.
"Criticism, however richly 1t may mfo:m
the judgment, must alwa~s defer to a more mstinctive source in the mmd; and the fact of
liking must remain the supr'eme touchstone
of the work of art."
*Louis D . Rubin, Jr ., is a former newspaperman
and Associated Press staffer who is now a graduate
student in the Department of Writing, Speech and
Drama at the Johns Hopkins University, where he
is editor of The Hopkins Review. He also reviews
books for the Richmond Times-Dispatch.

That statement is in direct conflict with the
"new criticism." It is my personal belief that
the battle lines are being drawn, and we may
expect a first rate fight in the literary criticism
league within four or five years.
I have written in general terms, and I suppose I ought to go into the particulars of
book reviewing.
First of all, I should say that I don't believe that book reviews actually sell many
books when they praise them, or hurt book
sales too much when the criticism is adverse.
Why then does the publisher bother to
send out books for review? Because book reviews get the book's name before the public.
Mr. Jones may not rush downtown and buy a
copy of William Faulkner's new novel when
he reads a review of it in the morning paper,
but the next time Mr. Jones happens to be
down in the book store browsing around, he
may pick up a copy of the new Faulkner
novel, and the name will strike a note of
memory in his mind, and he may buy it.
Granted, then, that book reviews do help
sales, and publishers send out books for
review because of the fact; what then?
The editor of a recognized ,book review
section in a newspaper or a magazine gets
numbers of books for review. Each book
bears a slip giving the publication date of the
book. The review is always most newsworthy
when published a day or two before the book
actually goes on sale.
The book review editor examines the books
sent for review, and then he consults his list
of reviewers. Every newspaper and magazine
has a corps of reviewers of some sort. From
the list, the book review editor decides which
person is most qualified to handle the book.
He then sends the book to that person for review.
Remuneration for book reviews varies, but
is never outlandish. Only the largest pub lications such as the Times and so forth pay
very much, if anything, for reviews. In most
cases payment consists of the book being reviewed. This is not to be sneezed at, either;
a person can build himself a nice library that
way, and enjoy himself while doing so. (And
book reviewing is fun; don't forget that.)
This business of having a qualified person
do a book review is important. For instance,
I happen to review books for the Richmond
Times-Dispatch. The book review editor tries
to send me books he thinks I can criticize with
some validity. He knows that something on
the application of atomic power to the fertilizer industry would be out of my field; I
would not be equipped by training or inclination to give it a fair hearing. On the other
hand, I could be expected to read a new anthology of poetry with some understanding.
I read poetry rather often; the same is not true
of books about either atomic energy or
fertilizer .
{ 10]

Here now comes the business of objective
criticism again . I have, let us say, a new novel
to read and evaluate. By what standards do I
judge? I myself have only one final basis for
judgment: whether or not I liked the novel.
If I liked it- -as a novel, of course; I do have
certain concepts as to what a novel should do
-then the novel gets my favorable verdict.
If I didn't like it, all the considerations of
subject, form, unity, viewpoint and whathave-you can't make me say it was a good
novel.
It will be promptly said that by declaring
I have certain concepts for judging a novel, I
admit that more than mere like or dislike is
involved. To that extent, at least, I am trying
to be objective instead of letting my personal
preference decide for me. I can only say in
reply that I require of a novel only that it be
longer than a short story, that its "probable
impossibilities" be convincing, and, what
should be obvious, that in judging whether
the novel adheres to those concepts, I am in
that very act relying on my personal opinion.
I have touched on the theory of criticism
and the mechanics of book reviewing, and I
will close with some personal observations.
The first is that book reviewing is like umpiring a baseball game; you can't please both
sides at the same time, and the chances are
that if you've done a thorough job you will
have pleased neither.
The second is that when a book reviewer
tends to deal in generalities and spends most
of his time writing about critical integrity and
concepts and settings, and spends comparatively little time discussing the book itself,
the reader would do well to become suspicious. The chances are that the reviewer
didn't read the book he is reviewing, and is
trying to hide the fact.
The last observation is that no reviewer is
infallible even when it comes to facts. I
recently reviewed a very fine anthology, and
then later rewrote the review for another publication. I trusted to memory the second
time, and bela:bored the editor of the book for
not including a certain author. After my
review had appeared in ineradicable pr'int,
someone informed me that the author whose
absence I had bemoaned was not absent at
all. I had simply forgotten he was in the
anthology.
It so happened that I had an indirect acquaintance with the editor of the anthology
-that is, I knew somebody who knew him.
So I sat down and wrote him a hasty apology.
The editor-he was Huntington Cairns-replied nobly that as a book reviewer of some
25 years' experience himself, he understood
what had happened. The human mind, he
said, is a fearsomely wonderful object, but it
should ·not be held too strictly to account. .

Judicial Conference

FREE-LANCING
IN NEWYORK

On February 26, 1949, there was another
First in the City of Richmond-The
First
By RHEA
Judicial Conference held in the Commonwealth of Virginia. All the Judges of the
Courts of Record in Virginia had been called
FFHAND anyone would say that the life
into a conference by Chief Justice Edward W .
of a free-lance writer in New York is
Hudgins, L-'10. The Conference was held greatly to be envied. I have no constraints
primari ly to discuss the Proposed Modifica- except two flexible dea,dlines each week. If
tions of Practice and Procedure in Virginia.
I want to sleep late in the morni ng, no one is
Chief Justice Hudgins presided. The Pro- expecting me at an office at a certain hour.
posed Changes of Practice and Procedure I go to matinees and do my shopping when
were drawn up by the Judicial Council of nobody else is in the stores; because if I
Virginia, a group of eleven judges and law- prefer to work at midnight rather than a more
yers, presided over by the Chief Justice. The orthodox time, who cares?
alumni serving on this Council are the Chief
Yet this freedom brings to mind a quotaJustice, M. M. Long, '10, of St. Paul; W. tion Miss Keller often thrust into English
Richard Broaddus, Jr., '20 , of Martinsville,
class at needed moments. I think it was from
and Ralph T. Catterall (facu lty) . The Goethe, and I think it referred to "freedom
changes proposed by the Judicial Council withi n the law." There are times when life
would simplify court procedure by removing would be eased by a little law.
obsolete and ambiguous technicalities, makMiss Keller certainly would agree that the
ing the notices, or bills of complaint, more
hardest
discipline of all is that which one
informative and definitely establishing dates
that answers must be filed. The pre-trial exerts over oneself. Nothing will happen if
features of the proposed modifications should I don 't work-nothing at the moment, that is.
greatly speed up the trial of law suits. The But nothing would get written. An,d it is
proposed changes woul,d make a,ppeals to the sadly true that the secret of writing is the apSupreme Court of Appeals less technical, plication of the seat of the pants to the seat
shorter records, and great ly reduced costs. . of the chair. I'm afraid that's true of all other
The Conference lasted all day and was enter- forms of endeavor.
Since I'm writing this on March 15, I am
tained at luncheon by Governor William M.
Tuck. The conference ended with a banquet aware of the appeal of totalitarianism. I
know persons whose income tax a paternal
at the Hotel John Marshall.
government has extracted from their emBefore the Conference adjourned, the ployers. The process has been painless for
Committee on Permane nt Organization made them, and some even look forward to getting
its report and recommended that a permanent
money back. No one but me is responsible
organization called "The Judicial Conference for my income tax. As I add columns of deof Virginia" be formed. A proposed consti- ductions, all legitimate, I can see there are
tution was also submitted and its enactment compensations for getting to the office at 9
recommended. The recommendations were every morning.
adopted and the Judicial Conference of VirYes, I under'stand how a nation might
ginia became a permane nt organization. Chief
easily
sink down into the soft feather bed of
Justice Hudgins was elected President, J. J.
Temple, Prince George, Vice-President, Bur- having everything done for them, including
nett Miller, Jr., L-'31, Culpeper, Secretary, their thinking. Much talk goes on in college
and Hon. Floyd Kellam, Princess Anne, about the joys of being a free soul. Someone
Treasurer. All the Judges of Virginia who are should point out at those bull sessions that thl
Alumni of the University of Richmond Law hardest thing in the world is to be a free soul.
By becoming a free-lance writer I threw
School were present except Haskins Hobson, of Richmond's Law and Equity Court . away that blessed institution , the week end .
Judge Hobson was sick and coulcJ.not attend. What excuse could I have for not writing on
The Judges who are Alumni of our Law Saturday? I cannot argue that the office isn't
School in attendance were Hon. Burnett Mil- open . The five-day week is an accepted fact,
but I cannot beg the five-day week if I have
ler, Jr., L-'31, Culpeper, 9th Circuit, Hon.
Harold F. Snead, L-'29, Richmond, 10th Cir- already taken Wednesday off to go to a show.
New York has more distractions than any
cuit, Hon. Leon M . Bazile, L-'10, Elmont,
15th Cir'cuit, Hon . Frank W. Smith, L-' 22, other' place. To begin with, there are more
Grundy, 27th Circuit, H on. George Morton,
other people who are involved in some freeL-'06, Wise, 33rd Circuit, Hon John L. In- lance form of enterprise ; people who have
gram, L-'11, Hustings Court, Richmond, set some paper boat afloat on the seas of
Hon. M. Ray Doub les, L-'26, Richmond,
Hustings Court, Part II , and Hon. Thomas
C. Fletcher, L-'13 , Richmond, Law and
Equity Court.
Frank Talbott, Jr., R. E. Booker, L-'29, D.
The Law School should feel proud of the
Ne lson Sutton, Ba-'15, and William T. Muse,
L-'30, Presidents and Secretaries respectively part its Alumni are playing in one of the
of the Virginia State Bar' and Virginia State greatest Judicial Procedure reforms in the
Bar Association, attended the Conference at history of this great Commonwealth .
R. E. BOOKER
, L-' 29.
the invitation of the Chief Justice.
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TA LLEY
speculation, which they hope will blow back
a full-sailed galleon. These are kindred spirits
who understand your own problems, and that
includes not prying into them. These are also
persons who are free to go to the show with
you on Wednesday.
That is the stimulation of New York : the
presence of so many people with big ideas.
And there is room for them. This is the only
place where I have seen in action the adage,
"There 's always room at the top." A girl
phoned me a while ago to ask if ther e were
any use submitting a short story to a magazine
if she didn 't have personal contact with the
editors ; she pointed out that I already knew
some editors. But the way I met those editors
was by mailing them articles in an envelope
completely cold. Half the population have
written plays; yet producers are perfectly sin,cere when they say they'r'e beating the woods
for a good script. An editor of a/U:blishing
house told me how the firm revise its ·spring
list at the last minute because a good manuscript came in from some writer they never
heard of.
I meet a lot of those who are shooting
high . Many of them are Southerners, for each
week I write columns for the Louisville and
Memphi s paper's on people from their territory. New Yorker s often ask me if Southerners have taken over the city; in fact, I've
written a couple of articles, which haven't
yet appeared, to explain why they have.
This constant meeting of new persons
hasn 't extended , as yet, to my fellow alumnae
of Westhampton . Every time an alumna e
meeting is called, which isn't very often , I
plan to attend , but at the last minut e some
business matter calls me elsewhere . Once
there was a boatload of Displaced Persons to
be met; two families from Poland were
headed for a farm near Memphis, and I interviewed them on shipboard , a feat in which I
was working under handicaps since they
spoke no English and I no Polish . At oth er
times the French I learned under Miss Wr ight
has come in handy, not only in reading
menus when an intervi ewee takes me to some
fancy place, but in understanding many of the
Europeans I encounter. One thing I have
learned: not to claim to speak French. Then
any proficiency comes as a pleasant surprise .
In fact, most of the things I lear'ned at
Westhampton have been useful in writing
some article or other ; the facts which I
haven't used yet I probably shall. Liberal
arts are a great asset to a writer in any field,
provided they're liberal enough. It never
hurt s to know a lot about a good many things ;
or at least, where to find out. Any technical
skill needs a solid foundation of liberal ar'ts
to rest on. "Humanities " js a better name for
them, for after you get to fooling around
with writing , you realize they do help you to
treat of humanity.

of Home Service for the Eastern Area of the American Red
'cross. In that capacity she supervised the field staff covering
15 states and worked on general policy, procedure and planof the varsity basketball team and the debate team as an un- ning. Later as Associate Director, she was responsible ~or
dergraduate in Richmond College.
the total professional staff, including field and office sooal
He received both the Th.M. and the Th.D. from Southern workers. At this time she developed and supervised the scholBaptist Theological Seminary and his Ph.D. from the Univer- arship program and in-service ,training program, working disity of Edinburgh in 1937. He did further graduate work at rectly with schools of social work all over the United States.
the University of Bon, and the University of Basel. He has an
After the war Elma joined the United Nations Relief and
honorary D.D. from Stetson University, and LL.D.'s from
Rehabilitation Administration as Fellowship Councilor. Here
Union University, and Wake Forest College.
.
she was responsible for the placement of a group of foreign
Dr. Tribble served as a member of the faculty of the Semifellowship holders in this country under the sponsorship of
nary at Louisville from 192 5 to 1947 when he was elected to
U.N.R.R.A. At present, as Social Affairs Officer in Charge of
the presidency of Andover Newton.
.
.
Fellowships for U.N., she has set up a program of fellowships
He is a member of a family which has been associated with
under the U.N. and is carrying out the international program,
the University of Richmond for three generations. His father,
setting up job descriptions, policies and procedures; approvHenry Wise Tribble, was graduated in 1884, and his son,
ing candidates; supervising the staff in the Geneva office and
Harold W. Tribble, Jr., last year.
at Lake Success; and working out general and specific plans
One of the youngest alumni to return to Alma Mater as the
with the Federal Security Agency in Washington in regard to
baccalaureate preacher, Vernon Richardson's life has been
placement .of the fellowship holders who came to the United
packed with action. He was pr_esident of the ju~ior class at
States. In her spare ( ?) time, Elma presents papers at conRichmond College, associate editor of the Collegian, a memferences and institutes and writes articles for magazines.
ber of the Senate and manager of baseball.
Other events besides the talk at 11 :00 A.M. by Elma AshHe received his bachelor of divinity degree at Crozer Theo~
ton,
will make June 4 a full day for Westhampton Alumn_ae.
logical Seminary in 1938 and was awarded a travelinf fellowAn
auction
sale of articles donated by alumnae for the Swimship to a European University. He entered Cambndge and
ming
Pool
Fund
will be held at noon. Following the sale, ~
studied there for two years with intermittent travel on the
luncheon
will
be
served
in the Tea Room and the annual busicontinent of Europe. He was in Germany when wa~ comness
meeting
of
the
Alumnae
Association will be held. The
menced in 1939. After some seven weeks he made his way
senior-alumnae
banque,t
in
Keller
Hall at 6: 30 P.M. closes the
back to England through Holland, and continued his study at
scheduled
events
of
the
day.
Cambridge until 1940.
.
That year he became pastor of the Westhampton BaptI_st
1'
1'
1'
Church where he remained until his entry into the Navy m
"Fanny G's" Girls Win
1940. He returned to the United States after distinguished
service as a chaplain in the Pacific and accepted the pastorate
(Continued from page8)
of the University Baptist Church in Baltimore in 1946.
Mr. Ivey was trained at Wake Forest, the University of $134.23, and are hoping for more in the next few months.
Alabama, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Union
Before closing this article, I'd like to give you a ~ittle preTheological Seminary, and the University of Chic~go. He view of the sports events scheduled to take place this sprmg.
had held pastorates at Wetumpka, Ala.; West Pomt, Ga.; Besides the regular classes in tennis, track, arch~ry, and golf,
Troy, Ala., and St. Joseph, Mo., before accepting the pastorate we have a new class this year, one where the g1tls can learn
of the Second Baptist Church in Richmond in 1945.
.
through actual instruction and through experience the art of
He served as president of the St. Joseph Counol of playing softball. At present we do not ~ave too much
Churches, was a member of the Social Service Commission of equipment, but we do have the safety essentials such as the
the Southern Baptist Convention, a trustee of the Southern catcher's mask and chest protector and this year we have also
Baptist Theological Seminary, an? a ch~irman ?f the commis- added three new bats, three new gloves, and numerous balls
sion on ministers' work of the Missoun Council of Churches. to further equip those who wish to participate.
On Tuesday, May 17, the annual Track Meet will be held.
1'
1'
1'
At this Meet those taking track vie for individual honors and
Elma Ashton, '25, Alumnae Speaker
for class points. Also in the calendar for special events t?is
(Continued from page 6)
spring is the play da~, sponsored ~y W ~sth~mpton, to whICh
.
·
fifaeen
surrounding high schools will be mvited
b
dto send
h rep_re_working under her. In August, 193_5 sh e became D ist~ICt
Social Worker with the North Carolma W.P.A. As Assist- sentatives to participate in softbal 1, vol 1ey a11an ot er activi~
ant Director of the Field Staff and then as Social Work Con- ties. Tennis matches will occupy many Saturday afternoons as
sultant, Public Assistance, for the North Carolina Stat~ Board well as weekday ones.
of Charities and Public Welfare, she worked on policy and
We sincerely hope that all of you will try to attend these
rocedures
and
supervised
the
field
staff
in
relation
to
Public
events.
We will be looking for your support at the Hockey
P
Assistance.
and Basketball games next year also, and will try, through
Along with many others of her pro~ession,_Elma e?tered the BuLI.ETIN, to keep you informed as to the various schedRed Cross work during the war, becommg Assistant Director ules and special events.
Record Class To Graduate
(Continued from page 2)
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Trackmen Win First Four
The Spider team which had taken four consecutive decisions from
their opponents, lost their first Conference meet to the Gobblers of
VPI. The score was 86 to 40.
The Gobblers, the best in the State on the boards are picked to
uproot the Virginia Cavaliers as cinder champs this season.
Coach Russ Crane's harriers opened the season by shellacking the
Tigers of Hampden-Sydney 81-45 . They then took a 671/z-63½ decision over the Newport News Apprentice School trackmen and
smothered Wake Forest in a meet which saw the Spiders win twelve
of the fifteen events. Their last time out they edged out Washington
and Lee 681/z-621/z.
Against the Generals Keith Loury, Murrell Nuckols, and Bill
Winn led the Spiders in points. Loury was second in the shot-put,
first in the discus throw ; Nuckols was second in the 100-yard dash,
second in the pole vault, second in the 120-yard high hurdles and
third in the 220-yard low hurdles. Winn captured the mile and the
two-mile events.
The Spider tennis team found the going rough and dropped eight
of their first nine matches. The lone victory, a 6-3 decision, was over
Eastern Carolina Teachers College. The most consistent winners for
the Richmonders are Doug Pitts and Huestis Cook.
In golf, the Spiders lost their first match of the season to the Un iversity of Maryland, 151/z to 111/z. Richmond 's J.B. Hall captured
medal honors with a 75.
f

f

was given on the University convocation before a capacity
crowd in Cannon Memorial Chapel. The debate worked up
all the enthusiasm usually associated with a football game or
other athletic contest and the audience was cheering at the
end!
In addition, the University debaters have engaged a number
of outstanding schools in front of the microphones of several
of the Richmond radio stations. Opponents in these radio debates have included Rutgers, Princeton, and New York Uni versity.
Coach Pierce-he 's a member of the economics faculty
-brushes aside any suggestion that the success of the team
has been due in large measure to his own efforts in stimulating
interest in debate by arranging attractive schedules and in
training the participants. He 's pleased about the success of his ::
charges in tournaments throughout the nation but he believes
that "the significant result of the program is yet to unfold. "
By training the leadership of tomorrow, he says, the University is making its greatest contribution today.
f

(Continu ed fr om page 3)

Speech Is Silvern
(Continu ed from page 7)

could be done in a very short period of time. Thus a variety
of schools representing many states and even regions were
able to touch shoulders and enjoy a variety of contacts and
friendships hitherto unknown. The cosmopolitanism present
in tournament has done much to foster and strengthen wholesome associations and respect on a state and sectional level."
In addition to the featured debates, these debate tourna ments usually offer a variety of speaking contests, including
after-dinner speaking, extempore speaking , and discussions
of the round~table type so dear to the program directors of
radio stations .
·
Of course, the growth of the tournament has not resulted
in the complete elimination of dual debates. In fact, one of
such debates, with the Military Academy as the opponent ,

(Continued f rom page 4)

entered on her present position in 1945. Rosalie is National Student Y.W .C.A . Secretary
in the Southern Region. In this capacity she
shares the advisory services for 170 student
Y.W .C.A.'s in ten southeastern states with
one other staff member .
Wilma Spangler Rogers' line has caused
her to cross the continent and engage in an
interesting form of journalism. She writes :
Our newspaper is published in a section of
Marin County, California, which is primarily
ranch country, dairy mostly but there are also
beef cattle and sheep. If you should look at
the map of California, northwest of San Francisco, you would see Seagirt, Marin County,
and at its far northwest corner is Point Reyes
(Punta de los Reyes) where Drake is supposed to have landed as a refugee from the
Spanish dons . As the major portion of
the year it is fogbound (Drake's "stinking
fogs"), the country is lush with green grass.

f

All Around The Lake

f

They Follow Their Lines

f

Shock No. 4.- The University Players went overboard in their
latest production , and in spite of the Playhouse ( or perhaps to spite
the i>layhouse) produced, for the first time in this vicinity, an arenatype play "Jeter Loves Mary." The show was presented in Keller
Hall. The first nighters wore evening dress. Now lift your eyebrows!
Shock No. 5.- -Jfarry Truman didn 't provide the only presidential
upset this year. The underdog Student Party at Richmond College
came through to place their candidate , Jimmy Sease of Richmond , in
the top student post over the favored All-Campus Party. Among the
other new chief executives around Ye Lake is Elizabeth Rowse, of
Lexington, Mass., who is now president of the Westhampton College
Government Association.
Shock No . 6.- Climaxing that last hectic month of tests, term
papers , and final exams, the largest graduating class in Spider hi story
will become readers of this magazine instead of the C ollegi an , the
Me ssenger , and quiz sheets. Approximately 400 plus will bedeck
themselves in caps and gowns to receive what we understand will be
the smallest diplomas ever given to the last-milers.

Now that spring is here, head-high lupin of
yellow, purple and blue bloom lavishly.
Where the trees have a foothold, as in our
home village, Inverness, it is a rain forest
with shoulder high ferns and bay trees so
large your arms could not encompass th em.
(This to you Vir'ginians is not extraordinary
-- hut you must remember that much of California is semi-arid and would be a desert
without irrigation.) Point Reyes Station (it
was once on a now defunct railway) is the
metropolis of this area with two big general
stores, a bank, a Diamond Match Lumber
Yard, a creamery, two garag es, a bar, a hotel
and of course the Baywood Press. In the area,
because of inlets and beaches, there are well
developed sections of summer homes where
those seeking relief .from the hot central California valleys come. This brings in a leaven
of teachers, professors, doctors, and lawyers.
There are many artists and writers who live
here year around.
The format of our paper is due to its being
published by offset lithography on a small
[ 13)

multilith. My husband has been in the prin ting game since he was thirteen and his dream
of a newspaper has culminated in the Baywoo d Pre"ss. From my experi ence of teaching
and librarianship , I came to the publi shing
field not entirely gr een, but certainly inexperienced. We do everything, except the
work of the correspond ents who send in news
from the outlying districts.
Our object is to have an ind ependent, honest, friendly medium through which the people may express their views. In addition we
carry the diary of the community, its births,
deaths , marriages , and other events. W e introduc e neighbor to neighbor throu gh short
sketches. We run stories of new houses and
other minor triumphs which big papers do
not touch. National and state issues of great
importance are treated editorially but otherwise we do not intrude upon the field of the
large urban dailies which come into ~ur area
from San Francisco. We are beginning to
enter county politics!
Articles on the flora, fauna , and geology

of the area are used. We are in a curious sec- -at the bottom. His thesis is that the college
tion both as to geology and habitat for ani- man, if he has the aptitude, the courage, and
mals and plant,s. We sit squarely on the .fault the stamina to match his training, will get
which caused the 1906 earthquake in San a.head faster.)
Francisco.
If we are to keep our brainpower in VirI am enclosing a copy of our last issue of ginia. and in Richmond it is imperative that
the paper so that you may see for yourself we provide training and, more specifically,
what it is. Our people here call it "the training for the exact needs of local business.
BOOK" which brings great pleasure to an Not only must the University of Richmond
ex-librarian's soul.
corr'elate its training to the needs of business
To follow the line of the last Career Card but industry must make available its plants
which was selected takes one far afield, for and offices as laboratories for the students,
Marion Kennedy Buske, '47, is in Istanbul, and businessmen must offer their services as
Turkey. She has been lecturers and instructors in the classroom.
teaching there since
Every student in the new school of business
' September
will get instruction in accounting, in business
in the
American College for law, business finance, industrial management,
Girls. Marion is an marketing, money and banking, principles of
English teacher and economics, and statistics. With this broad
Director of Drama.t- knowledge as a base for specialization, ea.ch
ics for the college. student will be r'equired to do concentrated
Prior to la.st Septem- work in one of five fields: accounting, finance,
ber she had a clerical insurance, management, or marketing.
position with the
But, Dean Miller says, classroom instrucAmerican Mission for tion is not enough. Business students will be
a.id to Turkey. Mar- required to combine theory with practice.
ion says that the experience has been most This practical knowledge they will get not
pleasant and educational. She is now antici- only from visits to Richmond plants but from
pating her trip a.crossthe European continent pa.rt-time and summertime employment.
this summer.
In return for opening their plants as laboraOne could go on and on. However, the tories for business-students, Richmond indusreader of these Career Cards need not go tries will get first call on trained manpower.
further to be convinced that W estha.mpton Furthermore the school of business will proalumnae a.re helping to do the work of the vide for the employees training closely related
world in varied, interesting, and challenging
to their work, including an enlarged progr'am
in the evening school.
places.
The business school will maintain a strong
placement service, which not only will a.id
A Training Ground
personnel departments in finding round pegs
for round holes but also will conduct a pro(Continued from page 5)
gram of basic testing to a.id students in
is what he underscores as important-there
choosing their careers.
must be a training program that will insur'e a
A bureau of business research will attempt
future crop of intelligent junior executives to gather the statistical infor'ma.tion Richmond
and well-trained men in supervisory capacities business will need in developing markets and
to direct the work of the men under them.
in solving problems of production and distri(Dean Miller would emphasize the word bution. In this field the school will correlate
"future" in the above sentence. He would and supplement the excellent work now being
snort contemptuously at the suggestion that done by the Richmond Chamber of Combusiness schools a.re training grounds for vice merce.
presidents. He believes the college-trained
Furthermore, says Dean Miller, all the exman should start where other employees start pert and specialized knowledge of the busi-

•

getting ready to go places?
VISIT VARSITY CIRCLE (Second Floor)
Okayed by smart fellows
on the campus,
as the place to come
for advice on
what-to-wear-where.
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ness school faculty will be available to
Richmond business and industry. These practical-minded professors will cooperate with
business associations in programming, development, and research. They will conduct
industry-wide research for Richmond business. They will be available as consultants.
The business school dean will be close to
the business community, as he has been in the
past, and the University campus will be the
meeting place, as in pa.st years, of state and
regional conferences of various groups. These
groups have ranged from sales executives and
insurance underwriters to safety engineers
and supervisors of men who drive those big
trucks and vans over the nation's highways.
Finally, Dean Miller believes that the
school can serve democracy as well as business
and industry by demonstrating to its students
that the American way-the free-enterprise
system-is the only method of providing the
necessities and the many luxuries to which
our people have become accustomed and
which they will continue to demand.
It's a big order. Fortunately, Modlin and
Miller' a.remen of big ideas. They expect to
make the school a significant force in the
business and community _life of Richmond.

Baseball Team Sets Hot Pace
(Continued from page 9)

Two days later Maryland's Nick Panella
gave up seven hits and no runs as he outpitched Ralph Graves, and handed the
Spiders their first Southern Conference loss.
The score was 3-0. The two right-handers
pitched on fairly even terms, with the exception of the first and ninth innings when the
Old Liners found Graves for five of their six
hits and all of their runs.
The next day Roy Paulette matched slants
with Don Poling of Ohio Univer'sity in an
intersectiona.l contest. The Bobcats won their
fourth straight victory as they turned back
the Spiders 6-3. Paulette matched Poling pitch
for pitch for seven innings but was chased
from the hill in the eighth with a four-run
bombardment.
Climaxing their busiest week of the sea.son
the Richmonders, behind the five-hit pitching
of Jerry Frampton, remained undefeated in
the Old Dominion as they slammed VMI's
Eddie Lutes for 13 hits and a 13-2 victory .
Frampton helped his own cause by driving in
four runs with two timely singles. He struck
out eight. It was a tight duel between the
two moundsmen until the fifth when the
Spiders scored three times to go ahead 5-2.
They blasted the game wide open with an
eight-run outburst in the seventh. In addition to allowing five hits in the big inning,
Lutes gave up two bases on balls and hit Graham Morris with a pitched ball. It was the
second time in the ball game that Morris had
stopped one of Lutes' throws.
As the ALUMNLBULLETINgoes to press,
the Spiders are preparing to take to the road
to play a return engagement with George
W a.shington and Maryland. They round out
the week by meeting the University of Virginia. in a Big Six contest at home.
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1900Rev. Alan Pressley Wilson has moved from
Lansdowne, Baltimore, Md., to Santa Rosa, Florida to become the pastor of the Community Church
there which is composed of members of ten denominations.

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute at Ruston ,
Louisiana, to which Dr. Claybrook Cottingham, '00, is giving
distinguished service
as president, is currently engaged in a
$2,750,000 building
program. During the
past year the institution's School of Engineering has been approved by the Engineering Council for
Professional Devel opment
and the
School of Education has been approved by the
Americ an Association of Colleges and Teacher Education. The School is, of course, a
member of the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute recently
was signally honored when it was selected for
the third workshop of the American Institute
of Accountants. Previous workshops were
held at Harvard University and at the University of Michigan.

1901Dr.
since
Avon
home

J. W. Cammack, who has been in Florida
October supplying pastorless churches at
Park and Delray Beach, has returned to his
in Richmond.

1902Rev. William H. Carter, who retired from the
active ministry in October 1947, has kept busy
supp lying vacant pulpits, conducting revival meetings and teaching in Sunday Schools. He is now
at his boyhood home of Salem.
Dr. J. W. Kincheloe
is in his 32nd year of
continuous service as
pastor of the First Baptist Church in Rocky
Mount, N. C. Before
going to Rocky Mount
Dr . Kincheloe held
pastorates at Crewe,
Princeton, W. Va ., and
Bainbridge St., Richmond. Dr. Kincheloe
has had four sons to
follow in his footsteps
by coming to the University of Richmond.

1903Rev. C. W. Sheriff has been pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Wellsboro, Pa., for twenty-six
years. He is also a probation officer in charge of
the boys in Tioga County.

Joseph A. Leslie,Jr., '16

William H. Bagby, Jr., '17

Bernard W. Mahon, ·20

Three PresidentialNominees
Alumni have until May 25 to mail their ballot for officers in the General Society of
Alumni.
At the head of the ticket are three presidential candidates: William Hugh Bagby, Jr.,
'17, of Baltimore, president of the Bagby Furniture Company; Joseph A. Leslie, Jr., '16,
associate editor of the Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch, and Bernard W. Mahon, '20, of
Bowling Green, Va., commonwealth's attorney for Caroline County.
The winner, who will succeed Alfred J. Dickinson, Jr., '37, will be announced at
the Alumni Day dinner June 4th, as will other successful nominees.
In addition to the presidential race, interest will center on the contest for a seat on
the Athletic Council with the incumbent, Garland Gray, '21, Waverly, Va. lumberman,
opposing Carroll R. Minor, '30, superintendent of the Industrial School for Boys at
Beaumont, Va., and Thurman B. (Caesar) Towill, '26, of the State Department of
Education Staff in Richmond.
For vice president the candidates are Victor H. Chaltain, '34, of Bronxville, a member of the advertising staff of Parents Magazine; Watkins Fugate, '32, owner of a
Roanoke , Va. automobile agency; the Rev. Cecil E. Kite, '26, pastor of the Elmhurst
(N.Y.) Baptist Church; Frank M. Lacy, '30, of Martinsville, a textile manufacturer;
Lester E. (Jim) Tharpe, '27, who is in the refrigeration business in Washington, and
Richard L. Todd, '37, of Richmond , an accountant.
For secretary the nominees are Benjamin L. Campbell, '36, of Petersburg, an attorney;
}! Stuart Graham, '38, Richmond businessman, and Robert F. Ripley,' 40, of Norfolk, an
insurance executive.
The four nominees for the two vacancies on the executive committee are Samuel T.
Bowman, Jr., '20, commissioner of the revenue for Bristol, Va.; R. Clifton Long, '47,
of the staff of the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Company in Richmond; Richard C. Poage.
'35, Richmond insurance executive, and W. F. (Tip) Saunders, '13, of Richmond, a
member of the staff of the State Corporation Commission.

1904Dr. D ouglas S. Freeman, military historian and
editor of the Richmond News Leader, addressed a
Washington's Birthday assembly at Washington
and Lee University . Several weeks later he addressed students of the Marine Corps Schools at
Quantico.

1905Writing in the Virginia Club Woman, C. W.
Dickinson, Jr., Supervisor of School Libraries for
the State of Virginia, says one of his objectives
is to establish and develop a library in every
high school in the State and in every elementary
school which has a staff of as many as seven teachers. Further, he intends to "convince all persons
. . . that libraries are vital teaching agencies and
therefore must be adequately supported by State
and local public funds." In counties not served
by public libraries school libraries will be made
available to all citizens.
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Dr. Jay B. Hubbell, professor of American
literature at Duke University, has been appointed
as an expert to the Secretary of the Army. He is
one of a limited number of educational leaders
who will serve in the spring of 1949 as experts
and advisors to the Office of the U. S. Forces in
Austria. He is the author of "'American Life in Literature ," which has been used in more than two
hundred colleges and universities . Dr. Hubbell
came to Duke University from Southern Methodist
University, where he was head of the English department and editor of the Southwest Review. After
taking his B.A. degree at the University of Richmond, he won his master 's degree at Harvard
University and his doctorate at Columbia University.

1907Dr . S. A. Slater, medical director of Southwestern Minnesota Sanatorium, was honored recently with a certificate of achievement awarded

fight to a visit to the Floating Gardens of
Xochimilco.
Other high-lights of the tour were visits to
Chapultepec Park and Castle, the Pyramid s
of San Juan Teotihacan and the Temple of
Quetzalcoatl, and the Indian villages of
Cholula and Puebla. The sight-seeing trips
also included an inspection of the gardenia
gardens, and the coffee and sugar cane plantations.
Soon after his return to Baltimore, Dr.
Bowe received from General Dougla s MacArthur a cablegram pledging his support to
the Flag House Association and its patriotic
work. "Never has there been more pressing
need than now," said MacArthur, "to hold
the Flag firmly aloft, as insidious forces both
at home and abroad work unceasingly to dim
its luster and destroy humanity's faith in the
hallowed American traditions of personal
freedom, impartial justice, and individual
FIRST& MERCHANTSALUMNICLUB. Five executives of the First and Merchants National
Bank of Richmond-three of them recently elevated to new positions of responsibility
-engage in a round of handshaking. Left to right are S. Peachy Ryland, '04, vice president
and trust officer; R. W. Nuckols, '21, newly elected vice president; John D. Whitehurst,
'27, newly elected assistant vice president; T. Kenneth McRae, '27, newly elected vice
president, and Robert T. Marsh, Jr., '22, vice president .

by the Minnesota Public Health Association for
"outstanding contributions in tuberculosis control."
The presentation featured a dinner meeting at
Christmas Seal Headquarters in St. Paul. Dr.
Slater is past president of the Minnesota Public
Health Association and of the Mississippi Valley
conference on tuberculosis and has been a representative of the National Tuberculosis Association
since 1930.

1908Dr. E. P. Wigh1man, the technical editor at
the Eastman Kodak Co., in Rochester, N. Y., has
received word that his older son, Arthur, who
expects to graduate from Princeton with a Ph.D.
in Mathematical Physics, has been appointed to a
fellowship for next year at the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton. Also his younger son,
Robert, who is in his fourth year at Yale, has
been made chairman of the Beaux Arts Ball for
this year.
Judge J. Hoge Ricks, of the Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court in Richmond met recently
in New York City with a nation-wide committee
of judges and probation leaders to revise the
Standard Juvenile Court Act of the National Probation and Parole Association.

1911A. W. Yowell, superintendent of schools of
Madison and Greene Counties plans to retire at
the expiration of his present four-year term of
office June 30. He has had 41 years of service13 years of teaching and 28 years of superintendency.
Judge John L. Ingram, who has been judge of
Hustings Court for 20 years, is the only judge stilJ
serving who was on the bench of a Richmond
Court in 1929.

1912Representative J. Vaughan Gary was signally
honored when he was selected to head a special
five-man House of Representatives committee on
foreign relief. The committee, a sub-group of the
House Committee on Appropriations, will handle
appropriations hearings on European aid spending.
On the domestic front, Mr. Gary came out in
favor of Federal aid to education-without
Fed-

era] control. These views were voiced before the
governing board of the Virginia School Trustees
Association at a meeting in Richmond.

1913E. T. Cox is in his 23rd year as pastor of the
Gordonsville and Barboursville Churches. He
writes that his son, J. P. Cox, is doing postgraduate work for the Th.D. degree at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
Claude Leach's Florida Hotel, which is located
18 miles north of Miami, did a record business
for the past season.
John J. Wicker, Jr., has been appointed Vice
Chairman of the new six-man State Board of
Welfare and Institutions, which was created by the
General Assembly of 1948 to replace the State
Board of Public Welfare and the State Board of
Corrections.
•

1915W. A. Walton of Disputanta is running for
the House of Delegates to represent the Counties
of Prince George and Surry and the City of Hopewell, subject to the Democratic Primary on August
2.

Rev. E. V. Peyton has just assumed the duties
of his new pastorate at Harmony Grove Baptist
Church, Va. He had previously served churches
in Orange and Spotsylvania for over 25 years.
Robert L. Burruss is finishing up his 26th year
as principal of the Jarratt High School.
John A. Ryland, of Walkerton, has been appointed Savings Bond Chairman for King and
Queen County for the approaching "Opportunity
Drive" from May 16 to June 30.

Dr. Dudley P. Bowe, '15, who as president
of the Star-Spangled Banner Flag House Association, has done a great deal to keep Americans conscious of their heritage, took time
out during the winter to pay a visit to the
Republic south of the Rio Grande. The
conducted tour, which centered around Mexico City, included everything from a bull
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Dr. Bowe with Indian boy .

dignity for which it stands. The Flag is a
constant reminder of the blood and struggle
and sacrifice upon which has been built the
American way-and should inspire in us of
this generation just as it did in those of the
past, the will, the wisdom, and the courage
to preserve and advance our sacred heritage
of freedom."

1916Brigadier General John L. McKee presided over
the Munich spy trial which had international
repercussions. In conducting the trial secretly,
General McKee, as chairman of the military commission, was acting under instructions from the
Army's European headquarters. General McKee,
whose military career dates back to service with
the Richmond Blues, is a veteran of World Wars
I and II. He won four battle stars in World War
I and three battle stars in World War II as an assistant commander of the '87th Infantry.

1917Perry Mitchell is now supervisory chaplain of
the Chaplaincy Program in all Veterans Administration Hospitals in North Carolina, Virginia,
West Virginia, Maryland and the District of Columbia. During the war he was senior Navy
chaplain on the aircraft carrier, USS Shangri-La.
George W. Diehl writes from Corpus Christi,
Texas that his brochure "We Presbyterians"
is having a wide reception. Orders have been

filled for Japan, China, Africa and Me:,cico,_where
the work is being translated for use m givmg a
summary of the Presbyterian viewpoint.
llUSTln Blfllf CLASS

The Rev. Clifton C. Thomas, '17, pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Staunton, Va., has
been appointed
General
Secretary of the
Maryland
Baptist Union Association.
An
alumnus of the University of Richmond and
of the University of Louisville, Mr. Thomas
received his theological training at the Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville.
He has held pastorates
at the Baptist
Temple Church in Loui5,ville, the Wav~rly
Place Baptist Church of Roanoke, the First
Baptist Church, Newnan, Ga ., the_ First Baptist Church, Elberton, Ga., and smce 1945 ,
the First Baptist Church at Staunton.
At the time of his selection for the Mary land position, Mr. Thomas was serv(ng_ a~ district chairman of Evangelism for V1rgmia, as
moderator of the Augusta Association, and as
a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Southern Baptist Hospital in New Orleans.
In Maryland, Mr. Thomas will work _ in
close association with Dr. W. Clyde Atkms,
'25, pastor of the Eutaw Place B~ptist Church
and president of Maryland Baptists.

,..;,~)(,'-Jf,iC

'

CLASS HONORS PASTOR. Dr. Theodore F. Adams, an honorary alumnus and board
member of the University of Richmond and for many years closely _ass?ciated with its
activities, examines his portrait which was presented to him by the Austin_Bible Class of the
First Baptist Church of Richmond, of which he is pastor. The presenta_t1onwas '.11adeby
Dean Raymond B. Pinchbeck. The portrait was painted by Sam L. Robinson of Richmond.

1918P. R. Fox, of P.1:ielield, W. Va. recently atte;1-ded the Stu1r• :aLGuire lectures at the Medical
College of './ilginia.

1920Rev. Jesse R. Hite was in Louisville for the
recent meeting of the Board of Trustees of the
Southen Baptist Theological Seminary. Mr. Hite
was re-elected to the Board of Trustees last May.
The Rev. W. Emory Trainham has accepted a
call to the pastorate of Stockton Street Baptist
Church in Richmond. Mr. Trainham, who graduated from the University of Richmond and Crozer
Theological Seminary in Chester, ;pa., expects_ to
receive his master 's degree from Union Theological
-Seminary in Maf , He al~o atte1:1dedth_e ?outhern
Baptist Theological Semmary m Louisville, Ky.
He has held pastorates at Cartersville, Va., Laurinburg, N. C. and Front Royal, Va .

Ford, '21, has been elected a
of Larus & Brother Company,
Inc., tobacco manufacturers, with whom
he has been associated since the year of
his graduation
from
the University
of
Richmond . . Prior to
his election as vice
president
he had
served as manager of
the leaf department.
A past president
of the General Society of Alumni, Mr. Ford has taken an active
part in planning t?e Alum~i-Student
Center
Building upon which work is expected to begin in the not far distant future.
He is a member of Omicron Delta Kappa,
an honor he shares with his son, Aubrey, Jr.,
who was tapped this spring.
H. Aubrey
vice president

·so,

1921State Senator Garland Gray, of Waverly, Va .
was elected president of Ruritan National at _a
meeting in Roanoke at which leaders of c1v1c
clubs in rural communities of 13 states spoke
out for conservation and better public transportation. Senator Gray has been active in Ruritan National since it was organized at Holland, 13 years
ago.
Dr . Edward B. Willingham, pastor of the National Baptist Memorial Church in Wasl~ingtof!,
writes that the Church is undergomg repairs estimated at $150,000. When completed the buildi;1-g
will seat over 1500 and will be equipped with
air conditioning. He also repo'.ts that Frank
Bentley is one of the deacons and is on the Building Improvement Committee.
Howard C. Spencer, of Beaverdam, writes that
he has just purchased a farm. The farmplus two grandchildren-keeps
him busy.

1922T. S. Dunaway, Jr., has been director of Finance
of ,the County of Warwick for several years._The
job is a combination of Treasurer, Comm1ss10ner
of Revenue, Purchasing Agent, etc.
Walker A. Pollard is auditor for the Red Jacket
Coal Corporation which operates coal mines in
southern West Virginia and in Buchanan County,
Va.

1923Arthur W. James, Director of the Welfare Division of the State Department of Welfare and Institutions, will aid Kentucky officials in streamlining that State's Welfare department . Gover1:1or
W . M . Tuck agreed to lend Mr. James for a period
of three months beginning January 24, to make
a study of Kentucky welfare organizational problems. Mr. James, a 60-year-old native of Buckingham County, Va. is a veteran of World V(a_r I
and holds degrees from the College of Wilham
and Mary, The University of Richmon~ and the
University of Chicago. He has been Director of
Public Welfare in Virginia since 1946. .
Rev. Edward T. Clark, pastor of the Fmt Bap-
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tist Church of Winchester for 2 3 years, has found
that his church is not large enough to hold all its
members. When the building was erected 21 years
ago it was to accommodate an anticipated 700
members. Under Dr. Clark's influence it has
grown to well over that number.
L. McCarthy Downs has resigned as chairman
of the State Corporation Commission to accept
a $20 000-a-year job with the Continental Life
lnsura~ce Company of Washington. Judge Down s
is former Auditor of Public Accounts of Virginia .
The Life Insurance Company operates in Maryland, the District of Columbia and Virginia.

1924Leslie Van Liew who has been connected with ·
Rucker & Richarl son, Richmond Realtors since·
1941 when he gave up the practice of law, has
recen'tly purchased a home in Biscayne Bay m
Miami. He is now commuting monthly between
Richmond and Miami, but expects soon to heed
the call of palm trees, whispering breezes ar:d
eternal sunshine and cast hi s lot, permanently m
Florida.
Davis T. Ratcliffe, educational director of New
Amsterdam Casualty and the United States Casualty, is the author of "Why y_our Clients need Public Liability " in the March 1SSueof Rough Notes ,
the monthly publication devoted to Ii:isurance
Salesmanship and Management. ~r. Ratcl1!fe also
edits his companies' Casualty claim bulletins and
teaches insurance courses at the Urnvers1ty of
Baltimore.

1926Charter (Fritz) Heslep has been in Key West ,
Fla. most of the winter, living with Fleet Admiral
Wiliiam D. Leahy, and assisting him in preparing
his wartime memoirs. Fritz says it's going to be a
very important book and should come out in November.

If Guy D. Hicks, '26, ever gets around to
it, he can write a campus best seller on the art

Seminary. After serving as assistant mrn1ster in
Hartford, Conn., he became Dean of the ProCathedral in Bethlehem, Penna., and then Dean
of Christ Church Cathedral in Hartford. In 1940
he was elected Suffragan Bishop of Connecticut
and in 1945, Bishop Coadjutor.
Born: a son, Dudley Moncure, to Mr. and Mrs.
Moncure P. Patteson, on October 15, 1948.
Edward T . Haynes has been selected for listing
in the 1949 edition of Who's Who in America.
Mr . Haynes has announced that he will be a candidate to succeed himself in the Virginia House of
Delegates from Richmond in the Democratic Primary to be held August 3rd. He has served two
regular terms and two extra sessions since 1944
when he was first elected.

1928-

"MAY HE LEAD AS HE IS LED BY THEE.... " Dr. Edward H. Pruden, '25, pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Washington, delivers the invocation at the inauguration of President
Truman and Vice President Barkley. Beside Dr. Pruden is Chief Justice Fred J. Vinson who
administered the oath of office.

of working one's way through college. Guy,
who is sales manager of District Four for the
Curtis Publishing Company, an area which
embraces seven southeastern states, gets a big
hand for a superlative job in the spring issue
.of the company field publication. The Curtisman tells how Guy got his first college job.
"He wormed his way into the confidence of
the college cafeteria manager by doing an
-efficient job of digging a drainage ditch
.around the building. This qualified him for
a promotion to dishwasher which he quickly
learned to dislike."
At the peak of his prosperity, Guy held all
these jobs simultaneously: assistant manager
-of the cafeteria, dry cleaning commission
agent, assistant to the college physician, and
night clerk at the city hospital. His monthly
·"take" was $150, with room and meals free.
His big disillusionment came when he took
his first teaching job after graduation. His
.monthly pay was less than his campus earnings had been.
Result: Hicks entered the newspaper circulation field and later joined up with the
'Curtis Publishing Company. He now earns
considernbly more than $150 a month.
Dr. Charles M. Edwards, '25, dean of the
New York University School of Retailing,
has been elected president of the newly
formed American
Collegiate Retailing
Association. The Association has as its
objective the raising
of the vocation of retailing to a professional standing.
Dr. Edwards attended the New York
University School of

Retailing where he won his M.S., and the
New York University Graduate School of
Business Administration where he received
his Doctor of Commercial Science degree.
He has been a member of the faculty of
New York University since 1930, and dean
of the School of Retailing since 1946. He
has lectured extensively and has written a
number of articles in the field of retailing
and advertising.
As an undergraduate, Mr. Edwards captained the track team and was ptesident of
the Varsity Club .

1927Dr. J. Marshall

Snelling, assistant professor of
Sociology and Anthropology at Richmond Professional Institute of the College of William and
Mary, recently spoke on " Crime-Breeding Influences in -the American Home," when he addressed
a meeting of the Barton Heights Woman's Club .
Dr . Snelling is a graduate of the University of
Richmond and holds a doctor of philosophy degree
from Columbia University.
John W. Hash is an area supervisor with E. I.
du Pont de Nemours at Waynesboro, Va .
Dr . Thomas Eugene West, pastor of the Dudley
St. Baptist Church, Boston, Mass., has just finished
preaching a revival meeting at the First Baptist
Church in Newport News, Va. and will hold
a similar service in Salem, Va.
The Rt. Rev. Walter
H. Gray, Bishop,-Coadjutor of Connecticut,
was one of several visiting ministers to participate in the Lenten Services
in
Richmond.
Bishop Gray is a native of Richmond, a
graduate of the T. C.
Williams Law School,
and a member of the
Virginia Bar. He served
with
the Richmond
Blues during World
War I, and was commissioned in the 29th division of the AEF. D eciding to enter the ministry he studied at Virginia
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Walter B. Phillips has been named area contact
representative for Standard Oil Company (New
Jersey) subsidiaries in Northern Europe . Mr.
Phillips has been merchandising manager of the
Virginia Division, Esso Standard Oil Company in
Richmond since July, 1948. He attended the University of Richmond and was graduated from the
United States Naval Academy in 1930. He joined
the company as a student engineer short ly after
graduation and was transferred to the Richmond
office in 1934. During the war he served as chief
engineer on airplane carriers and was discharged
with the rank of lieutenant commander.
W. Lee Smith, president of the Lewis & Smith
Self-Service drugs in Omaha was recently made
vice-president and a director of the Monarch Oil
Company, Inc ., which is a specialty refining and
oil distributing company in the midwest. Writing
of the blizzard which struck the midwest in February Mr. Lee said that the stock losses were gigantic. On two ranches farther out in Nebraska
Mr . Lee reported that the relief parties who opened
up the roads with bulldozers found 3,200 steers
frozen to deacth.
The Rev. W. S. Norman has been pastor of the
First Baptist Church of Ashland, N. H. since
September 1, 1948.

1929David V . Buchanan is back in the main office
of Consolidated Edison Company of New York
after three years of circulating around to various
departments of Operation and Construction . He
has been promoted to division engineer in charge
of planning for the future development of the
company's gas system.
Cyril B. Myers has been elected to fill an interim
vacancy on the Board of Directors of South Bay
Consolidated Water Company, Inc. in Long Island.
Lloyd Hersey Caster is Senior Field Executive,
for the Tidewater Council of the Boy Scouts of
America in Norfo lk. He received his M. A. degree
from the University of Wisconsin and has served
as a regional instructor at the National Camping
School of the Boy Scouts of America.
Thomas H. Austin is chief of the underwriting
division for the Richmond Di strict Office of the
Insuran ce Service of the Veterans Administration.
Rev. Lee C. Sheppard has been pastor of the
First Baptist Church in Columbia, Missouri since
November 1947 which has a membership of 1,184.
Mr . Sheppard writes that he and Mrs . Sheppard
have four childre n aged 16, 15, 11 and 5.
Rev. Wi lkes B. Watson has moved to the
Deeo Creek Baptist Church in Portsmouth, Va.
He had previously served twelve years with the
Black Creek Baptist Church and six with the
South Quay Baptist Church.

1930Rev. Ernest L. Honts, pastor of First Baptist
Church, Detroit, was the principal speaker at the
insta llation services of the alumni chapter of
Omicron Delta Kappa at Wayne University recently.
Born: a son, Robert David , to Mr . and Mrs.
Rufus H. Corbitt, on December 30, 1948.

1931Engaged: Sarah Louise Farmer of Crewe and

Thomas Henry Eubank. The wedding has been set
for June 4.
Ralph E. Covey is the traffic manager for the
Sylvania Division of the American Viscose Corporation in Fredericksburg, Va.
Representative Watkins M. Abbitt, who recently underwent an emergency appendectomy at a
Lynchburg hospital, has just completed his first
year in Congress . Mr. Abbitt, a member of the
House Agriculture Committee, recently proposed
field to market insurance for crops to round out
present Federal insurance protection.
Rev. John Robert Stiff has assumed his new
duties as pastor of the First Baptist Church in
Martinsburg, W . Va .

1932-

LOU CAN DO IT
In ancient times men probably were beheaded for puns no worse than this observation that "Onesty is the best policy." However, up at Virginia Tech that's what the athletic department is finding out about that jack
of all coaching trades and master of several,
Louis A. (Lou) Onesty, '30.
The same apparent tirelessness which

Dr . Irwin M. Nuckols is now practicing in
Staunton, Va .
Rev. Leonard .D. Carmack has been pastor of
the First Baptist Church in Brunswick, Maryland
for eight years.
Major George L. Huffman has been assigned to
the 20th Air Force and is stationed on the Island
of Guam.
Henry C. Froehling has been promoted to New
York District sales manager of "Orlon " acrylic
fiber by the Du Pont Company. He has been with
Du Pont since 1935.
Charles H . Duggins has been promoted to an
administrative assistant with Reynolds Metals Co.,
in Richmond.

1933~
Charles H . Phaup, Jr . is now manager of a
marked his efforts as a miler and a two-miler
supply system for 12 tobacco companies which
make up the Universal Leaf Tobacco Company . at the University of Richmond have been
He also supplies 20 factories in addition to various
typical of his coaching career in high school,
markets. During tobacco season he has to purchase, issue, provide transportation, keep all rec- in prep school and now at Virginia Tech
ords and during the off season has to see to the
where he is coach of swimming and track.
repair of all material. His office is located in
That's what he is being paid for up at
Henderson, N. C.
Robert R. Anderson, Jr ., is now working in · Tech but W. L. (Monk) Younger, amazed at
Lou's willingness-even eagerness-to do all
Washington as a Patent Advisor for the Navy
Department. He is also attending the George
sorts of extra jobs, has termed him "just
Washington University Law School where he is
about the most valuable fellow you can have
working on an LL.B. degree.
around an athletic department. " Right now
John R. Cowley is an Adjudicator with the New
he's busily engaged in developing a track
York Veterans Administration Regional Office.
Rev. Edgar B. Cahoon has just been elected
team to challenge the University of Virginia's
superintendent of the Appomattox Baptist Sunday
virtual monopoly and in developing some
School Association.
swimmers who should be ripe for the OlymJames W. Dodd, Jr., as incoming president of
the Richmond Chapter of American Institute of
pic tryouts in 1952.
Banking, heads a delegation to the National ConOne of those who loudest sings the praises
vention in Portland, Oregon in June. They expect
of Lou Onesty is Malcolm U. Pitt who has
to travel by way of Estes Park ; Sun Valley and
been associated with Lou for many years as
return via Vancouver through the Canadian Rockies
with trips through Lake Louise and Banff. Mr . coach and more recently and more intimately
Dodd is now an attorney at law as well as a
as the director of Camp Virginia at which
CPA .
Onesty is the counselor in charge o.f swimRalph H . Ferrell, Jr., has been a member of the
Hunton, Williams, Anderson, Gay and Moore
ming. Many of these boys have since gone on
Law Firm since January.
to prep schools and to colleges where they
Rev. Emmett H . L. Snellings is pastor of four
have established outstanding records in the
churches in counties adjoining Culpeper. They
water.
are New Salem Gourdvine, Slate Mills and
Bethel. He had previously taught English at Fork
Although hard work is undoubtedly the
Union Military Academy for two years before
chief reason for Lou's success he attributes a
going to Culpeper.
great deal of it to the teaching--on and off
Thomas H . Neathery
the field--of Coach Frank Dobson and Coach
has recently been elected as cashier of the First
Pitt-"two
of the best four-sport coaches
National Bank of Falthen and now in the coaching field," says
coner, N . Y . Mr.
Onesty. He adds: "I not only received the
Neathery started his
banking career more
best fundamental instruction an athlete could
than 20 years ago as an
obtain but over and above that was the privioffice boy for the bank.
lege of being associated with men of charDuring the intervening
acter who would accept nothing but the best
years he has worked up
through the various defrom a boy in attitude and spirit."
partments of the bank
Lou broke into coaching at Benedictine
and for the past two
years has been ~n as- High School where he labored from 1931 to
1938 as coach of football, basketball, basesistant cashier . He holds
a certificate from the American Institute of Bank- ball, and track. His teams of 1935, 1936, and
ing, and is a member of the school board of the
Falconer Central School.
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1937 won the city high school championship
in basketball. His 193 7 team won the consolation championship in the National Catholic Tournament in Chicago.
Several of his proteges later enrolled in
Lou's alma mater and two of them, Freddie
Gantt, '46, and Louis (Weenie) Miller , '47,
are numbered among the greatest Spider
courtmen of all time.
At night Lou coached swimming at the
Central Y.M.C.A . and during his early years
at Benedictine, before a track team was
formed, he coached the Randolph-Macon
track team. During his second spring at
Ashland the Yellow Jackets won the MaxonDixie Conference championship!
From Benedictine Lou went in 1938 to
Staunton Military Academy. There he
achieved outstanding success both in track
and swimming. In football season he served
as conditioner and scout.
Perhaps the outstanding athlete developed
by him at Staunton-in fact, one of the best
developed during his entire coaching career
-was Floyd (Chuck) Simmons who took
third place in the decathlon in the Olympics.
Chuck's record of 28 points in a State prep
school meet at Charlottesville still stands. He
later went to the University of North Carolina where he was one of the Tarheels ' track
luminaries. Simmons holds the high hurdle
record at North Carolina. Others of Lou's
pupils included Bob Spears, an outstanding
shot and discus thrower, who is now at Yale ,
and Jack Drischler, Jr., A.A.U. mile champion .
In swimming, Lou's ,boys ruled the waves.
They won five consecutive State champion ships and were runners-up in the other four .
They took second honors in the National Interscholastics at Trenton in 1945 and won
the interscholastic championship at Brown
University the following year. His pupils
included Bob Ousley, who later set the 200yard breast-stroke record at the University of
North Carolina and currently is coach of the
Tarheel s•wimming team, and Jack Creigie,
later a star in the 220 and 440 at West Poin t
and now considered a bright prospect for the
1952 Olympics.
Lou was persuaded to transfer his talents
to Virginia Tech in 1947. He's being heard
from in both track and swimming. His trackmen won the Cavalier Invitational indoor
meet at Charlottesville and if Tech' s harriers
repeat in the State meet in May, Coach
Archie Hahn's monopoly at the University of
Virginia will be broken .
Lou got a welcome when he returned to the
University of Richmond April 19 but even
his closest friends wished he had left some
of those V.P.I. trackmen at home! The final
score: V .P.I. 86, Richmond 40.
But as Richmond's track coach Russ Crane
said, " If we had to lose it couldn't have been
to a sweller guy than Lou Onesty."

1934Born: a daughter, Anne Dawson, to Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Nuckols of Richmond.
Engaged : Miss Mary Elizabeth Kramer and
Richard F. Murphy . Mr. Murphy attended the
University of Richmond.
W. Griffith Purcell, 26-year-old Richmond lawyer, has announced his candidacy for the House of
Delegates. A combat veteran of World War II, he
served as a se<:and lieutenant in the infantry in the
European theater. He is chairman of the Third
District Young Democratic Clubs of Virginia.
V. H. Stevenson writes that he got together
with Vic Chaltain and Jack Moore for a brief
visit not Jong ago. They decided to make a real
effort to return to their 15th reunion this year .
Mr. Stevenson has two boys ages 7 and 4 and
one Westhampton model, age 2.

1935w . M. Pope

is now located in Charlottesville
.as assistant Trust Officer, for the National Bank
and Trust Company.
Owen Neathery is now located in Dallas, Texas .
He is assistant secretary of the Retail Furniture
Dealers of Texas.
Fred J. Vaughan is a member of the Board of
Directors of the Steubenville Chamber of Commerce and is president of the Kiwanis Club in that
town.

1936George M. Gaston is commercial and promotion
manager of radio station WHYU in Newport
Ne,ws, and is also the United Press Correspondent
for the Peninsula Area of Virginia.
Hugh L. Cardoza is now with Colonial Mills
Finishing Division in Clarksville.
Born: a son, Stagg Lipsomb , to Mr. and Mrs.
Leon F. King, of Mobile, Ala ., on December 31,
1948 .
Rev. William J. Fallis is writing a 1950 special
Bible study book on the Acts of the Apostles. Its
study will be promoted by the Southern Baptist
Sunday Schools next January.
George Lacy, former University of Richmond
three-sports athlete, will manage the Franklin
Kildees of the Virginia League this season. , He
played last season with Bluefield, of the Appalachian League.

Rev. Woodrow W. Clark is busy with his project to raise $2-00,000 for a new church building.
He is pastor of the First Baptist Church in Royal
Oak, Michigan.
Frank A. C.avedo of Richmond, assistant commissioner of the State Unemployment Compensation Commission, was recently named City
Sergeant.

1937-

is a graduate of Crozer Theological Seminary.
After his graduation from Crozer, Mr. Thornton
was pastor of the Frost Hill, Fountain Grove
and Zion Churches in Greensville County, Va.
His last charges before coming to the Beaverdam
church were the Hunton and Winn's Baptist
Churches in Henrico and Hanover counties, with
the parsonage at Glen Allen.
Rev. F. W. Tyndall is the new director of
Shrine Mont and rector of the Cathedral Shrine
of the Transfiguration at Orkney Springs, Va.
Born: a son, Overton Lee, ,to Mr. and Mrs.
J. Stuart Graham, Jr., of Richmond, on January
19.
Engaged : Virginia Louise Price of Meherrin,
Va., to Charles Curtis Waller.
Du Pont has announced the promotion of D.
M. Thornton III as field research supervisor. Mr.
Thornton has been with Du Pont since 1941-the
year following his graduation with the master of
science degree in chemistry at the University of
Pennsylvania.
W. P. Dooley is working for the American
Viscose Corporation at Nitro, W. Va., as manager
of their Staple Development Plant.
Born: a son, Craig Whitaker, to Mr . and Mrs.
J. Thomas Johnson, of Greensboro, N. C., on November 22, 1948. Mr. Johnson is district sales
manager for the Liebel-Flarsheim Co., which
specialize in Physical Therapy, X-ray, Electrosurgical and Allied apparatus.

Capt. Bernard A. Gilman writes from Watertown, N. Y. that he is still in the Army recruiting for Uncle Sam.
Engaged: Miss Kathleen Poser, and Stuart E.
U llman . Mr. Ullman was graduated from the
University of Richmond and served for four years
as a navigator during the war.
The Rev. William L. Lumpkin, Ph.D., director
of religious education at the University of Richmond has accepted the pastorate of Hatcher Memorial Baptist Church in Richmond. Dr. Lumpkin will not assume full duties associated with the
pastorate until June 1.
R. Buford Brandis, who is on the faculty of
Emory University, has just completed a study for
the American Cotton Manufacturing Association
on relations between the United States foreign
economic policy and Southern Economic development. It was published under the title "Is the
South Expendable?" He also had an article, "The
South and Japan, " published in the March issue
of the Georgia Review.
1939Born : a daughter, Edith Louise, to Re_v . and
Mrs. R. Carrington Paulette, of Mount Airy, N.
Merrill ,O'Connor is the Atlanta district Sales
C., on October 28, 1948.
Manager for the Liebel-Flarsheim Co.
Carroll M. Williams has recently been elevated
Dr. Edwin Wortham is now studying at Washto the position of Associate Professor of Zoology
ington University Medical School on a Heed
at Harvard University.
Ophthalinic Foundation Fellowship. He has previDr. John E. Stevens is turning back to R~ch- ously studied in the departments of ophthalinology
mond 12 years after his graduation. After Medic:tL at the University of Oregon, the University of
College, internship, three and one-half years m
California, University of Iowa and Northwestern
the Army, and over three years at the Mayo FounUniversity medical schools. He plans to attend
dation in Rochester, Minn., he plans to start the
Columbia University during June and July and
practice of internal medicine in Richmond the · then hopes to settle in Virginia .
latter part of this month.
E. H . Williams, Jr ., former member of the
House of Delegates from Isle of Wight County
and recently executive director of the Governor's
1938Highway Safety Committee has been named by
Governor
Tuck as director of the new Department
Rev. Edwin C. Thornton, Jr., has assumed ~is
of Professional and Occupational Registration. Mr.
new duties as pastor of the Beaverdam Baptist
Williams'
appointment is for a four-year term
Church, Isle of Wight County, Va . Mr. Thornton
which began February 1.
Dr. Hunter S. Jackson recently received his
Master of Science degree in plastic surgery from
the University of Minnesota . Dr. Jackson received
his M. D. degree from the Medical College of
Va., in 1942 . He is serving on a temporary staff
appointment at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn., where he plans to remain for another year.
Born: Twin daughters, Mary Kathryn and Sara
Elizabeth, to Mr. and Mrs . John C. Fleming, of
Richmond on March 18.
Jack Sanford has signed with the Nashville Vols
for the '49 baseball season.

1940-

If it is made by FosTER

STUDIO

there will be

"Nothing Missing But the Voice"
Virginia's leading photographer for 56 years
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Paul Saunier, Jr., recently addressed the Riparian Woman's Club of Emporia, Va., on "Our
Chances as World Citizens of Preventing the
Third World War." Mr. Saunier, who was graduated from the University of Richmond in 1940, is
a newspaperman formerly with the Times-Dispatch.
He was the 1947 winner of the Virginia Press Association Award for the best news writing in Virginia daily papers and is now a representative of
a group of weekly newspapers.
.
.
Dr. D. D. Dexter writes that he 1s busy practicing on Long Island and attending clinics in New
York City. He and Mrs. Dexter, who is teaching at
Adelphi College in Garden City, plan to attend
the American Medical Association Convention
June 6 to 10 in Atlantic City.
Born: a son, William Lawton, III, to Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Maner on January 24th. Young
William weighed in at 6 pounds and 10 ounces .
Born: a son, Louis Richard, Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis R. Farber, on January 9.
Born: a daughter, Rosemary Elizabeth, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur C. Beck; Jr.

Born: a son, Ronald Carroll, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert F. Ripley, of Norfolk, on March 21.
Young Ronald tipped the scales at 8 pounds 10
ounces upon arrival.
Porter Vaughan, former Spider baseball great
and once property of the Philadelphia Athletics,
is now affiliated with Slater & Vaughan , realtors,
in Richmond .

1941-

Pa ., and Dortch Oldham of Nashville, Tenn., on
October 2, 1948.
Edward M. Klein is now the Connecticut sales
representative for the soap division of Lever
Brothers Company.
Julian 0. Winn is now assistant secretary-treasurer of the Bridgforth Tobacco Company in Kenbridge . After graduation, Mr. Winn began working for the Production & Marketing Administration
of the United States Department of Agriculture .
He worked for this agency for five years during
which time he was stationed in Blacksburg and
Richmond. He married Miss Arline Wade of Ellerson in July 1947.
Captain William E. Bristow, Jr., deputy Virginia Air National Guard commander, led 14
VANG pilots to Washington to participate in the
air demonstration during the inaugural ceremonies.
Captain Bristow and the men flew single seated
F-47 Thunderbolt fighter planes as a part of the
mass flight of 300 National Guard aircraft.

Waverly S. Green, Jr., is now in his third y~ar
at the Medical Sd10ol of Johns Hopkrns U01versity
in Baltimore.
William A . Grant, Jr., of Jasper, Ala., writes
that he is still operating his laundry and dry cleaning business. He has add_ed a linen supply ~epartment and a diaper service department which he
calls "The Tiny Tot Diaper Service." Incidentally,
his own twins have 15 more years to go before enrolling in the freshman class.
John H . Locke is practicing law in Roanoke.
He is associated with Fred B. Gentry .
1943Married: Miss Gillette Gossom of Lynchburg,
and Winfred Hugo Elder. Mr. Elder is occupying
George
William Sadler is now associated with
the Baptist Parsonage at Schuyler, Va . where he
the Chief Counsel's office of the Bureau of Internal
has been pastor since 1944._
.
Revenue in Washington .
George P. Whitley, .Jr., 1s now 10 _Durham, N.
Engaged: Miss Claire Gibson, of Meriden,
C., where he is operatrng a small charn of grocery
Conn., and Richard C. (Dick) Owen .
stores.
Engaged: Miss Mary Jane Armsworthy of ReedJames H. Donahue, III, is with the Southern
ville and Robert Greig Barr of Richmond. Mr .
Biscuit Company in the export sales department.
Barr is a graduate of both Richmond College and
Rev. Ira D. Hudgins has left Leesburg, where he
the T. C. Williams Law School. He served in
has been pastor of the Leesburg Baptist Church
the China-Burma-India theater during the war
for the past three years, and has accepted the post
with the Army Air Force .
as pastor of the First Baptist Church of Kennett
The Rev. Frank L. Rose, of Varina, who has
Square Penna. Mr. Hudgins received his B. D .
degree' from the Crozer Theological Se1!1inary, accepted a call to Emporia, recently spoke on "The
Modern Philosophies of Life, " when he addressed
studied at the U01vers1ty of Pennsylvama_ and
the young adults of the Church of the Epiphany in
American. He plans to re-enter the U01vers1ty of
Richmond.
Pennsylvania this fall to complete work on his
Robert S. Gilson , Jr., recently graduated from law
Ph.D. degree.
school in New York City. He is now employed by
George E. Roberts is now associated wi(h the
the Guaranteed Title and Mortgage Company in
Calvert Fire Insurance Company of Baltim~re ,
Brooklyn, N. Y. He served as a captain with the
Md. He is located in Atlanta, Ga., and is servrng
United States Army during the war.
as Regional Director of the Southeastern DeMilton Friedenberg graduated from the Medical
partment which covers eight of the Southeastern
College of Virginia in 1947 and interned there .
states. Mr. Robert s writes that a classmate, Owen
He went to University Hospital in Augusta, Ga .,
F. Tate, is a salesman with the Tate Manufacturin 1948. He expects to return to the Medical Coling Company of Danville, Va .
lege of Virginia in July.
The Rev. Stuart Grizzard, pastor of O_range
I. Ray Baker is teaching mathematics at PoquoBaptist Church, ?f ~range,. conducte_d a senes of
son High School in York County. He was elected
five services at Virgrnia Military Institute recently.
Edward R. Adam s president of the York County Teachers at a recent
meeting.
has pictorial proof of
the 10-pound, 4-ounce
1944bass he caught in a
Powhatan County lake.
William Rhodenhiser, who received his Master 's
It was larg e enough to
degree from the Southern Baptist Theological
win a medal from Fish
Seminary
last year, is acting chaplain at the_ Bapand Stream magazine.
tist Hospital in Winston-Salem, N. C. He is exMrs. Adams, who was
pecting to go to Duke University this Fall where he
at the paddle of the
has been offered a fellowship assisting Dr. Russell
boat, scored an assist.
L. Dicks in the Department of Pastoral Care in the
Richmond's "Young
Divinity School. H e then plans to finish work
Man of the Year" for
on his Ph.D.
1948 was John Wesley
Phil Keppler is still doing graduate work and
Pearsall, 34-year-old attorney. The award was made by Dean Raymond
B. Pinchbeck at the Junior Chamber of Commerce
lunch eon which was attended by 700 members of
Richmond service clubs. Pearsall , prominent in a
number of civic activities, served as president of
University of Richmond
the State Junior Chamber of Commerce last year.
Engaged: Nancy Clarke Darby of McKenney,
School of Law
Va., to Dr. William Philip Morrissette . J?r. Morrissette received his M .D . from the Medical ColSchool of Business
lege of Virginia .

1942Harding L. Thomas expects to graduate from
the Dental School of the Medical College of Virginia in June 19 5·0.
Dr . Thomas W. Green is still on the staff ~t
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Ba(timore where he is
specializing in internal med1c10e. He expects to
be there at least two more years and then will
return to Virginia to practice.
.
Engaged: Miss Miriam Miller, of Richmond
and Jerry Miller, of Fredencksburg.
Married: Miss Lenore Hubner of Pittsburgh,

part-time teaching as an assistant rn Music at
Princeton University.
Richard W. Lowery has just opened his law
office at 326 Main Street, South Boston, Va .

Proving that the first time was no accident,
Earl Hamner, Jr., '44, who submitted the
prize radio script for
the 1947 Dr. Christian radio program,
has repeated this year
with the play, "Who
Would Not Sing for
David," which was
broadcast by CBS on
March 6.
He won in 1947
with a script, "Now
That Spring
Is
There. "
He was first also in the national script competition held by the Radio Writer's Laboratory at Lancaster, with a dramatic story concerning the atom bomb. This script has been
made available to radio stations throughout
the nation .
Earl is a writer of radio and television
scripts at WL W, the NBC affiliate in Cincinnati. Two of his shows are fed to NBC
network and another to Mutual. In addition
he does some free lancing.
He broke into radio as a member of the
staff of WMBG under the guidance of Allan
Phaup .
A native of Schuyler, Va., Earl is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl H. Hamner. In addition to his studies at the University of Richmond, he studied at the University of Kentucky, the Sorbonne in Paris , and Northwestern University. Last year he received the
bachelor of fine arts degree in radio education
-t he first degree of its kind to be granted in
the United States.
Dr. John L. Read, who is attached to the
United States Submarine Base in Panama, Canal
Zone, is hoping to start a residency in internal
medicine in Richmond on July 1.
Born: a girl, Donna Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. F.
Stanley Lusby on February 4.
Born: a son, Preston James, Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs . Preston J. Taylor of Midlothian on November
20, 1948. Mr . Taylor has received his bachelor of
divinity degree from the Union Theological Semi-
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nary and has been awarded a graduate fellowship
by the First Baptist Church of Richmond . He is
one of two students to graduate with honors
for the year from the seminary . Mr . Taylor is now
J>astor of the Bethel and Winfree Memorial Baptist Churches of Midlothian, Virginia .
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Melvin Bradshaw, who is a student at Southern
~aptist Theol_ogical Seminary, Louisville, Ky., led
m bhe format10n of a Student Government Association there and is the first president.
. W . Warren Walthall, Jr., expects to graduate
1~ Jl!ne from the Med!cal College of Virginia . Begmnmg July 1 he will serve a year·s internship
at St. Francis Hosp ital in Hartford, Conn .
Engaged : Miss Francelle Adams of Columbia,
S. C., and J. H . Wiley, Jr ., of Schenectady, N . Y .
Mr. Wiley expects to do graduate work this fall.
Kenneth L. Smith , who received his B.D. degree from Crozer Theological Seminary in 1948,
is now working on his Ph.D . in Theology at Duke
University.

1946Robert M. Mustoe , Jr. ; is enrolled in the Uni versity of Missouri 's College of Education .
Engaged: Miss Edith Loraine Powell of Bruns wick County and Fred R. Hellums , Jr. , of Newport News .
Married : Miss Caureal Elizabeth Smith and
George McKinley Pence, Jr., both of Richmond .

1947Born: a son, Patrick Russell to Mr . and Mrs .
Russell Lang, of Richmond on March 30.
Engaged : Miss Ruth Seybolt Jones and Louis
Shepard Herrink, Jr., both of Richmond . Mr.
Herrink served three years with the United States
Navy . He is at present a student at the University
of Virginia Law School.
Stanley Schoenbaum received his law degree
from the University of Virginia in February .
Engaged : Miss Anne Shirley Knox, of Richmond, and Bolling Jones Atkinson, Jr ., of Emporia . He served for two years in the Army Air
Corps during the war.
Louis {Weenie) Miller, Glen Allen High
School athletic coach, will return to Chase City
this Summer as manager of the semipro baseball
team.
Carter C. Chinnis, of Richmond, has bee~
awarded the bachelor of laws degree from Washington and Lee University . He is a member of Phi
Delta Phi honorary legal fraternity, and was coeditor of the W and L Law Review .
Born: a daughter, Kathleen Frances, to Mr . and
Mrs. F . DuVal Shepherd, Jr ., on October 8,
1948.
Frank D. Stoneburner has received the degree of
master of business administration from the University of Pennsylvania.
Howard W . Moore, who did graduate work at
the Wharton Schoo.J of Finance and Commerce , of
the University of Pennsylvania, is now assistant
to the president of the Cellulose Products Corporation. One of the subsidiaries of the Company
of Johnson and Johnson , the Cellulose Corpora tion has its headquarters in the Empire State
Building.
Roy Blanton Wyatt, Jr., who is enrolled at the
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, writes that
he is pastor of the Whites Run Baptist Church
which is some 50 miles up the Ohio River from
Louisville. Roy, who works for the Department of
Agriculture during the Summer in crop surveying
of farm lands, writes that he plans to remain at
the Seminary for another year before returning
to Virginia.
\
Preston Blake, Jr. , of Norfolk, has been appointed full-time executive director of the United
World Federalists of Virginia. The new director,
a graduate of the University of Richmond, resigned
his position as assistant to the city manager of
Norfolk to take on the UWF post .

1948Engaged: Miss Gloria Cochrane Hamilton and
Charles Allen Levey, both of Richmond . Mr.
Levey was graduated from Prin 'ceton University
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where he was a member of the Colonial Club. He
received his master's degree from the University·
of Richmond.
Engaged: Miss Margaret Kingsley Sabine, of
Richmond and John William Brizendine, of
Portsmouth . Mr. Brizendine is a graduate of the ·
University of Richmond and now is studying at the ·
Divinity School of Yale University .
Engaged: Miss Doris Inez Goodwyn, of Dundas .
and George Blackwell Bridgforth, Jr., of Kenbridge .
Engaged: Miss Mary Ann Peddicord of Catonsville , Md., and Buren 0 . Williams of Richmond ..
Engaged: Miss Nancy Pardue Daniel of Roxboro, N . C., and Corbett Franklin Haden, Jr ., of
Richmond .
Married : Miss Lucy Moore Kidd, of Charlie
Hope and Harold Bryant Allgood of South Hill.
Mr. Allgood attended the University of Richmond
and served three years with the United States .
Navy .
·
Married : Miss Harriet Hall Johnson , of Au gusta Springs and Richmond, and William Julian .
Waymack , Jr., of Richmond.
Engaged: Miss Mary Catherine Nissley and
Richard Allen Chandler, both of Richmond . During the war Mr. Chandler served as an ensign in
the United States Navy.
Engaged: Miss Irma Schachter, of New York,
and Leon Horowitz of Richmond. Mr. Horowitz
is now a student at the Columbia University School
of Law.
Carroll 0. Alley, Jr., is doing graduate work at:
Princeton University.
T. Graham Lester was recently ordained into the Ministry. Dr . Solon B. Cousins delivered the
ordination sermon . Mr . Lester is now attending
the Union Theological Seminary in Richmond. He ·
has already accepted a call to a field of churches in
Amelia County.
William H. {Rusty) Warren is now in graduate school at Purdue University. In addition to his
studies, he is working part time for a Lafayette
newspaper as an advertising salesman.
Lowell Ellett was ordained for the ministry in
a special service held at the Barton Heights Baptist Church in Richmond in January. Dr . Solon B.
Cousins delivered the ordination sermon . Mr .
Ellett plans to enter Southwestern Theological
Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas in September .
Born: a daughter, Martha Frances, to Mr . and
Mrs . Robert A. Browning , Jr., in 1948.
T. W. Spilman is working for the Bethlehem
Steel Company in Pittsburgh as a trainee in the
work of fabricated steel construction.
John H . ·Chambelayne is in the graduate school
of the University of Virginia working on his
M.A . degree in _political science.

Baltimore Chapter
On March 24th, the alumnae and alumni
of Baltimore held a joint meeting at which
there were 41 present. Ralph Swanson, president, and George Smith, vice president, had
charge of the arrangements and all those
present agreed that this was a fine, enthusiastic meeting . Mrs. Booker, Alumnae Secretary
of Westhampton, introduced Miss Fanny G.
Crenshaw, director of physical education at
Westhampton, who in her usual charming
manner did a little reminiscing and then
brought those present up to -date on what's
being done at Westhampton generally with
particular emphasis on the work which the
girls are doing in athletics.
Dr. Ralph C. McDanel, ' 16, professor of
history, who with his u·sual punch told of
some of the needs of the University and reminded us that private institutions such as the
University of Richmond need the wholehearted support of its alumnae and alumni if
our Alma Mater is to continue in its growth
and usefulness.
(Continued on page 32)

Ethney and Ruth try to keep me posted
uu:u::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::iti

u

u

on news
they pick up from time to time. Ethney wrote that
Elmon Taylor Gray, son of Aggie Taylor and
Peck Gray, was married during the winter to Pamela Burnside, a 1948 graduate of Westhampton .
Pamela was May Queen, in addition to having
quite a list of scholastic honors . Her home is in
Nassau, Bahamas .
Lelia writes that she is teaching some English
classes along with her Latin this term. She is also
taking an Extension Course in Current History .
She insists that the school work keeps her busy,
but the next paragraph in her long, interesting
letter tells me that she still finds time for golf ,
bridge and a few other diversions . "All work and
no play"- you know .
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1917Anne-Ruth Harris has recently taken a position
as a case supervisor in the Social Service Bureau
of the Richmond D epartment of Pub lic Welfare .
She is living in the Shenandoah Apartments at
501 North Allen Avenue .
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Never mind; there will be other BULLETINS,so
don't forget to write me.
Virginia Kent Loving wrote, "No news this
time; will send some later ." On a big meat production farm I am sure Kent has things happening
every day. We will look forward to hearing about
them.

1919Attention, 1919 ! When we reach the youthful
age of thirty, it 's time to do something. Consequent ly here is our plan to celebrate our thirtieth
birthday . Frances Shipman Sutton will have supper
for us on Friday, June 3, at her home near West
Point. On Saturday we have a full schedu le on the
college campus. Sunday morning Tommy Tompkins
wants us to come in to her home on West Avenue
for breakfast . D on't worry about climbing those
local group will furnish
Westhampton hills-the
transportation. Make your plans now to attend
your birthday party!
MILDRED L. MCDANEL,
Class Secretary.

1921Since the statistica l class Jetter went out to you,
I have heard from Theresa Pollak and Virginia
Lane, with checks enclosed. So our per cent went
up a point. As you read this ask yourself if you
are in the group who hasn't contributed to the
Alumnae Fund this year? What's your answer?
Virginia Lane at Mississippi State College for
Women is in her third year of doctoring the over
one thousand students there. She saw Mary Dudl ey
Kappleman (remember her?) in Washington at
Christmastime. Found her very happy .
Ruth Henderson was one of the speakers at the
Virginia State W.M .U. Convention held in Richmond in March .
I was in Richmond for that too. It is my duty to
act as State Recording Secretary.
Please put two (more, if you wish) facts about
yourself on a penny postal and send it to me,
won't you? I'd like •to have more news to write
now! But you just haven't sent me any!
Hopefully, (once more)
CATHERINE (1. DUPUY) .

1922Receiving your letters is such fun! Thank you,
Gin, Gladys, and Rebecca. When I receive more
I'll send them arou nd so you may enjoy them too.
Gin Richardson is still with Mabry Company
(Real Estate) in Tampa, Florida, but modestly
leaves out her title . Louise Duke Brantly 's son
graduates from the University of Florida in June.
It was such a nice letter; Gin, did you major in
English?
Gladys writes of visiting her daughter in Florida.
Rebecca Lawson McReynolds, vice-president of
Washington Alumnae, told how much this club
enjoyed Miss Lutz' talk and visit. She also mentioned that May Thompson Evans '21 is being
suggested for assistant Secretary of Labor . We' re
all so proud of May. I hope '21 doesn't mind its
being in our news too .
Rebecca and Hilda are teaching; Rebecca spends
the summers in Missouri on a farm with her husband; Hilda and her husband are building a home
in Virginia. Where is it, Hilda? Tell us more!
'Ti! more letters and the next BULLETIN,
Love,
"Lrn" BELL.

1923Dear '23,
I had expected a deluge of letters bringing me
news of you and your families, particularly after
wri ting you that Jong Jetter . I have practically met
the mail man at the corner each morning, hoping
for news for the BULLETINand a word from you.

Members, from left to right are : Top row, Etta Whitehead Nachman, Ann Dickinson Welsh ,
Gertrude Dyson , Dorothy Abbott Wood, Ma ry Ryland Babcock , Jeanette Collier Withers .
Second row, Mary Hodnett Mathews, Elsie McClintic , Carolyn Thompson Broaddus, Phoebe
Drewry Thierman. Bottom row, Alice Richardson Connell, Kath erine Harris Hardy , and
Marguerite Abbott McGuire . Any refere nce to the Club is not complete without mention ing its one -time members, Mollie Moorman Simpson, Katherine Roberts Hesby , Puff McDanel Shelbourne, and Virg inia Fitzpatrick Bickers; for on ce having belonged one is
forever an inherent part of the "Westhampton Bridge Club ."

A Tie That Binds
A little group of Westhampton alumnae, banded together through the years in what
is known to them simply as the Westhampton Bridge Club, has retained a strong tie
with Westhampton College, and contains some of its most loyal •workers.
The "Westhampton Bridge Club" was dreamed up in 1936, with bridge as an excuse
for existence. It meets every second Thursday, at the homes of its members, wher e
actually three whole rounds are completed amid Westhampton gossipings.
The club seems to be a typical alumnae group. Four classes are r'epresented- ' 30,
'32, '33, and '36. Among its members are two former May Queens, Mary Ryland Babcock and Katherine Harris Hardy; two members of Mortar Board, Mary Ryland Babcock and Alice Richardson Connell ; two ex-presidents of the American Association of
Univer'sity Women, Elsie McClintic and Jean Collier Withers; a past president of the
Ginter Park Junior Woman's Club, Ann Dickinson Welsh; a former vice-president of
the Westhampton Alumnae Association, Mary Ryland Babcock, and the present vicepresident of the Westhampton Alumnae Association, Dorothy Abbott Wood ; three class
secretaries, Phoebe Drewry Thierman, Mary Hodnett Matthews, and Alice Richardson
Connell; and two former University of Richmond Librarians, Etta Whitehead N achman
and Phoebe Drewry Thierman.
The predominant occupation of its members now is that of wife and mother. Its
career members are Elsie McClintic, who teaches at John Marshall High School, and
Gertrude Dyson, librarian at the Richmond Public Library.
Apropos of and somewhat contr'ary to Professor Gregory 's article in the last BULLETIN on "The Shrinking Birth Rate," the present thirteen members have a total of
twenty-seven children, counting Jean Withers' two stepchildren .
[ 23}

As for me, 1 don··t known where time goes!
Each day seems busier than the one just before,
but it is all happy busy-ness-church
and civic
duties, along with my family and housekeeping.
E. H , is enjoying his work on ,the coaching staff
at Fork Union Military Academy, and Louis, age
ten, fourth grade, keeps busy all the time, His
chief hobby at the moment is stamp collecting . He
is also tinkering with dry cells and wires .
Please write me about you, and what you are
doing. And, don't forget to send Leslie a contribution for -the Alumnae Fund.
With love,
CAMILLA

1324 Wilkerson Street,
South Boston, Virginia

1924Dear '24,
I hope you are all very busy making plans to come
to our reunion in June and that you will soon
write us and let us know definitely that you will be
here . The Richmond group had a meeting at
Norma's last week and as a result of that meeting,
we are sending out a mimeographed letter which
I do hope you will answer. We have heard from
a number of you who hope to be back-Mabel
Allen , Anna, Charlotte, Ruth, Virginia Clore,
Joanna, Carlene, Mary Anna, Lillian and Virginia
Gregory.
Elizabeth Lake's husband is treasurer at Wake
Forest College and Iona Wells' husband teaches
there. I do hope they will get together and come
back to Richmond in June. Remember how inseparable Iona and Joanna were in college-they
surely should be together at our reunion. In fact
I think we all like to renew old friendships and I
know of no better time to do just that than this
coming June. Bring with you your memory books,
pictures, costumes-anything
that will recall our
college days of twenty-five years ago. But most
important of all, bring yourself!
Sincerely,
MARGARET

FUGATE

CARLTON

1503 Wilmington Avenue,
Richmond, Virginia.

1925Dear '25's,
Such excitement-there's
almost too much news
to print in one issue! I'm so pleased that it's coming in, despite my fine but unfulfilled intentions
of writing a letter to every member of the class
whose address we have. I do think everybody ought
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to take a turn at being class secretary, if just to get
the thrill of reading these newsy letters from
friends of long ago.
Martha Lipscomb Walsh sends more news of
class members than anyone else. She wrote to
Leslie Booker, for the finest reason anyone can
write to Alma Mater-to
enclose her check-and
Leslie sent her letter to me. You'll remember that
the last news of Martha came from Venezuela.
Now she's back, with a permanent address at 80
Third Ave ., Newark 4, N. J. Martha tells us they
left South America in April ·48, when her husband
developed Burger's Disease, the circulatory ailment publicized when the King of England had it.
You'll be glad to know that after a leg operation
and much rest he is now "practically back to
normal" except for walking long distances.
They are traveling greM distances, at any rate .
Still with the same engineering company, they
lived in Louisville , Ky ., last fall and during the
winter at Lansing, Mich. In January, Martha says
they spent a very pleasant Sunday with Bessie
Anderson Knecht ('25) and her husband at Birmingham, Mich., and reports they have a charming
home and family-two
attractive daughters, 14
and 1U, 1 think Martha has a faculty for ferreting
people 'Z
'o.ut. How many of us knew where Bessie
was? Bir nice husband, Martha says, is a successful real estate man.
Martha's mention thM Mickey McVeigh Ratcliffe lives in Baltimore reminds me to thank you,
Mickey, for the message from fyfazie Copenhaver
Wilson which your sister-in-law faithfully delivered . Just tell her for me that I am still alive
and that Uncle Sam still prints post cards in case
she was really concerned about it. And why not
let us hear from you, Mickey?
Martha goes on to say-it's the most wonderful
letter-that
she saw Julia Bristow several times in
Washington when she was living there, Martha, I
mean. Julia still does, See how Martha gets around?
Mary Mason Hamrich, who lives in Birmingham, Ala., wrote Martha that her daughter, Mary
Mason, fell last fall and slipped a bone in her hip
which put her to bed for quite a long while . Let's
hope that's past history now.
Martha even knows about one member of the
class who didn't stay to graduate-Margaret
Cake
Davies . She lives in Clifton Forge and has two
grown sons, one of them married.
The saddest news is that Virginia Gee died of
cancer this past year. I didn't know it, and I doubt
that many of us did. Added reason for our getting
together again and keeping up with each other .
How much nicer if Virginia's family could have
heard from some of her classmates .
Buck Ashton explains all in a brief but welcome
letter . She doesn't quite commute, but almost. Her
permanent address is Belle Haven Apts ., Alexandria, Va., but she also has one at 28 Cedar
Drive, Great Neck, L. L, N, Y, She used to spend
about half her time in Washington, but says that
for the last couple of years she's been "closely
confined to the catacombs of U. N. " To summarize
briefly how she got there, Buck says that during
'45- ' 46 she was responsible for a Fellowship Program in UNRRA and when that was liquidated she
was asked to set up a similar program M UN-a
job of no small complexity . Is that enough to get
you back to Commencement this June to hear Buck
on the United Nations? What a class we really
have!
Polly Drinkard Walton 's nice long letter takes
me considerably over the coals-first,
for not
knowing Charleston is in S. C. instead of W. Va .
and second, for calling her husband professor of
pharmacy instead of pharmacology. All I have to
say Polly-and
this puts Billy Spangler right on
the' spot- is that I passed along information passed
to me. Remember my quotes? A good thing we
were wrong, too, Billy and I, for who can say
whether otherwise we'd have this long, newsy letter
from Polly? Now, it's all straight. The Wal tons
are at the Medical College of the State of South
Carolina and pharmacology is "one of the basic
medical sciences which treats of the action of drugs
on the body-what they do to the respiration, the
heart rate, the blood pressure and so on," Polly says
her husband 's M.D . is a sort of joke on her because
she had thought how clever she was to marry a man
who already had his Ph.D.-no
living in garrets
on crusts, etc.-but they'd been married one year
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when he started his medical course. It stretched
out a long time, she says, "because he had a living
to make, too, so it was a quarter here and there
devoted to full-time study and then two six-month
stretches to finish up," which he did just before
the war.
Now things couldn't sound better with her. One
son, Bobby, is a junior in high school and making
good grades; another son, Billy, is in the sixth
grade at Charleston Day School, and Mary Harris
attends kindergarten at the Little School. They've
bought a water-front lot on John's Island, about 8
miles from the college, where they have a driveway ,
a well, a dock, and a sailboat. No house yet, but
they' re beginning to grow ,things and besides all
this, Polly's outside work and hobbies sound full
time. She belongs to the A.A.U ,W ., the League of
Women Voters, the Medical Auxiliary, and the
Maternal Welfare Bureau and then "dabbles ," she
says, in folk art-such
as copying Pennsylvania
chests.
Does anybody know, Polly inquires, whether
she is still the most prolific member of the class,
as Nellie Hoover once told her she was? Anybody
with four children, or five? Polly also asks who
knows anything about Margaret Taylor, and I
strongly second the question . I have no idea where
she is, and I'd certainly like to hear .
One more grand letter came-isn't
this a wonGladys Wright Cocke, in
derful start 1-from
Fredericksburg . Gladys, like Polly, hears from
Billy Spangle~ ( who deserves the laurel wreath for
keeping up friendships) and furthermore, subscribes to Billy's newspaper-says
she especially
enjoys the editorials and has followed those on
zoning with greatest interest. Gladys is a member
of her City Council and as such is particularly
alert to zoning ordinances. She serves on School,
Health, and Welfare Committees of the City
Council, is on the Hospital Board, is active in the
Woman's Club, and sounds as though she works
hardest of all for the Methodist Church-their
new building program, their children 's work, and
the Woman's Society of Christian Service. Anybody care to nominate Gladys for the most prolific worker?
There's only one bit of distressing news in
Gladys' letter. It's about her •6-foot-3-inch, 200pound son who will be 17 in May and graduate
from high school in June. He is considering, perish
the heretical thought, going to Randolph-Macon.
To arms, '25 !
Gladys wants us to get started planning for our
25th anniversary . If there's anybody who can believe it will be 25 years next June since we graduated and since many of us saw each other, then
tim; has made more of an impression on you. Living here on the campus, among these youngsters,
may have something to do with my failure to feel
that old. I think until last fall it hadn't hit me
fully that I couldn't be mistaken for one of th_em.
Then it hit hard. After a football game, I noticed
a sort of decrepit-looking man coming toward me
and thought what earthly interest anybody that
old could have in football. He came on, with outstretched hand and said, "Why, Evelyn, I haven't
seen you since we graduated from college together!" Now I know what I look like to other
people.
Gladys asks that I be chairman of our reunion,
being close to headquarters. She offers to meet
with me to start plans rolling, and she suggests that
Billy might be willing to get that _much-talked-of
questionnaire started. How about 1t, Billy? Who
else has a suggestion? We'll need them all, to get
everybody back and make it a whopping big success. Let's get to work!
With great expectations,
EVELYN

BOATWRIGHT

LYNCH.

1929Dear '29,
Start making plans to be at Westhampton for
our 20th reunion, June 3rd to 5th . As early as December Nancy Reynolds Smith came to Richmond
to meet a few of us and start making plans for
'29's reunion. Thelma Pruden, Billy Chandler
Cox, Virginia Yeaman, Mary Butterworth and I
met for lunch to decide what we could do. We had
so much to talk about that those plans were
sketchy , But if that meeting was a sample of the

reunion, well girls, you had better decide to come.
It will be worth th e effort .
Thelma suggested that it would be a real get
together if everyone could stay at Colleg e. I checked
with Mrs. Book er and she says reservations can be
made with her for rooms in the dormitory. Writ e
to her for yours. And write to me to let me know
when you will get here and how long you can
stay . W e are planning a buffet suppe r for you
Friday night at Ma ry Butterworth's . Then Sunday
there will be something special to look forward to.
All day Saturday will be taken up with activities
at the College .
H elen, Jimmi e and I were quit e proud of our
list of contribut ors. But Jots of, ,you have put off
writing us your news . W e have _picked up a few
bits here and th ere but we would love to hear
from each of you. Don 't delay. Writ e today.
Nancy told us when she was here that she is
taking classes in Child Psychology actth e University
of Vir ginia . She is working towards her M.A .
Virginia Yeaman was able to locate Elizabeth
Fleet for us. She is at Columbia University working on her Ph.D. She will be in Richmond in
M ay. Maybe we can find out what she has accomplished then .
A nice long letter came from Vir ginia Snow
Richardson thi s month. She keeps busy with
church work, P.T.A., a little bridg e, and her family. H oward Sr. had almost completed his exam
for bis Ph.D. Howard Jr. is in High School this
year and Vir g inia Snow in th e fourth grade.
Congratulations are in order again , this time
to Frances Bri stow Y oung. She has a son, her first
child , born January 25th and named John Rando lph. Frances ha s been Librarian at Thomas Jefferson High for some time .
I'm lookin g forward to seeing all of yo u Jun e
3rd. Don 't disappoint me!
Sincerely yours,
CLARE JOH NSON WAYT.

1930It' s a plea sure to give you news of Margaret
Flick Clarke. H er welcome lett er brought a picture of the children-Charlotte,
eight years old,
and Robbie, tw o. To quote Flicki e, "C harlott e's
class is studying China now and she gets extra
credit for brin gi ng in Chinese things. H ow many
times I have blessed Chris Lowe, Mary Lucill e
Saunders, and Mary Ryland Fessler for the pictur e
boxes, doll, et cetera they sent to me wh en they
were out ther e. And now my daughter is profiting
by them too. "
Flicki e's mot her plans ,to come on to New York
from Iowa to "sit" with the children, so Flicki e
can come to our reunion in '50 . If we all have so
much forethought, we'll have a real reunion.
Sincerely,
ALICE

RICHARD SON CONNELL.

1931A nice long letter from Laur etta Taylor Sullivan
brings much news of her family. You w ill rem ember that she won our baby cup and when I remind
you that her daught er was sweet 16 on February
3rd it may jar you to ,the fact that . it won't be
much longer to our 20th reuni on. Lauretta ha s
taken right to lif e in her new Garden City hom e
and along with her daughter and son, 12½, finds
her interest in many things .
Laura Thornhill sends news of herself from
Culpeper and Page Cauthorne Spellman promi ses
to give us new s of Nancye Buxt on Cowan as soon
as she receives Nancye's letter which is making
the rounds.
Many thanks to all of you who remembered the
Alumnae Fund this year. And it isn't too late for
those of you who have put it off. Ju st send your
checks to the Alumna e Office before June so that
we can add your name to our class list.
MARGARET

gree from Ohi o State University. H e served with
The U. S. Army during World W ar II. Since his
discharge th ey have been living in Chicago, where
be is assistant to the director of the Argonne National Labor atory and is doing research in the
atomi c energy field.
Lucy and Lester have three children; Lester
Clarence Jr ., six years old, Margaret Anne, three
years old, and Robert LeGrande, now abou t seven
months old . Lucy enclosed a group picture of all
three of the childr en and they are all precious looking. I wish it were pos sible for all of you to see.
Th ey plan to spend th eir vacation this summer with
Lucy's parents at Appom attox.
Many of you may not know th at Zephia Campbell Scarborough's mother died this past October.
We all wish to extend our sincere sympathy to
Zepbia.
W e were all delighted when we heard the good
news that Kath erin e (Robert s ) and Glenn H esby
were returning to Richm ond to make their home.
Kat herine enjoyed Jiving in Fargo, N. D. but it
is such a Jong way from Richm ond , and we're
mighty happy to have Katherine and Glenn back.
They are now living at Th e Chesterfield Apt s. on
Franklin Street.
I have two new babies to report: Val erie (L eMasurier ) and Robert Jon es, Jr ., have a new
daughter, born November 12, 1948, and she is
named Valerie, for her mother. V alerie and Bob
have three other chi ldren, Bobbi e, now age seven;
Rosemary, who is five, and Mi chael, two.
Little Mary H awes Babcock was born February
1, 1949, Mary H . (R yland) and Alvin (Bab)
Babcock's second daughter. Mary and "Bab" have
thr ee other children, Al vin Judson J r. now seven
and a half years of age, William Ryland , five and
a half years, and Anne Hamilt on, two and a half
years. Congratulations Mary and Valerie on your
perfect families.
D on't forget we want our class to be right on
too in contributi ons to the Alumn ae Fund I Let's
all have a part in the wonderful pl ans for W esthamp ton.
Hoping to hear from you all,
MAR Y HOD NETT

M ATHEWS,

16 Maxwe ll Road
Richmond, Virgini a.

1933Some of you may not know that Camilla Jeffri es
recently bought the Boulevard Grant Drug Company in Richmond . Camilla has certainly done well
in her chosen profession of ph armacist.
Archie Fowlkes had a letter fr om Adelaide H olloway Patterson in D ecember . She and her husband, Marti e, and daughter Lucy, who wi ll be three
in May, are living on a farm near Opelika, Al abama. Since her husband is still working for the
Greyhound Company their agricultural pursuits are
confined to a garde n and chickens .
I am sorry there isn't more news but bow can I
send it in when you don' t send any to me?
PHOEBE

DREWR Y THIERMANN.

1934This 1949 turns out to be our 15th class reunion
so I have sent letters to each of you members of
'34 asking for opinio ns concernin g a get-toget her in
June.

DANIA

Before I begin actua l class news I'd better put
in my plea for each of you to send a check to Leslie Booker, Alumnae Secretary, Westhampton, as a
contribution to the Swimming Pool fund . We want
1·00% to send something- rather than 8 out our
36 members to date. It always makes me feel so
bad at the secretary meetings. Also, I notice that
just two of our class. have a collection of seven
daughters, so provision must be made! Send some
old dir ty money to Leslie right away 1
Now-a roll call :
All en, Billie: married Richard Geoghagen,
brother of Catherine, July 12, 1948.
Bell, Kath erine: D irector of Training, Personnel D epartme nt, Tha lhim er Brothers.
Brown, Katherine: Mrs. Harold Van Allen, 3rd
daughter, M ildred, born in D anvi lle, fall 1948.
Clay, Mildred: Mrs. F. C. Green, one daughter
born in 1939. Please write!
Claybrook, Elizabeth: Mr s. Robert S. Bristow,
Urbanna, Vir gini a; one daughter, Bettie Allen,
5½ years old. I received a nice letter from Elizabeth in March. She writes that she is busy rearing
an energetic youngster and keeping a large old
house. Al so she does quite a bit of Church and
Club wo rk and has just been elected chairman of
Book Revi ewer's D epa rtment for the Middl esex
County Woman 's Club. Book reviewi ng is her
great hobb y and helps sustain the spark of journalism ignited at W esthamp ton.
D avis, Vir g inia: married 1939 to Richard
Knowlton; no news since then.
D onohu e, Julia: Mrs. R. S. Martin, 7613 Sweet
Briar Road , Richmond. One daughter '42.
Ellett, Vir gi nia: Mrs. Samuel Webster, 2203
Gordon St., H opewe ll, Va . One son 1939.
Ferguson, Vir ginia: Boykins, Va. No news
since gra du ation except that one rumor came to me
that she was teachi ng music-only
a rumor
though .
Folkes, Frances: Mr s. Fisher S. Blinn-husband
ret ired army colonel. Now teaching at William
and Mar y. They have 2 girls and 1 boy.
Gay, Erma: Mrs . Roy G. Cecil-1
daughter
'44. She is a policewoman in Juvenile Bureau, D epartment of Safety, Richmond . Erma is one of
our regulars who come to Thanksgiving dinners
and various functions. I might add that she is the
only Policewoman in the entire Alumnae!
Gee, Frances: a note from Frances to the effect
that she is secretary to Assistant Superintendent
of Public Instruction, State Department of Education.
Goodwin, Liza : Mrs. W. C. Henderson, 617
Roseneath Road, Richmond. Husband, dentist.
One boy '47, one girl '42.
Grantham, Dot: Mrs. Morgan. One adopted
son ,6 years old, one daughter, Tucker Grantham
Morgan born October '48 .
Hardaway, Eleanor: Mrs. B. E. Parker, Suffolk,
Yirginia. Three children; boy, gi rl, boy.
H emming, Hazel: Mrs. George T. Coleman,
Jr. Box 7, St. Paul, Virginia. One daughter '43 .
I received a welcome lette r from H azel last summer but never reported it. She was interested in
news of all of us.
Hulcher, Helen: Teaching at John Marshall
High School. Helen is our glamor girl thi s time
since she was chose n to appear on a national radio
program ( quiz) on a visit to California last fall.
Leatherland, Louise: A fancy title has sheSocial Service Work-I
could never get it right

CATERING

SERVICE

LEAKE.

1932Recently I received a very welcome an_d interesting Jetter from Lucy LeGrand e Furney tellin g
me th e new s of her family. How I wish each of
you would find time to write me as Lucy did!
Lucy met her hu sband, Lester C. Furney, while
teaching at Radford, Virginia . Th ey were married
in May, 1941. He is a graduate of Kent State
University, Kent , Ohio , and has his Masters De-
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by myself and I can't find her-anyhow, she lives
in Richmond and we meet occasionally. Still the
tongue-in-cheek enjoyment of life .
Lowe, Marydee : Mrs. Louis Simbish-2 girls,
1 young son '47. They all returned to China in
the early fall '48 after a summer's visit here . No
more recent news .
Lumsden, Frances: A note to Leslie Booker reports that Frances is now Mrs. Rosser L. Gwynn,
1018 No. Main St., Danville, Virginia.
Lundin, Frances: Mrs. Reinder Van Heuveln, 1
daughter, Lou- ' 44. Her husband is in charge of
unloading of ships at Deep Water Terminal here
in Richmond. She does some free-lance art work
and we meet once in a while. They, like many of
us, are anxious to build a home.
McDanel, Puff: Mrs. C. D. Shelburne-2 sons,
1 redhead '43, and another born in '47. Puff and
her family appear at the Christmas parties for
alumnae children. We all have a marvelous time
(parents, especially). Puff also keeps me posted
on Billie Allen Geoghagen.
McIntosh, Virginia: Mrs. C. W. Puckett, 3517
Delaware Avenue, Richmond . Here's the true
spirit: Virginia's fourth daughter, Harriet Virginia was born Nov . 1-0, 1948. The others are:
Janet 8, Mabel Ann 6, Betty 4. The three I've
seen are certainly unusually good looking children.
Virginia makes an excellent mother, just the proper tone at every moment. It continually amazes me
which ones of us are good parents. Virginia is
one. She sent me a note concerning the new baby.
What more could a class secretary ask? A double
gold star to her!
Newland, Louise: Mrs. Carl M . Capen, 2
daughters '39 and '41. He is a missionary and they
are now somewhere in China. She's another one
I've lost since '44. Does anyone know anything
about them?
Newton, Gene : Mrs. Thomas Eugene Westmarried Jan. '48. Wedding trip to South America .
He is minister of Dudley Street Baptist Church in
Boston. Their congregation gave them a new car
for a wedding present. They paid Richmond a
short visit this past winter.
Oliver, Lucille: Mrs. Albert T. Beane. I daughter, I think-about three years old . Please send me
the details, someone !
Owens, Margaret: Mrs. William A. Young-1
son, '39-who
goes to St. Christopher's School.
Margaret's husband is an M.D. here in Richmond.
They live at 4306 South Ashlawn Drive . I see
her flitting around town always stunningly dressed
and bandbox fresh.
Proctor, Margaret: Mrs . F. Tyler SwetnamAlexandria, Va . 3 children; boy, girl, boy. Tyler
has recently begun a new business of photostatic
work in Washington, D. C. They visited her family during the fall : K. Bell reported high gayety as
usual.
Ramsey, Susie: Mrs. Stanton Aylor, Gretna,
Va. 1 son: Oscar Ramsey Aylor '40. No recent
news. Please send some.
Rowland, Grace : Mrs. Luther C. Wells-2
children: girl ' 39, boy '43. Luther is Art Director
Advertising Dept ., Thalhimer's. I am family
chauffeur. Oh for the life of a suburban wife!
That's all about me.
Sanford, Virginia: Mrs. John Daniel Brian, La
Salina, Venezuela, S. A. Baby S. was the instigator
of this 15th reunion . She promises to come all of
the way home for it. How about the rest of you?
She has 2 sons and lives in perennially warm
weather. A grand letter from her Christmas which
I'd like each of us to read-Her husband is Superintendent of the La Salina Oil Refinery. It sounds
like an ideal life .
Sergeant, Katherine: Mrs . W . Edward Newby
-2 sons: '41 and '47. Ed is a 2nd year medical
student at M.C.V. and Katherine teaches the 2nd
grade at Westhampton Elementary School. They
celebrated their 10th wedding anniversary Dec.
26, 1948.
Taylor, Chvistine: Mrs . Stewart Brown-1310
Park Ave., Baltimore, Md. 2 sons-I never hear
from Tiny and would love to. Anyone who does
please prod her and maybe I'll have real news next
time .
Watkins , Virginia: Mrs. Lloyd EllenburgCherokee Road, Richmond. We have telephone

conversations from time to time. She always keeps
up with certain girls in our class and I'm grateful
to her for relaying the news . She and her husband
are planning a trip to New York this spring. Have
fun, Virginia.
Wilkinson, Helen : Mrs. Oscar M . Buchanan . 1
son ·42. Her husband, at last letter, was Postmaster
of Kenbridge , Va . and they are enjoying •the life
there.
Wood, Ann : Here's our hard worker-Ann
is
Secretary of the Junior Red Cross in Richmond .
(The title may be too small by now.) She is all
over everywhere, very busy, and looking chic in
the uniform . I might add that I inherited this job
from her and now I know why.
Turner, Hettie : Mrs. J. E. Wood, Jr.
Herrin, Ammye : Mrs . Thornton Hill, 2 sons.
Ahern, Ellen: Mrs. Wm . Daffron, 2 sons.
Cochran, Polly : Mrs . F. F. Knowbloch, 1 child
'46.
Corcoran, Doris : Married psychiatrist, N. Y ., 3
children.
Comer, Mariada: Married-I
child-Pittsburgh,
Pa.
This seems to be all I can conjure up from your
scant answers . Please let me hear about June's
reunion if you want one.
Love and kisses,

Billie Rowlett Perkins has recently moved to
Route 2, Hockessin, Delaware. Her husband has
been transferred to Wilmington .
Rhea Talley is making a name for herself in
New York. She is still the New York correspondent for the Louisville, Ky., Courier-Journal and
the Memphis, Tenn ., Commercial Appeal. The
March issue of the Woman's Home .Companion
has an article by her entitled "Two in a Room."
She also has had articles in Coronet, the New
York Times, and has recently edited the new
dressmaking book for the Butterick Pattern Company.

ROWLAND .

1935Dear Class:
In the last month I have heard from a number
of our class, and I wish to thank them for their
replies. If any reader knows the address of Laura
Thomasson, Margaret Walker
Knowlton or
Marjorie Puryear Wilson, please let me know.
I have had the letters returned which were sent
to their former addresses . Also do not forget that
I am always anxious for news.
HARRIET

WALTON

St. Catherine's School
Richmond 21, Va .
Connie Vaden Rupel writes that she is now living at 1202 Redgate Ave., Norfolk, Va., where
she has been for almost a year . She has a son born
last July, named John D. Rupel, Jr.
Betsy Cannon Kimball has a position as assistant to the Chief of the Civilian Components
Branch of the Army Surgeon General's Office,
working with the Affiliation Program, which
brings· about the association with the Medical Department of the medical schools and hospitals all
over the country. She is still living in Arlington,
and her three children, Dan, Karen, and Andy
are nine, eight and seven respectively.
Helen Whitten Adams is now living at 513
13th Ave., North, Box 509, Jacksonville Beach,
Florida, where she expects to stay until next August. Her husband is Sup't of Construction on a
building being erected in Jacksonville . Her son
who was born last year is named Beverley Tucker
Adams, Jr .
Mary Harrington Meaker writes from Shelburne,
Vermont where they are still living. Her husband
is attending the University of Vermont. They
have a new son, born on January 29th, named
Sheldon Claremore Meaker, called "Kip ." She
writes that Alice is living at 41 Alison Rd.,
Rosella , N. J. now, but expects to move to Houston, Texas soon.
Katherine Grace is teaching the seventh grade
at Plandome Road School, Manhasset, Long
Island. Her address is 358 Main St., Port Washington, N . Y .
Anna Hallett Sniffen has a daughter born December 11th named Anne Barnum Sniffen.
Mary Nelson Decker Pugh writes that she and
Tommy have adopted a baby boy six weeks old.
His name is Thomas Nelson. She also writes that
Jessie Neal Jensen is living on the campus of the
University of Illinois where her husband is teaching and working on a higher degree.
Marion Allport Foley writes that they moved
into a new house last September in Warrenton
where they have been living for some time. She
has three boys, the youngest are twins . She sends
her regards to the class members, and would like
to see any one of them when they pass through
Warrenton.
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Mrs. R. W. Hunt (Alice Harrington, '35),
her husband and three children,
Danny, Julie and Peter.

1938Dear Class of '38,
We have a few new addresses to report this time_
Mildred Lewis Masengill has moved to a duplex
apartment out near McGuire Hospital. Her address
is 3931 Caulder Court, Hollysprings Road.
Julia McClure Dunwell and Steve have moved
into their new home at 52 Mohegan Road, Larchmont, New York. She writes that they are crazy
about it-"a simple two-story white colonial with
rear wall of dinette and living-room all glass,
looking out on a woodsy countryside--." Dula
also enclosed a picture of her two fine-looking
boys, Roger McClure (four and a half) and
Stephen Warner, Jr., ( fourteen months).
Emily Parker Kendig and her family are now
living at 5008 Cary Street Road.
Kaki received a very newsy letter from Julia
Gunter Davidson with news of several classmates_
She reports that Ruth Ruffin Banks (Mrs. Robert)
was stricken with polio last summer and had to
spend some time in an iron lung. At present her
condition is improved, but it will be another six
months at least before she can walk. Also one of
her two sons was a polio victim, but has completely recovered. Maybe some of you would like
to send Ruth a personal message. Her address is
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital, Ward F, Hondo ,
California.
Many of you will remember Catherine Carswell
Harrison (ex '38), now living at 114 Quincy
Avenue, Long Beach, California. All three of her
children had polio last year. According to Julia
the two youngest are now all right, but the oldest
one is still on crutches. I know all of you join me
in sending both Ruth and C.C.'s little girl best
wishes for complete recovery.
We're glad to have some news of Edith Crostic
Grigg (Mrs. Edward) . Edith has been visiting in
Richmond with her family before moving into her
new home in Circleville, Ohio , where her husband
has been transferred. Julia saw Edith in January
and says that her three sons are all quite handsome-- John Edward is five, George is three, and
Roger, nine months.
Thanks, Julia, for so much interesting information. Julia says that her own winter has been
"pretty hectic " because of sickness.
Nancy Orthey Rowan writes that she has no
news to report except perhaps a new tooth for baby

·George! They took a nice trip to Florida over the
·Christmas holidays to visit her husband 's family
--especially enjoyed driving along the Gulf of
.Mexico en route to Pensacola. Nancy also sent
.along Adele Maxie Riddick 's new address, which
is 151 Ambrose Lane, College Court, Phoebus,
Virginia .
Florence Fowlkes Garrett (Mrs. Chester) is now
living at 6 Center Street, Madison Heights, Vir _ginia. Her husband is branch manager of the National Biscuit Company there. They have a little
_girl four and a half years old and a little boy of
fourteen months. It's nice to hear from Flo again.
Virginia Hansford Russell , with Army Special
.Services in Okinawa, finds her work fascinating.
.She is busy directing and presenting plays and
programs. Her class in painting and drawing at
The Terrace Club in Rycom is a "hub of activity"
according to the Rynkyn Army newspaper. As
Okinawa is a particularly scenic island, it presents a wealth of material to interest the artist.
In June , Virginia will fly to Bangkok, stopping
,en route at Manila, and then to Siam for a vacation.
Maybe some of you can help us out with news
-or addresses of the following-Elsie
(Curly)
Mitchell, Helen Robert s, Jean Bobbitt Grubbs and
•Caroline Spencer Robins.
How about those Alumnae Fund contributions?
Let's keep them rolling in and give our class a
real place in the futur e of Westhampton College.
Your contribution should be sent to Mrs. R. E.
Booker, Westhampton College Alumnae Association, University of Richmond, Virginia.
Remember that Kaki Leake, Jo Mallory Cosby,
Douglas Gee Baldwin and I will be glad to hear
:from any of you at any time.
Goodbye for this time,
PEGGYLOCKWOODNOLTING
Box 658, R.F.D. 8, Jahnke Road,
Richmond, Virginia.

1939Dear 39'ers,
On January 21 we had our second meeting to
make plans for the tenth reunion in June . This
meeting was held at Margaret Harris Quick:'s
home and those present were Evaline Flow Wells,
Anne Eppes Regester, Elizabeth Mitchell Driscoll,
Lois Lyle Mercer, Elizabeth Burch Fowlkes, Vir_ginia Britt Austin. At the meeting, various committees were appointed and plans were worked
out in more detail. As the program now stands our
reunion will begin with a "Coke Party" during
registration on Saturday, Jun e 4, 1949. This will
be followed by a business meeting and luncheon.
At seven o'clock, Saturday night, the Richmond
g irls will be hostesses at a buffet supper given at
Anne Campbell Jacob' s house on Henri Road . You
will hear more about these plans later but be sure
to put forth your best effort to join us in Richmond
in June .
Next on the list of news was the luncheon at
Evelyn Hazard Angus ' house in honor of Jessie
McElroy Junkin who was in Richmond for quite
a while. Besides Evelyn and Jessie, the others present were Elizabeth Burch Fowlkes, Virginia Britt
Austin, and Margaret Harris Quick. This was followed two weeks later with another get-together at
Margar et Quick's-a
nice long gab session over
the luncheon table and the swapping of hints on
child-raising. We had plenty of material on hand,
there being eleven children among the five of us
and the twelfth on its way.
Jessie McElroy Junkin has now moved to Tazewell, Virginia, where Bill has three churches. We
hope she and Bill and the two little ones enjoy the
quiet country life there. To say the least it will be
quite a change from some of their recent experiences.
We have a clipping from a Washington paper
of the marriage of Martha Elliott to William Edgar Deichl er. After a southern trip the couple will
make their home in Washington. Congratulations
to you two! How about sending us your new
address.
Rosalie Oakes spent the week-end in Richmond
with Judy Florance. Rosalie was on her way
home from Martha's wedding and Judy had just returned from a vacation in Florid a in January and
in Maine in February.

We have two new prospective Westhamptonites to report. Levinia Winston Edmunds had a girl
born Decemb er 16, whom she named Lavinia
Winston Edmunds. In February Dot Shell Wood
also had a girl whom she named Elizabeth Shell
Wood. Congratulations, you two ! You had better
start looking for baby sitters immediately for June
4th.
Lenore Dineen Bergman recently moved to
Montgomery , Alabama, with her husband and
two children . Let us know how you like your new
home Lenore !
The husband of Sally More Barnes Link was recently called to New Orleans to rebuild a church
ther e. We have heard that the funds are now secured and they are ready to start the building .
Nice work! We hope Sally More and her daughter
and husband can sf end their varntion in Richmond
in June instead o August this year and thus be
here for our reunion.
The engagement of Hermine Louise Hoen was
recently announced by her parents. Her marriage
to William Duncan Phillips, Jr . will take place
in May. We wish you happiness, Hermine!
In March another meeting was held to make
more extensive plans for the reunion . At this
meeting forms were sent to each member to be
filled out and returned. These forms, along with
pictures of your family will be placed in a scrapbook which we will all have a chance to see on
June 4.
We are now one of the leading classes as to
number contributing but since it is our reunion
year we are aiming for 100 per cent of members
contributing to th e Alumnae Fund. If you have
forgotten yours, please send it now !
Good-bye again until June 4,
Your four secretaries,
EVELYN HAZARD ANGUS
MARGARETHARRIS QUICK
ANNE EPPES REGESTER
ELIZABETHBURCH FOWLKES

1940Dear Forties,
Slowly but surely a few letters are coming my
way, and it is such fun to get them .
I had quite a long letter from Madeline Cosby.
Madeline is working in Washington but is a weekend commuter to Richmond now that she has
bought a car. She has an interesting position with
the agricultural division of the Patent Office, where
she is a pa-tent examiner and one of the few
women engaged in this work. She is now living
at 600 Pickwick Lane, Rollingwood, Chevy Chase,
Maryland.
Betty Willetts Ogg writes that she's a school
marm as well as a housewife. She's teaching in
the high school in Waynesboro-four
classes of
general science and one of chemistry. Betty says
she's looking forward to our reunion next spring.
Pauline Cortopassi is getting all ready for weekends this summer on the river. She and her mother
have bought a lot on Meacham Creek, between
Saluda and Urbanna, where they're going to build
a cottage.
Ethel O'Brien Harrington and her family have
moved again-this
time to Dallas , Texas; 450S
Hopkins Street.
I have a difficult time keeping up with Betty
Carper Grigg. I hear that she has another child,
also a boy, but all I know about his vita l statistics
is that he was born January 10.
Perhaps some of you saw Thais Silverman's picture in the paper recently. She is now president of
the Senior Council, Jewish Center, here in Richmond. Thais had an interesting trip Christmas
when she flew to Texas to visit some relatives .
And speaking of trips, I'm just catching up
with Dot Robert's experience of last summer. She
wrote me from Durham, where she is secretary in
the English D epartment at Duke University, and
enclosed a copy of a poem written by Elsa Keuffel
( who was a sophomore when we graduated) describing their trip to South America in July. Dot
says she tries to spend all her summers travelling.
After months of planning and re-planning,
Mildred Gustafson D onoh ue and Jimmie are now
settled in their new home. It is located on Murray
Road in Glenbrooke Hills.
Eleanor Parsons Fish also has a new house in
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Tucson, Arizona, built by none other than her
own husband.
While typing up this column, I was informed
of the arrival on March 12 of Wesley Ervin Higgins, who weighed in at 7 lbs., 11 ozs. Wesley is
the second child of Lucy (Sisson) and Wesley Higgins.
Marie Keyser Jordan and John are making plans
for driving home this summer, all the way from
Berkeley, California . They will arrive the last of
June in time for Marie's sister's wedding and
will stay almost a month. Marie says the trip will
be quite an undertaking with 6-months-old Craig
along, but well worth it.
Every time I get ready to write "finis" to this
column, I hear about a new baby. Carole Anne
Shandrick was born February 28 to proud parents
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shandrick (Maureen Fugate).
And on March 22 Carter Livingston Smith was
warmly welcomed by big sister and by parents,
Dell and Tony Smith.
I hope all of you, like Betty Willetts Ogg, are
thinking about and looking forward to our reunion next spring. If, at any time, you have any
suggestions or ideas, please put them down in
black and white and send them to me. I think we
should get to work on a scrapbook of some kind
and I intend to do something about it before
long.
KITTY LYLE
2920 Noble Avenue
5-6187

1942Dear '42ers,
Slim pickin's this time, I'm afraid. I have been
a little slow about getting news for this issue of
the BULLETIN,but I'm sure you will agree I had
a good cause when I tell you about the advent of
Martha Ellen to our family on January 27. Our
little girl is growing like a weed already and we
are very pleased with her, especially her red fuzz!
Big brother Paul is very possessive and proud
of her, too, I'm glad to 'say.
Other new babies include Stephen Meyers
Early born to Peggy Vicars Early on January 29.
And I understand that Janice and Ed Darlington
had a son in November. Enlighten us, won't you,
Janice?
Incidentally, Betty Sessler wants it known that
she has a new baby, too; an adorable brown and
white cocker puppy. She claims to know as much
about Pablum and Q-tips as any of us.
Betty Ann and Shack have moved into a brandnew house west of college in the Cloverly Gardens
development. They have six rooms and the door
is open to visitors.
Jimmie Franklin became Mrs. Albert A. Radd
on November 5. They are living .Qn 4819 Jersey
Avenue in Norfolk. I think Jimmie is our only
bride to report this time .
Mary Grace Taylor is back in Richmond to
stay. Of course we local gals are glad to have her.
Meanwhile, Louise Hall Moser and family are moving to New York-Paterson, N . J., to be exact-in
April. Bob has a new position there.
Harriet Howe has decided to stop wage-earning
for a while, as she puts it, "to do all the things
I never had time to do." What a pleasure that
must be!
I would like to have something to say about
each of you in every issue of the BULLETIN.But
you must be boastful, not bashful, about sending
in news about yourselves. My address is always at
the bottom of our column.
One more reminder: Is YOUR name on the
list of Alumnae who have paid their current dues?
'Bye now,
NoONY.

1943Hello 43'ers,
If any of you have heard from Ilse, please let
me know. The last I heard, she was in California.
When she left Washington, she called me and
said she was going out there to do graduate work.
She didn 't know at the time at which university
she would be studying.
Dolly Dorsey Garwood writes that she is really
keeping busy with her two boys. She said " big

Dave" is still working hard at his studies at Ohio
State and "little Dave" is really growing. "Little
Dave" is already a famous child! Dolly said "he
caused quite a sensation when Dave took him to
school to use in a demonstration speech-that
of
diaper changing! It caused so much comment in
the Public Speaking Department that Dave had to
repeat it three times!" Ah! the way these fraternity
brnthers stick together! Dolly doesn't have a babysitter problem at all-Dave's
fraternity brothers
take care of that for them very nicely. Dolly said
she misses teaching, but wouldn't give up the job
of homemaker for anything in the world.
Rose Koltukian Wallace moved to Monson,
Mass. last May . I'm surely glad I heard from you,
Rose, 'cause I still had you in Springfield, Mass.
From what Rose wrote, I'm going to have a grand
piece of news for you in the next issue! She says
they have a wonderful apartment in a big house
and have had lots of fun fixing it up . They've
been buying their furniture at auctions etc. and
doing it over themselves . It's been fun doing it
but hard work as well! She writes that Jim is
working in the research department at Monsanto
now and enjoys his work. They have made lots of
friends-most
interesting ones, too, as they come
from aJl over the country.
Congratulations go to Anne Byrd and Donald
Moore. They are the proud parents of Linda
Anne, born December 2nd.
Congratulations are also in order for Anne Lilly
Fisher and Joe. Anne writes that their second
daughter, Martha Jean, was born December 1st.
She says she is really kept busy!
I had a nice letter from Shirley Huxter Corson .
Everything seems to be going along fine.
As I have heard from you, each letter shows that
you all have really been moving around, so those
of you who have changed your addresses, please let
me know so that I can keep in touch with you.
Don't forget-if you haven 't sent in your Alumnae contribution yet, do it today!
Hoping to hear from you all soon,
COZY.

1944Dear '44's:
It's wonderful so many of you are planning to
come to the reunion . Wish it could be 100%, but
we did scatter pretty far in five years. It seems that
most people, besides catching up on what the '44' s
have been doing, want a "sing " so we'll be sure
to have that on the program.
Fran Wolf doesn 't know what Bob's orders will
be, but if they are on the East Coast come June,
she' ll try to join us.
Mary Lee Smith is postponing work on her degree from the School of Advanced International
Studies to rejoin the State Department where she
will be in the Research Division for the Near
East.
Buttsey , who is now working in the Planning
Department of the Book of the Month Club, won't
be able to get down in June because of her
brother 's wedding on the 4th . She and Kay suggest minutes of the Reunion be mailed to those
who couldn't come, and that sounds like a fine
idea.
Nancy (Lubasch) Markson is still teaching the
6th grade in Hillside and liking it, but she says
her chief job is becoming an experienced cook
and housekeeper-address
is 1711 Walker Avenue,
Union, New Jersey.
Mimi seems to be very busy in Blacksburg these
days. She says Bruce is time consuming, but goes
on to say that she "does the music and a little art
work for her mother's kindergarten, coaches Latin
and English when the occasion arises, grades
papers for two English professors, substitutes in
the public school, attends the creative arts group
of the A.A.U.W., has bitten off considerably more
church work than she can chew, and is becoming
a bird watcher of the first order." That sounds like
a very impressive list of activities to me-especially
since I never seem to have a minute.
Anne Gordon is finding life quite interesting.
She is livin g in Washington where, since October
'47, she has had a position in the Personnel Division of the F.B.I. Her work there is confidential,
but as a sideline, she helps newly arrived members of the diplomatic corps brush up on the
English language and American customs. Through

these contacts she has attended some diplomatic
receptions, parties, etc.
Ellen Mercer writes that she has been accepted
for readmission at the University of Michigan and
is · planning to return there in September for further work looking toward a Ph.D. in Latin . We
have a few M .D.'s, but I believe Ellen Mercer is
the first to work toward a Ph.D .
Mary Frances Trader Carey is now working as
a mathematician in ( take a deep breath) •the Ballistic Measurement Division of the Technical
Development Department of the Naval Aviation
Ordnance Test Station, Chincoteague , Va. Bill
has been principal of the Chincoteague schools
for- two years. They are planning to build this
spring (February Good Housekeeping "House in
a Hurry") and are ambitiously cutting and curing
their own lumber.
Betsy Rice expects to get her M.A. degree from
the General Assembly's Training School in May
and then starts work as Director of Religious Education in the First Presbyterian Church, Staunton,
Virginia.
Please all of you write in . See how much more
interesting the letter is when I have news to pass
along? And do send in your contribution to the
Alumnae Fund so we will have a full list of contributors by June. Looking forward to seeing you
then,
Love,
BILLY JANE.

1945-

Dear Class:
First of all, Ruth Hiller Powell has asked me
to tell you all that the fireplace, our gift to the
college, has finally been finished! I was beginning
to think that none of us would be alive at the
time, but I know you're all relieved to know that
we have a permanent reminder of us on the
campus at long last. We'll have to plan a picnic
out there sometime this summer.
More babies-all of them boys-to report this
issue. Mary Campbell Paulson has a new son, born
the early part of January . His name is John W.
Paulson, Jr. Mary, John and John, Jr. are still
living in Hampton. Liz Parker Cone is also the
proud mother of a son born in January . His
name is Berkely . Liz, husband and son are now
living in Kenbridge, Virginia. Write me some
more of the details, Liz. Alice and Rick Johnson,
keeping up with the rest of the class, have a son,
Orrick Fitz Hugh Johnson, Jr., born February
28 in Fredericksburg, where they are still living.
Congratulations, all of you! Bring your children
to the next get-together .
E. P. Brooks was married the middle of March
to Lt. Roy Blackwell. He has been stationed at
Camp Lee, but has been ordered to Germany . He
and E. P. left on March 29th, and plan to be gone
for three years.
Ann and Chuck Howe are still in Chapel Hill,
where Chuck is doing work toward his Ph.D.,
and Ann is doing laboratory work . They have recently bought a house, and they are just as proud
as they can be--justly so, from all reports I've had.
I saw Anne Fisher Keppler a couple of months
ago. They were here from New York, where Kep
is still at Columbia University. She's looking just
wonderful.
The other day I went to a meeting of all the
Alumnae Secretaries, and Mrs. Booker gave me a
report on the contributions from our class to the
Alumnae Fund. It was a ghastly experience, believe me! Please, all of you who haven 't had a
chance to contribute yet, send a few dollars ( or
more, if you can) to Mrs. R. E. Booker rut the
Alumnae Office at Westhampton. We might not
be able to make our class the highest in percentage,
but we could certainly do something to keep it
from being the lowest, which it all but is now .
I had a wonderful time in Florida. The weather
couldn't have been more perfect if we'd had it
made-to-order. I even met a woman down there
whose daughter had gone to Westhampton some
fifteen years ago! I'm almost ashamed to tell you
this, but I have moved again. This time it 's going
to be more or Jess permanent. The address is 2413
Hanover Avenue, Apt. 1. There are several of you
who haven't written to me for some time, and
there are even some who haven't written at all.
Wouldn't it be nice if we could have some news
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about every person in the dass next issue? Let's
try, so all of you sit down and write me a card
or a note telling me what you 're doing. It may
be dull to you, but it's not for the rest of us, so
come on.
We're planning another of our luncheons for
May Day this year. This BULLETINprobably won't
come out till after that, but if it does, all of you
try to be here .
Don't forget to write to me soon. Goodbye for
now .
Love,
NANCY GREY.

1946-

Dear Class of '46N ancy Todd's wedding to Ashton Lewis- Biggy, that is-on
Saturday, February 19th in the
Ginter Park Presbyterian Church, Richmond, was a
beautiful affair. It was almost another class reunion. Ann Ware and Joyce Eubank were bridesmaids and wore green satin gowns as did Nancy's
other three attendants. All of them carried baskets
of brilliantly colored flowers which literally cascaded down. Nancy, looking lovely in a white
satin gown and a full length veil of illusion, carried orchids down the aisle to a magnificentl y
flower- and fem -decked altar, and there in the
glow of many candles she became Mrs. Lewis.
Among those attending the wedding were Barbara
Richie Branch, Helen Mumper Dunnavant, Jeanne
Yeamans, Irene White, Nooky Richardson, Jeanne
Pebworth, Cora Lynn Chaffee, Lola Carter
Goodell, Lois and Arlie Baker, Betsy Slate Riley
and Buddy, Nooky Richardson and I. There may
have beeri others since I'm writing from memory
and, too, there was such a crowd I may have missed
seeing someone but we were well represented .
Nancy and Biggy went south on their wedding
trip . They plan to live in Petersburg but whether
they've moved yet or not I don't know. They're
back home and doubtless, before this issue of the
BULLETIN is published they'Jl be all settled .
Cora Lynn, Jeanne and I stayed with Lola while
we were in Richmond and she and Charlie have a
charming litt le house just outside Richmond.
Lola's a superb cook, and a wonderful hostessand what's more she loves to cook. Charlie is in
the Sand and Gravel business with Mr. Carter so
they will be in Richmond permanently.
Jeanne Sasser is also among our "newlyweds."
She and Joe Thornbley were married December
16th-in
a simple, informal but sweet ceremony.
They had planned to be married in the spring
when Joe finished Auburn but decided not to wait.
Therefore it was a little rushed and Jeanne wrote
that none of the W. C. people were able to get
there because of the short notice. She had her sister
Barbara as her matron of honor and Jeanne wore
a slate-blue taffeta cocktail suit with lace and
satin hat. After the ceremony they left for a honeymoon in New Orleans and are ·now living in Columbus, Georgia. Jeanne's still working and Joe
commutes to Auburn. Incidentally, Jeanne went
with Joe when she was in high school and then
had been dating him all year long. He sounds
wonderful and she says though she couldn't cook
at all, she's learning and so far so good.
I heard from Jackie Hodges Walker in January. Hank is busy working on his thesis and Jackie
writes that the children are fine now. Both Henry
and Ellis had operations this fall-Henry
a chest
adhesion-minor-and
Ellis for removal of a blood
tumor. Both got along beautifully and according
to Jackie they loved the extra attention for a day
or two. Jackie says the two can almost pass for
twins and Hank, one day in a moment of confusion
when a kind old lady asked if they were twins informed her -" No m'am, we're a day apart','-:(Ellis ' birthday is March 13th and Hank's Match
14th). Jackie said Pat Husbands was still alive but
that was all she knew. I haven't heard from her in
months either. How about it, Pat?
Bev Ryland went down to Winston-Salem not
so long ago to visit Frances Anne Beale and I've
heard from both of thein since . Frances Anne is
living in a nice home with a congenial group of
girls and says she likes her library work very
much . Bev had also been to V .P.I. for Midwinters
so it sounds like she doesn 't stick too dose to Lexington these days. She wrote that Mary Lou
Willis had been very sick and was in Florida with

her family and that she planned to return to school
and get all the plans made keeps me kinda busy
in March. Also in her letter was the news that
but I love it. We have no idea where we'll be livJulia Shelton Jacobs is teaching a little 5-year-old
ing but certainly hope it will be near some of you
boy to read and write while Jake, her husband, is
all.
still in the Post Office in Hanover.
All of you please drop me a card at least. I'm so
I talked with Marian Kinzey one weekend when
excited already that my next Jetter will most likely
I was in Richmond and she told me Johnny stopped
be "topsy-turvey" but be sure I have some news
teaching last June and was with the Richmond
to work with-won't
you?
Automotive Rebuilding Co., Inc. She sounded fine
Love,
as did Connie Reid Rowlett. Connie was making
ALTA.
her first pie when I phoned, a memorable day.
1948B. ]. is working with Virginia Structural Steel
Company as a civil engineer.
Hi there, 48' ers,
This is kinda stealing news from the class of
First, let me thank each of you who responded
'47-but we feel Betsy Slate Riley belongs to us
to our Alumnae Fund call, and I'm sure that this
too. She and Buddy are living at the Diesel School
issue of the BULLETIN shows a longer list of '48
in Richmond. Dowell and I were out there with
contributors. My thanks!
Nancy and Biggy the first part of February and
Jackie Jeter came through with her usual Jong,
had waffles with them, good ones too. Betsy's
newsy letter in which she gave full details of the
working for a life insurance company and Buddy
family trip to Florida this winter. I don't believe
finishes at U. of R. in June. He has already been
they missed a trick, visiting everything from alliaccepted at Union Theological, and so they'll regator farms to art museums! Evidently Jackie
main in Richmond for some time .
wanted to increase her time schedule, for, in adThe latest from Ding Shotwell is that Ralph
dition to secretarial school and travelin g, she is
will finish school in May and since he's passed
keeping up with her Westhampton "kick-line"
the ordination council, he will be ordained in
work by teaching dancing at the Arthur Murray
May when both their parents are there for graduStudio in Charleston.
ation. They, Ding and Ralph, have just bought a
According to Jackie 's letter, Maria Carter is
maroon '48 Chevy and love it. Her card also
teaching a "mixture" of grades in a small school
brought further news of Peggy Macy Chevins. As
outside of Richmond. Apparently Maria wondered
I told you all, Peggy's doing research at Columbia,
during the first few weeks if she would live and
and Tony, her husband, is with an advertising
be able to meet all the crises (how well some of
agency in New York. They are hoping to find an
us know!), but she's now become somewhat acapartment in N.Y.C. before too Jong.
customed to the trials and tribulations of the rural
Bethel wrote that Buddy will be out of school
schoolhouse and is crazy about the work.
this month (March). He already has a job and
Jackie also wrote that Bobby Freed "treked"
will go to work March 28th . He has to train for
over to Charlottesville recently to see the Chambliss
six weeks in Raleigh but when he finishes there,
twins who are still studying at the University of
he's to be sent somewhere else though they don't
Virginia.
know where. Bethel plans to stay in Chapel Hill
till June and when he's permanently settled, then
Slaving away at the University of Kentucky,
they' II move. She enclosed an excerpt from a letter
Judy Barnett divides her time between physics
from Ellen Hodges Sawall "we have half a bungaand stude nt counseling, but in June she plans
low here in Wisconsin Rapids--4 rooms and a
to go job-hunting and put school aside for awhile.
bath (which we share with a sixty-four year old
An M.A. in psychology goes to Betty Ann Allen
character), Mary Ellen has found suitab le playin June, and even more exciting news arrived when
mates in the neighborhood and several of our
I read that she's planning to marry Bill D oub, a
friends from Madison now live here so we are well
student at U. of R., during the same month. Barsituated for social life. Warren really loves his
bara Wood is also making preparations for a June
work and is doing well. This newspaper business
wedding to Lewis G. Miller, whom we remember
just seems to get in their blood."
as "Tiny." Eleanor Pitts, who is busy with her
I don't know how many of you have already
advertising work at First and Merchants Bank in
made your contributio ns to the Alumnae FundRichmond, is particularly excited about this wedon ly thirteen were listed in the last BULLETINbut
ding, since Barbara has asked her to be maid of
as you make out your check you might consider the
honor.
fact that our contributions each year go toward
I believe I wrote you that Margaret Sabine and
mailing expenses, general up-keep ( salaries, garden
Jack Brizentine will pronounce the wedding vows
work, etc. ) and to the swimming pool fund. At a
in June, too, and word has it that Elsie Keyser
lun cheon which Mrs. Booker had recently for class
will be married sometime in the summer . Who's the
secretaries ( Connie Rowlett attended for me since
lucky boy, Elsie?
I was unable to go), she announced that last year
·Frances Dunn wrote, "I now have two engaged
thirty-five per cent of our members supported the
gals in my group. Mary Cross sends permission to
association with an average gift of $8.09 which,
announce her engagement to Bob Marshall, and
comparatively speaking, is rather good, don't you
Frankie Robison received a diamond just before
think' W. C. ranked with the highest in perChristmas from George King." Their wedding
centage of members and contributors in Alumnae
dates are indefinite, but both girls plan to marry
Associations throughout the country. I thought
this year. The best of good wishes to each of you,
you all might be interested in these facts.
and please write us the details, for we'll all be interested in hearing from you.
And now for our engagements-Jeanne
Pebworth got a lovely diamond Christmas from
On March 25th Jackie Pitt and Jimmie Suttenfield were married in the First Baptist Chapel.
Charlie Gammon. They plan to be married next
They've found a mighty attractive apartment in
fall. Charlie's here in Norfolk now but is going
to Washington to school this spring and so most
Richmond, so Jackie is keeping house plus teaching the third grade in Mechanicsville.
probably they'll be living there for a year or so.
Already Jeanne's collecting trousseau items. Nooky
By the way, Russell Ewing who was teaching
at Mechanicsville, too, has given up her work
Richardson is the second "bride-to-be." The lucky
there and so far is undecided about what she's
fellow is William Phipps. Probably you all remember him. Both Charlie and William used to
going to do.
visit Westhampton in the good ole days. Nooky
Two of our school "marms " have become
has set no time for her wedding, as far as I know.
muscle builders through basketball during the past
Last, but not least, I ·am going to be married in
season. Jean Brumsey and Betty Stansbury both
June to Dowell Jennings How ard, Jr. Some of you
coached teams which turned out a nice record:
probably saw the announcement in the Richmond
Betty's won the Junior High School Championpaper but, just in case you didn't, he graduated
ship in Richmond! And speaking of winning confrom V .P.I . last June and is now at M.I.T. in
tests, you'11 be interested in knowing that our
Cambridge, Mass. doing graduate work in Me" littl e sisters " won the Song Contest this year.
chanical Engineering. I expect right many of you
EVENS are still shining-and
singi ng , aren·t
have met him for I've been dating him since we
they?
were in high school and he paid many visits to
Such a nice letter came from "Deity" not long
Westhampton. Anyhow, I hope you all can get
ago saying that' she and Troy are living in Cookedown this way for the wedding. Trying to teach ' ville, Tennessee where the latter is attending
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school. They have a furnished apartment about
two blocks from the college which is a perfect
set-up, and "D eity" certainly seems to be happy
there. Bet it's easier helping a husband with his
homework than working for your own sheepskin,
isn't it "Deit"?
I had a big surprise the latter part of January
when Betty and Jim Elmore stopped by Martinsville for a short visit. It was a real treat to see
them! Betty is working at the local bank in
Bladenboro several days a week, and she's taking
sewing lessons, too! That's the eighth wonder of
the world-but
it should prove profitable! !
The following weekend I spent in Marion, Virginia with Ann Clark. After much persuasion on
my part, she reluctantly consented to Jet me observe
her class, and, gals, it really sounded like Dr.
Hagquist in person, lecturing about the digestive
and respiratory systems of the crayfish! Ann's family has moved to Norfolk, so she'll be returning
there in June and no doubt will be seeing Ann
Gill often. The last Ann writes that she has a fine
schedule teaching only American History in one of
the Norfo lk high schools . Incidentally, have any
of you heard from Dr. Lough? I trust that you've
read her splendid articles in the BULLETIN.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Clement ( our former
Sallie Curtis) became the proud parents of a baby
girl, Bonnie Ann, on February 14th. Sallie writes,
"Bonnie really has good lungs and knows how
to use them, too, believe me! " But she hastened
to add that, in spite of the lung power, Bonnie
was a mighty sweet armful.
And speaking of birth announcements with
pink ribbons, Bobby and Jack Kolcum have a
daughter, Virginia Backus Kolcum-another
Valentine baby which is a coincidence, isn't it'
Pam and E. T. Gray took in the Sugar Bowl
game in New Orleans on their honeymoon. However, the big thing for Pam and E. T. now is
building a home this summer. They are so excited
about that they can't think of anything else. And
we can't blame you one bit either!
Down at Mississippi State College are Pat and
Dave Daniel. While Dave is teaching, Pat works
as a psychometrist and keeps house in what she
terms "our train-a succession of rooms with dining car in the rear." This summer they plan to return to Ohio State, where Dave will complete his
requirements for an M.A . Maybe Pat has forsaken
her native state, Florida, but I hear that Virginia
Kreyer vacations there with her mother this winter, so it looks like we'll have a '48 representative
in the orange state frequently to take Pat's place .
Word comes from the following girls saying that
life keeps them busy twenty-four hours a day doing exactly what I've written you before, but speaking specifically-Emily
Holland adding columns
of figures for the Aetna Life Insurance Company
in Richmond; Betty Hengeveld still trying to
"crack the nuts " (as she puts it!) down at M . C.
V., while Anne Foster is engaged in research work
there, too; Pat Adams and Frances Dunn working
at Vepco in Richmond; Arleen Schaefer and
Winnie McAlpine studying and teaching piano ;
Hannah Barlow, Betty Hickerson, and Ginna
Herndon rep9rting for the 8: 30 school bell five
mornings a week. Ginna, are you riding the roads
in that super-model Plymouth yet? The A.A.U.W .
in Newport News is keeping Millicent Hutcherson, Doris Moore, Emily Smith, and Sarah Brenner stepping at a fast rate selling ti<:kets for Barter
productions, etc. Bet you feel like you 're right back
in college!
Seth says that she still likes the Social Ed's
job but is kinda' tired of writing up other people 's
weddings! There 's plenty of diversion in Martinsville, though, and the last time I saw her , she had
on her horn-rimmed spectacles and was on her
way to hear a discussion of Karl Marx. W. C.
Intellect gets in your blood to stay, doesn 't it?
Please don't let dust start accumulating in my
mailbox so early in the game. Write me a letter
any time you can (I'll be at home, Amelia, Virginia
this summer), or at least drop a penny postal_ m
the mail to your group leader when she wntes
you for news. That's easy and will only take a
minute of your valuable time.
'Bye for now. Have a happy vacation!
Love,
SALLY.
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Atlanta Club
President : Miss Matilda Tisinger, 952
North Highland Avenue, N.E., Atlanta,
Ga.
At the last report, plans were under way
for a dinner meeting of the Atlanta alumnae
on March 28. Almost 100% attendance was
expected. This small club at a distance from
Westhampton has almost perfect attendance
at each of the two or three meetings held a
year.

Baltimore Club
President : Miss Mary Moore Warner, 625
St. Paul St., Apt. 30, Baltimore, Md.
On March 24 a joint dinner meeting of
Westhampton and Richmond College alumni
was held in Baltimore . Miss Fanny Crenshaw
and Dr. Ralph McDanel brought news from
the University , and Yates McDaniel, well
known war correspondent, told something of
conditions in the Far East.
Following the general meeting the Westhampton alumnae withdrew for a brief business session. At this time the following officers were elected: Mary Moore Warner, president; Fay Carpenter, vice-president; and
Christine Duling Sponsler, secretary.

Danville Club
President : Evelyn McAuley Winston
(Mrs. J.M . Winston, Jr.), 208 Jefferson Ave., Danville, Va.
Edna Loving Young represented Westhampton College on College Day at George
Washington High School in Danville in
February. She reported a good deal of interest shown by the high school girls, and she
left Westhampton catalogues and books of
views in the school library .

Newport News-Hampton Club
President : Bai;bara Fuller Cox (Mrs. Alvin
E. Cox), 49 Franklin Road, Hilton Village, Virginia.
Springtime is such a good time of the year
to do things that we plan to "chock it full"
of Westhampton Alumnae activities. Wednesday, March 23rd we held an after school
party in the Newport News high school.
About twenty girls drank cokes, ate homemade cookies and became very enthusiastic
about Westhampton.
Jean Shepherd Keever and Barbara Fuller
Cox showed them catalogues, view books,
publications, pictures and scrapbooks of
Westhampton. By the year 1950 we want to
have an increasing number of girls from the
peninsula attending Westhampton.
Saturday, April 2 was the day for our

spring tea. It was held at the home of Mrs.
Alvin Butterworth. Hostesses for the day
were Doris Moore, Millicent Hutcherson,
Mary Lou Du Val Sawyer and Virginia Pharr.
The college students home for spring vacation
were our guests and high school students who
were interested in going to Westhampton
were invited to come and meet them.

New York Club
President: Carlene Broach Wagner (Mrs.
Robert W . Wagner), 85 Nassau Boulevard, Garden City, Long Island, New

York.
On January 14, the New York Alumnae
and Alumni had a delightful dinner with Dr.
and Mr's. Modlin as our guests. We, who had
not had the privilege of meeting Dr. Modlin
before this, were not only charmed by his personality but felt assured that our beloved
U. of R. will reach great heights under his
able leadership .
It is nearly always true at any of our meetings in the metropolitan area that some alumnae or alumni appear whom others present
have not seen in years. The ensuing "ohs!"
and "ahs !" attest to the warm friendships being renewed. The forty present at the dinner
would have had more alumnae with them had
we not received a number of last minute cancellations due to illness.
We have plans for New Jersey, Westchester, Long Island, and Manhattan group
meetings for this spring, as perhaps with
some alumnae not having to tr'avel such a distance for the meeting, they can solve their
"baby-sitter problem" more easily.
Audrey Grubin Fixell, '45, wrote us a card
to add her name to the N.Y. list. We are
anticipating meeting her. In a list sent me by
the Alumnae Office of new arrivals to this
area, I saw the name of Elma Ashton, '25,
who is practically a neighbor over in Great
Neck, Long Island. Unfortunately, a phone
wasn't listed in her name so now I'm waiting
eagerly to get an answer from my note to her.
Our list now seems impressive with over a
hundred names.

Richmond Club
President: Jayne Maire Massie (Mrs. G.
Edmond Massie, III, '42), "Mer Mas,"
7705 Woodman Road, R.F.D. 4, Box
256, Richmond 22, Va.
In February the Richmond Club had a reception for all the members of the Westhampton Faculty with the alumnae invited to
come and bring their husbands and dates.
It was most successful and was enjoyed by all
who attended.
We were guests of Miller and Rhoads for'
the Maid of Cotton show in March. At that
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time a contribution for the Swimming Pool
Fund was given by those alumnae who attended.
Our last meeting of the year will be held at
Rustom, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Starke on River Road. A committee, consisting of Jo Cosby, Louise Coleman, and Gladys
Tatum is writing a constitution for the club
which will be presented at this meeting.

Roanoke Club
President: Reba Dudley Hash (Mrs.
Abram Hash), 1420 3rd St., S.W., Roanoke, Va.
·
Westhampton alumnae assisted in the College Day at Jefferson High School in Roanoke
and interviewed a number of girls.
Plans had been made for a Westhampton
alumnae tea to be held at the home of
Katherine Tyler Ellett on April 1 to which
Westhampton students at home for the spring
vacation were to be invited.

Tidewater (Norfolk-Portsmouth)
President: Margaret Oliver Saunders (Mrs.
Horace Saunders), 5445 Glenhaven
Crescent, Norfolk 8, Virginia .
The Norfolk Club put on a most successful
card party and fashion show for the benefit of
the Swimming Pool Fund on March 26. They
report an even larger attendance than at a
similar party last year (they had over 300
present then) and hope to be able to make a
substantial gift to the Swimming Pool Fund.
The club is now making plans for a luncheon meeting on May 21 at which Miss Lutz
will give a book review.

Washington Club
President: Esther Wendling Mueller, '42
(Mrs. Wm. R. Mueller), P.O. Box
3002, Parkfair Station, Alexandria, Va.
On Sunday, March 27, the Westhampton
alumnae of Washington and vicinity had a
tea at the home of May Thompson Evans,
465'1 Kenmore Drive, N.W. Present students at Westhampton College from this area,
as well as prospective Westhampton students
from Washington high schools, were also
invited to the tea.
After being warmly welcome and served
tea, the guests were taken downstairs to the
recreation room where movies of Westhampton, lent by Miss Webb, Westhampton dietitian were shown. Marilyn McMurray, '52,
told the high school girls present of the
beauties and advantages of Westhampton,
and Desiree Stuart-Alexander, '52, addressed
her remarks particularly to the alumnae, telling them of changes at the college. Altogether, all groups present at the tea seemed to
capture something of the Westhampton
spirit, and the entire affair was quite a success.
The next event on the calendar for the
Washington Club is a joint dinner meeting
with the Richmond College alumni in this
area on May 11 at the First Baptist Church.

from 1896. He succeeded his father who was
founder and president of the Princeton Banking Company, now the Pri.nceton Bank and
Trust Co., and following his resignation from
the bank he engaged in the real estate business. H e was on the board of directors of
Charles Leonard Albright
Bluefield College, the Bristol, Va. PreparaThe University family was saddened by the tory School and of the Ba.ptist Orphanage of
sudden death March 9 of Dr. Charles Leonard Roanoke, Va., of which his father was one of
~lbright, a member of the physics faculty the founders . A lifelong member of the Bapsmce 1929 and head of the department since tist Church in Princeton, which his mother
helped establish, he was also the author of
1948.
Just prior to his death he had attended a several books on the Baptist religion. He was
banquet of his fraternity, Sigma Alpha Ep- also author of several books on the history of
silon, and left in good spirits and apparently Southern West Virginia and was the Mercer
in good health. He died of a heart attack a County member o.f the West Virginia Hisfew minutes later. Dr. Albright is survived torical Society.
Dr. Isaac Carrington Harrison, 78, a forby his widow, Mrs. Helen Webb Albright.
mer
president of the Medical Society of VirA graduate of Coe College and a Ph.D. of
the University of Iowa, Dr . Albright was a ginia and for many years a leading physician
valued member of the University of Rich- of Danville, died March 13 in a Richmond
mond staff, particularly in the field of e}0peri- hospital. He was a graduate of old Richmond
College and later taught school in North
mental physics.
He was a member of Sigma Xi, scientific Carolina.
He received the degree of M.D. at the Unifraternity, a member of the American Physical Society, the American Association for the versity of Virginia in 1895. D r. Harrison beAdvancement of Science, and the Virginia came president of the Medical Society of Virginia in 1932. He first went to Danville in
Academy of Science.
1910 and practiced medicine there until
1945. He was active in the organization of
1890both Hilltop Tuberculosis Sanatorium and
Harrison Wilson Straley, II, 82, one of Memorial Hospital in Danville. For a numPrinceton, W. Va., oldest and most promi- ber of years he served on the
Danville School
nent citizens, died January 19, 1949 in a Board, the Danville Police Commission, and
Washington Hospital after a long illness. the Virginia State Board of Medical ExaminMr. Straley was educated in the Schools of ers. He began the practice
of medicine in
Princeton and graduated from Concord Col- Clarksville in 1898.
lege. He then attended Richmond College
and later went to the National School of Ora1891tory and Elocution in Philadelphia . In 1893
he began the study of law in Princeton and
Dana H. Rucker, 80, retired Richmond
was admitted to the bar at the end of five public school principal and long associated
weeks. He was attorney for the N. & W. rail- with educational and civic interests in Richroad and was prosecutor of Mercer County mond, died February 1. While a student at

I

Necrology
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Richmond College, Mr . Rucker was well
known as an outstanding athlete in all sports
and was a coach and player on one of the first
football teams at the college. After leaving
college, Mr. Rucker taught for several years
in Merritt Nolley's School in Richmond and
later at Staunton Military Academy. He was
associated with the Richmond Public School
system for more than 50 years before his
retirement several years ago. He was at one
time principal of both Stonewall Jackson and
William Fox Schools. At the age of 60, he
received the degree of master of arts from
Columbia University. During the time he
was connected with the school system he
started the first garden in a public school and
organized inter-school athletic meets. He also
was responsible for the present practice of
physician's examination of school children
participating in athletic events and for the
city ordnance abolishing fireworks in Richmond. An expert in the field of nature study
he had the names of trees placed on all trees
in Richmond public parks. He was also a student of sculpture, art and botany and was a
lecturer on these subjects. Mr. Rucker was
for many years an examiner for the Richmond
Boy Scouts. During World War I, he served
overseas with the Y.M.C.A . where he was a
lecturer and guide to military personnel in
the Louvre. For more than 40 years, he
served as a deacon in the Grove Avenue Baptist Church.

1894Charles Ryland Burnett, 74, a former' vicepresident of the First and Merchants National Bank, died January 11 at his Richmond
home following a long illness. As a ,boy he
was a pupil at McGuire's University School
and later attended Richmond College.
He became associated with the First National Bank in 1891. He was made a vicepresident of the First and Merchants National Bank in 1916 and became a director of
the Bank in 1920. He retired January 1,
1947. He was a communicant and former
vestryman of St. Stephen's Episcopal Church.

1895Dr. Hack Urquhart Stephenson, 77, widely known physician, died January 19 at a
Richmond hospital. He was educated in the
public schools of Southampton County, at
Corinth Academy, at Richmond College and
at the Medical College of Virginia, where he
was graduated in the class of 1895. He
practiced medicine at Toano from 1895 to
1922 and was, for 25 years, a surgeon for
the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway. He served
as the chairman of the Democratic party for
James City County from 1900 to 1907 and
was chairman of the county's Board of Supervisors from 1904 to 1908. He was a member of the General Assembly of Virginia
1910-1914 and was chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Eastern State Hospital 19081922. Since 1908 he had been a member of
the Board of Medical Examiners of Virginia.
He was a member of the Richmond Academy
of Medicine, the Medical Society of Virginia,
and the American Medical Association and

was a former president of the Alumni Association of the Medical College of Virginia.
During the World War he was a member
of his local board of examiners and was food
administrator for James City County. Since
1922 he had been medical advisor for the
Industrial Commission of Virginia.

1896Colonel Robert A. Hutchison, 75, a native
of Prince William County and for over 50
years a lawyer in Manassas, Va., died January
9 at his Manassas home. He was graduated
from Richmond College and the College of
William and Mary. Admitted to the Bar in
1897 he immediately established a practice in
Manassas. He served as honorary colonel on
the staff of Governor William Hodges Mann
in 1913.

1900The Rev. Norman Luck, 79, retired Baiptist
minister, died February 15 in Fredericksburg
following a short illness. A native of Rock
Island, Ill., he was a son of English immigrants. His family settled in Prince William
County when he was a boy. He was graduated from Richmond College and the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. He had
served pastorates in Essex, King George and
Stafford Counties and in Fredericksburg.

1910Jefferson D. Bond of Coeburn, Virginia,
died in the fall of 1948. He received his
bachelor of laws degree from the T. C. Williams Law School.

1922-

u. L. Sweeney, 60, an employee of the
Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac
Railroad , died March 17 at a Richmond hospital. He attended Richmond schools and received his law degree at the T. C. Williams
Law School. After practicing law for several
years he became connected with the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad
about 3 5 years ago. At the time of his death
he was chief clerk to the railroad's chief mechanical officer. He was a member of the
Mt. Vernon Baptist Church.
1923William Shepherd Drewry, 49, a member
of the law firm of Wallerstein, Goode, Drewry and Adamson, died suddenly February 28
in a Richmond hospital. After receiving his
law degree at the T. C. Williams School of
Law he became a deputy clerk in a Norfolk
Court. He later practiced law in Norfolk and
in 1942, he was elected vice-president and
general counsel of the Manufacturers Casualty Insurance Company of Philadelphia. In
1947, he returned to Richmond and resumed
the practice of his profession. He was a member of St. Stephen's Episcopal Church.

1901.Edward L. Ryan, 75, a well known Richmond lawyer for nearly fifty years, died Feb •
ruary 1 at his Richmond home. As a boy he
1927was a pupil in the Richmond parochial
Dr. Clifford Henry Beach, 45, a wellschools and later pursued his professional
studies at the law school of old Richmond known Richmond physician, died February
College wher'e he was graduated. He had 16 in a Richmond hospital after a brief illpracticed law in Richmond for nearly half a ness. He came to Richmond at the age of 15
century and in late years maintained his office and entered the School of Pharmacy at the
in the American Building. For many years, Medical College of Virginia. After graduahe had taken a keen interest in local history tion there, he took a premedical course at the
and was a member of the executive commit- University of Richmond and then received his
tee of the Virginia Historical Society. He M.D. degree at the Medical College of Virwas a member of .Sacred Heart Cathedral, the ginia in the class of 1928. After leaving
school, Dr. Beach was associated with the
Holy Name Society and the McGill Union.
Bertram Chesterman, 69, a native of Rich- McGuire Clinic and later maintained offices
mond and dtafter of many Virginia banking at 1009 West Franklin Street.
statutes, died in Washington January 14. He
was the organizer of the Morris Plan Bank of
The Library Corner
Washington, now merged with the Union
Friends of the Library have donated many
Trust Company. He attended Richmond
High School and Richmond College. From additional volumes in recent months. The
1910 to 1917, he was connected with the family of the late Dr. Maude H. Woodfin
Virginia Banking Department and drafted a presented 300 volumes in the field of history
considerable portion of the Virginia statutes to the main library, and the Encyclopedia of
Social Science, 15 volumes, an authoritative
governing banking. He had lived in Washwork of fundamental importance, to the
ington since 1925.
He became a United States bank examiner Westhampton College Reading Room. Other
in 1917, assigned to banks in New Jersey, gifts now catalogued in the Reading Room
Connecticut and New York City. In 1919 he collection, are 75 volumes in the field of
resigned and associated with Arthur J. Mor- European history presented by Dr. Susan M.
ris, founder of the Morris system. He Lough before leaving for England.
An interesting and valuable file of Leslie's
founded the Washington bank in 1925 and
retired in 1935 due to ill health. A book Illustrated Monthly Magazine came from
collector, he owned many first editions of former professors, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Chapfamous classics. In his younger days he wrote pell. From the library of the late Dr. Charles
reviews for Richmond newspapers. He later Gardner, were received 21 volumes, and
wrote many articles on banking subjects, spe- from the library of Miss Fannie C. Cross,
were many volumes. Miss Mary Agnes Grant
cializing in credit.
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presented sixty French and Spanish volumes
from the library of the late Julia Grant
Moore.
Alumni publications received were the two
volumes of Dr. Freeman's George Washington, presented by L. Howard Jenkins, and a
copy of Ottr Church for the Worship of God,
written by Ethel L. Smither, and autographed
by her for the library. Also Helen A. Monsell's recently published, Tohn Marshall. Murray Barr, '41, sent us 15 books of poetry and
drama.
Mrs. W. A. Harris and Miss Terrie Seale
often include interesting new fiction with
their gifts of beautiful flowers, which mention, I know, brings to the minds of former
students their beautiful garden.
An appreciated addition comes from Mrs .
Robert C. Astrop and her two sons-a gift of
223 volumes in the field of psychology, selected from the library of the late Professor
Astrop.
The library collection has been enriched
during the years also by gifts of books from
the libraries of other professors. The classical collection of Professor W. A. Harris; volumes in the field of education, given by the
late William L. Prince and books in the field
of economics presented by the family of Professor H. H. Seay.
The most recent gift is a collection of
books in the field of physics by W. Roland
Galvin, '26.
-L. C. T.

Philadelphia Chapter
Alumni and alumnae in the Philadelphia
area held a joint meeting at the Robert Morris
Hotel on February 18, with Dr. J. Warren
Hundley, '23, presiding.
An exceedingly interesting address was delivered by Dean of Students Clarence J. Gray,
'33, who brought the chapter an account of
activities at the University. All those present
were delighted with Dean Gray.
Boswell U. Davenport, '22, was elected
president of the chapter; Mrs. V. Carney Hargraves, '22, vice president; Mrs. Richard
Humbert, '42, secretary, and the Rev. R. J.
Beasley, '18, treasurer.

Baltimore Chapter
(Continued from page 22)

The principal speaker of the evening was
C. Yates McDaniel, '27, who had such a wide
and interesting experience during the war in
the South Pacific and about which he wrote
so well. He spoke on China and no one present left that meeting without a great respect
for the people of that country who it seems
have been in the throes of wars almost continuously for many many years.
Lester E. Tharpe, '27, President of the
Washington Alumni Chapter was present
and. btought greetings .
following officers were re-elected for
the ·coming year: Ralph Swanson, '26, president, George Smith, '17, vice president and
William Hugh Bagby, '17, secretary.
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